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Preface
The work described in this report was performed by the Tracking and Data
Acquisition organizations of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Eastern
Test Range, and Manned Space Flight Network and NASA Communications
Network of Goddard Space Flight Center. This volume, the first in a series of
four, covers the Tracking and Data System support for the Pioneer VI mission
from the planning phase through the end of the nominal mission in June 1966.
(For Pioneer VI, the nominal mission ended when data transmission by the
Deep Space Network 85-ft-diam antenna system exceeded a bit-error rate of
1 error in 100.) Volumes II and III of this report present similar documentation
relative to the Pioneer VII and VIII missions. Vohune IV deals with Pioneer IX
and with a subsequent planned but unsuccessful rr.ission (Pioneer E).
i
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Abstract
The Pioneer VI mission (inward trajectory, heliocentric orbit) employed six
scientific instruments to accumulate information relative to interplanetary high-
energy particles, solar phenomena, and plasma. The spacecraft also served as a
celestial mechanics experiment reference point. The Tracking and Data System
(comprised of the Air Force Edstern Test Range, Deep Space Network, Manned
Space Flight Network, and NASA Communications Network) tracked the space-
craft from launch through near-earth and deep space phases. For near-earth
tracking, all Tracking,; and Data System facilities responded to mission, launch
vehicle, and range requirements. For deep space tracking, the Deep Space Net-
work responded to tracking, telemetry, command, monitoring, simulation, and
operations control requirements.
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Tracking and Data System Support
for the Pioneer Project
Pioneer VI. Prelaunch to End of Nominal Mission
I. Introduction
This document provides a record of the technical
activities of the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR),
the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and the Deep
Space Network (DSN) in support of the Pioneer space
exploration project. Included in this report are descrip-
tions of the tracking and data acquisition requirements,
details of mission preparation on the part of the partici-
pating agencies, a comprehensive account of tracking
operations, and a Tracking and Data System (TDS)
performance evaluation summary. Brief descriptions of
the TDS, Mission Operations System, the Spacecraft
System, Launch Vehicle System, and mission objectives
are also provided.
A. Purpose
The primary purpose of the Pioneer V1 mission is to
accumulate scientific information from deep space. The
time required for the analysis of such data is consider-
able. This is attributable to the fact that the gathered
data encompass a variety of technical disciplines; more-
over, the responsibility of preparing the analyses rests
with the individual scientific experimenters having in-
struments aboard the spacecraft.
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Pioneer V1 was the first spacecraft launched in this
present series; hence, this report is the first description
of the TDS activities in the Project and the first presenta-
tion and discussion of engineering information obtained
in flight. To aid in understanding the information pre-
sented, the spacecraft, scientific instruments, and a por-
tion of the related ground equipment are described in
subsequent sections of this volume.
A listing is provided of major events and their time of
occurrence during the Pioneer VI flight, from the preship
review to the completion of the nominal mission phase
when telemetry from the spacecraft could no longer be
received by the 85-ft antennas. The test program and
other activities are discussed in Section IV. In addition,
the discussion of the preship review includes information
pertaining to thc';est program conducted on the space-
craft and scientific instruments.
The performance during the mission of various ele-
ments of the Pioneer Project is discussed in Section V.
Included is a description of the trajectory from launch
and a discussion of the engineering performance of the
1
s.
}
spacecraft subsystems indicated by the telemetry data.
The performance of the groups responsible for telemetry
data retrieval and processing is also discussed.
A TDS performance evaluation of the mission is sum-
marized in Section Vf.
As a note of interest, Pioneer VII, the second spacecraft
in the present series, was launched on August 17, 1966.
The Pioneer VII trajectory lies between 1.0 and 1.1 astro-
nomical units from the sun; after about 35 days from
launch (L+35 days), the spacecraft was following the
earth in its orbit about the sun. In contrast, the Pioneer VI
trajectory lies between 0.8 and 1.0 astronomical unit
from the sun; after approximately L+65 days, the space-
craft was leading the earth. In addition, because the
difference in heliocentric celestial longitude between
Pioneers VI and VII is continuously increasing, there is
excellent azimuthal coverage of solar events. Any further
mention of Pioneer VII is beyond the scope of the pre-
sent report. Such information will be contained in a
subsequent publication.
B. Objectives
Scientific observations of the characteristics of mag-
netic fields, plasma, and high-energy particles in inter-
planetary space beyond the influence of the earth can
provide a better understanding of the mechanism related
to the propagation through space of solar disturbances,
terrestrial phenomena related to such disturbances, and
the relationship between solar and galactic fields. These
characteristics are influenced by solar phenomena, and
vary both temporally and spatially. On a large time scale,
it is believed that they are influenced by the magnitude
of solar disturbances that vary periodically over an 11 -yr
cycle. Since such disturbances are generally localized on
the suns surface, and because the sun rotates, the spatial
variation is surmised.
The objectives of the Pioneer Project are to conduct
the aforementioned scientific observations and to deter-
mine the temporal and spatial variation of the inter-
planetary phenomena. To implement these objectives, the
plan calls for five flights.—Pioneer VI is the first—to be
launched at intervals of 8-12 mo so as to cover the period
from near minimum solar activity to maximum solar
activity. Spatial effects will be determined by launching
two spacecraft to move ahead of the earth with increas-
ing time and three spacecraft to move behind the earth
with increasing time. Pioneer VI is in the former category.
C. Pioneer Project Development
The Project began in the latter part of 1961 when a
number of discussions between NASA Headquarters and
Ames Research Center (ARC) personnel about the scien-
tific value and technical feasibility of the missions culmi-
nated in the decision to have industry conduct a mission
feasibility study. The study was concluded in April 1962
and became the basis of the technical information pre-
sented in a briefing to the NASA associate administrator
in June 1962. The Pioneer Project effort was approved
on November 9, 1962.
After a period of Project planning and specification
preparation, industry was solicitet, for proposals per-
taining to the spacecraft and related equipment on
January 29, 1963. The period of proposal evaluation, pre-
contract discussions with industry, and explorations by
NASA of the type of contract to be awarded ended in
the selection of TRW, Inc.—known at the time of selec-
tion as Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., a subsidiary
of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc.—as the contractor
for the spacecraft and mission-dependent ground opera-
tional equipment. The selection date was June 7, 1963.
A letter contract was signed on August 4, 1963, and the
contract was defined on July 30, 1964. The fixed-price-
incentive contract was the first of that type awarded by
NASA for the development of a spacecraft.
The scientific community was invited Ito submit pro-
posals for instruments to be flown on Pioneers VI and VII
on February 1, 1963. The six scientific experiments were
selected on July 23, 1963.
The period of studies and project definition, in which
the planning and performance of predesign activities
were accomplished, cuhninated with the first coordina-
tion meeting on August 26 and 27, 1963. The meeting
was attended by all experimenters and by personnel from
Ames Research Center and TRW. Approximately 21 mo
had elapsed since the Project began.
After the coordination meeting, the design of both the
spacecraft and scientific instruments began. During this
period, liaison and coordination with other groups that
would provide launch and ground operation support was
also initiated. The fabrication of spacecraft and instru-
ment subsystems began during the second quarter of
1964, and the integration and test activities at TRW
started during February 1965. The design and develop-
ment phase for Pioneer VI ended with the preship review
on September 29 and 30, 1965. This phase covered a
period of 25 mo. r
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1The number of organizations contributing to the suc-
cess of Pioneer VI is several hundred or more when
account is taken of the many subcontractors supplying
components and subsystems. To list all such organizations
is beyond the scope or intent of this report. However,
a number of organizations have played particularly signi-
ficant roles in the Project; these are by necessity cited
frequently throughout the report. Such organizations,
together with their responsibilities and relations to other
groups within the Project, are described in Table 1.
Pioneer VI was the first deep space project to be
managed by Ames Research Center. It was also the first
non-JPL deep space project to be supported by the Deep
Space Network, although some limited support had been
given to Pioneer V (1980).
Table 1. Principal elements of Pioneer Project
Operation Responsibility
Program
Lunar and Planetary Programs Office within OSSO Pioneer Project direction at NASA Headquarters until shortly after Pioneer VI
launch
Physics and Astronomy Program Office within OSSA Pioneer Project direction at NASA Headquarters after transfer of responsibility
from Lunar and Planetary Programs Office
Ames Research Center Proied management
Spacecraft, mission dependent ground operational equipment
Ames Research Center Spacecraft and GO& system management; installation and checkout
TRW Design, development, and fabrication of spocecraft and GOEI integration and
testing of spacecraft and instrumenh at TRW and Cape Kennedy Air Force
Station
W. V. Sterling, Inc. Assessment of spacecraft reliability and monitoring of quality assurance activities
at TRW
Scientific instruments
Ames Research Center Instrumentation systems management
- 'Fermiinstitute, University of Chicago	 - Design, fabrication, and testing of cosmic ray detector; reduction, analysis, and
reporting of data from instrument
Goddard Space Flight Center Design, fabrication, and testing of magnetometer; reduction, analysis, and
reporting of data from instrument
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Design, fabrication,. and testing of plasma detector; reduction, analysis, and
reporting of data from instrument
Graduate Research Center of the Southwest Design, fabrication, and testing of cosmic ray detector; reduction, analysis, and
reportinc of data from instrument
Stanford University, Stanford Research Institute Design, fabrication, and testing of radio propagation detectors reduction,
analysis, and reporting of data from instrument
Ames Research Center Plasma detector subsystem management; reduction, analysis, and reporting of
data from instrument
Marshall Laboratories Design, fabrication, and testing of /uses Research Center plasma detector
Launch vehicle
Goddard Space Flight Center Management of launch vehicle procurement
Douglas Aircraft Co. Design and fabrication of Thor booster (first stage of Delta launch vtlldde);
Integration and testing of Delta at Cape Kennedy Air Force Station
Douglas Aircraft Co. Design and fabrication of second stage of Delta
Allegheny Rallb6cs laboratory Design and fabrication of third stage of Delta
Thiokol Design and fabrication of first stage strap-on solid propellant motors
sOSSA = Office of Space Science and Applications.
llr E = around operational equipment.
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Table 1 (contd)
Operation Responsibility
Launch activities
Unmanned Launch Operations, Kennedy Space Center Direction of launch operations
Air Force Eastern Test Range Tracking and telemetry data acquisition during powered flight
Flight operations
Ames Research Center Planning, direction, and control of minion
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Management of Deep Space Network
Deep Space Network Tracking, telemetry data acquisition, and command transmission during free -
flight trajectory
NASA Communications Network Communications between the various stations conducting flight operations
Data processing and analysis
Ames Research Center Management of preliminary data -reduction activities; dissemination of telemetry
data to users; analyses of spacecraft and instrument engineering measurements
Computer Sciences Corporation Design, development, and operation of telemetry-data tape -processing station
Individual experimenters Reduction, analysis, and reporting of scientific data by individual experiments
TRW Support for analysis of spacecraft engineering measurements
D. Tracking and Data System
The TDS provides the tracking and communications
link between the space vehicle and committed earth-
based stations. For Pioneer missions, the TDS uses the
facilities of: (1) the AFETR (for tracking and telemetry
of the spacecraft and vehicle during the launch and
near-earth phases), (2) the Deep Space Network (for pre-
cision tracking commands, telemetry, communications,
data transmission, processing, and computing), and (3) the
Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Communications
System (NASCOM), both of which are operated by
Goddard Space Flight Center.
J. Near-earth phase. The AFETR extends from the
eastern United States mainland through the south Atlantic
area eastward into the Indian Ocean. It includes all
stations, sites, ocean areas, and air space necessary to
conduct missile and space vehicle test, development, and
flight support. Administrative and management activities
are largely concentrated at Patrick Air Force Base, and
actual missile launches and flight tests are conducted at
Cape Kennedy Air Force Station and over the down-
range areas.
The AFETR uses major instrumentation systems to
support those projects, programs, and organizations that
use the AFETR launch facilities.
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As a part of the TDS, the AFETR performs tracking
and data acquisition functions for Pioneer missions dur-
ing the countdown and launch phases of each flight. To
meet the tracking and telemetry commitments for Pioneer
missions, the AFETR has at its disposal: (1) land-based
instrumentation sites, (2) range instrumentation ships,
and (3) range telemetry aircraft.
The MSFN is under the direction of the Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. The MSFN
is part of a worldwide network designed nor supporting
the manned space flight effort.
From the MSFN facilities, launch, first tracking, and
launch mark event activities are monitored. By use of
the signaling, conferencing, and monitoring arranging
(SCAMA), voice operations and control are linked to
all MSFN tracking stations committed to support
Pioneer missions.
2. Deep space phase. The Deep Space Network (DSN),
established by the NASA Office of Tracking and Data
Acquisition, is under the system management and tech-
nical direction of JPL. The DSN is responsible for two-
way communications with unmanned spacecraft traveling
from approximately 10,000 mi from earth to interplanetary
distances. Present ground facilities permit simultaneous
control of a newly launched spacecraft and a second one
already in flight. In preparation for the increased number
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of U.S. activities in space, a capability is being developed
for simultaneous control of either two newly launched
spacecraft plus two in flight, or four spacecraft in flight.
Advanced communications techniques are being imple-
.nented to make possible the acquisition of data and the
gi:-)und tracking of spacecraft on outer-planet missions.
The DSN is distinct frum other NASA networks, such
as the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
(STANDAN), which tracks earth-orbiting scientific and
communication satellites, and the MSFN, which is used
for tracking the manned Gemini and Apollo spacecraft.
The DSN is composed of (1) the Deep Space Instru-
mentation Facility, (2) the Space Flight Operations Fa-
cility, and (3) the Ground Communications Facility.
The deep space tracking stations are situated in such
a manner that three prime stations may be selected
approximately 120 deg apart in longitude so that a
spacecraft in or near the ecliptic plane is always within
the field of view of at least one of the selected ground
antennas. The Deep Space Stations and their respective
locations are shown in Table 2.
The acquisition of a spacecraft signal by one of the
Deep Space Stations may involve six different functions:
(1) pointing the antenna at the spacecraft, (2) tuning
and locking receivers to the spacecraft transmitted fre-
quency, (3) tuning and locking the ground transmitter
to the spacecraft receiver frequency, (4) establishing
range lock, where applicable, (5) synchronizing the
telemetry system, and ivy
 some cases, (6) providing for
immediate command transmission to the spacecraft.
Selected stations of the Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility (DSIF) are equipped with special wide-field
antennas mounted on the 85-ft antennas to assist in the
acquisition process. These acquisition-aid antennas have
beamwidths of approximately 16 deg and are accurately
boresightad with the 85-ft antennas. They have angle-
error outputs that are connected to a separate angle-
channel receiver. By observing the angle errors
generated simultaneously by both wide- and narrow-
b .amwidth antennas, a smooth change from tracking
with the acquisition aid to tracking with the 85-ft an-
tenna can be effected.
The Space Flight Operations Facility is located at JPL in
Pasadena, Calif. Before launch, direction and status
monitoring of the DSN, analysis of spacecraft and scien-
tific instrument performance, and calculation of predic-
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tions for spacecraft acquisition by the DSN are performed
there. Within minutes after a launch, mission control is
transferred to this facility, where tasks associated with
the mission and its control are performed. Sev-
eral weeks after the Pioneer VI launch, mission control
became the responsibility of Ames Research Center; at
this time, the mission analysis teams were transferred to
the Ames Research Center facility.
The DSN, managed by JPL, provided all tracking,
data acquisition, and command capability for the free-
flight phase of Pioneer VI. The Deep Space Stations
(DSSs) within the network that have supported
Pioneer VI, their designation, and their location are
listed in the following tabulation:
Station
designation	 Location
DSS 11 Pioneer Station, Goldstone, Calif.
DSS 12 Echo Station, Goldstone, Calif.
DSS 14 Mars Station, Goldstone, Calif.
DSS 41 Woomera, Australia
DSS 42 Tidbinbilla, Australia
DSS 51 Johannesburg, South Africa
DSS 61 Robledo, Madrid, Spain
Deep Space Stations 12, 42, and 51 provided the prin-
cipal support during the deep space phase of Pioneer VI
since they were the only tracking stations with mission-
dependent ground operational equipment. (Deep Space
Station 71, also supplied with ground operational equip-
ment, was used only for prelaunch checkout and did not
track the spacecraft during the deep space phase.) A
microwave system connecting DSS 12 with DSSs 11
and 14 provided the capability for using the ground
operational equipment at DSS 12 in combination with
the mission-independent equipment at DSSs 1.1 and 14.
With the exception of DSS 14, all the designated
stations are equipped with 85-ft-diameter antennas.
These antennas are parabolic reflectors of Cassegrainian
construction that operate without radomes and use polar
mounts. To enhance the signal-sensing capability, a low-
noise preamplifier is mounted in the Cassegrainian cone
assembly. The gain of the antenna is approximately
53 dB when receiving and 51 dB when transmitting. The
beamwidth is 035 deg. Acquisition-aid antennas are also
mounted on the reflectors at DSSs 41, 42, and 51. These
5
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1Table 2. Deep Space Station designations and locations
location DSS No. Geodeticlatitude
geodetic
longitude
Height above
mean sea
level, as
Geocentric Geocentric
longitude
Geocentric
radius,
bm
Goldstone, Calif. (Pioneer) I 1 35.38950°N 243.151750E 1037.5 35.20805°N 243.150800E 6372.0341
Goldstone, Calif. (Echo) 12 35.29986°N 243.195390E 989.5 35.11861°N 243.194450E 6372.0176
Goldstone, Calif. (Venus) 13 35.24772°N 243.205990E 1213.5 35.06662°N 243.205070E 6372.2599
Goldstone, Calif. (Mars) 14 35.42528°N 243.122220E 1160 35.24376°N 243.121270E 6372.1341
Woomera, Australia 41 31.38314°S 136.886140E 144.8 31.21236°S 136.886140E 6372.5317
Canberra, Australia 42 35.401110S 148.980270E 654 35.219620S 148.980270E 6371.6686
Johannesburg, S. Africa 51 25.889210S 27.685700E 1398.1 25.738760S 27.685580E 6375.5415
Madrid, Spain (Robledo) 61 40.429°N 355.7510E Boo 40.238°N 355.751 °E 6370.0868
Cerebros, Spain 62 - - - - - -
Cape Kennedy, Fla. 71 28.48713°N 279.42315°E 4.0 28.32648°N 279.423150E 6373.2913
Ascension Island 72 7.954740S 345.67242°E 526.7 7.899910S 345.673620E 6378.2386
waveguide horn antennas have a gain of approximately
21 dB when receiving and 20 dB when transmitting, and
have a beamwidth of 16 deg. This broad width eases the
problems associated with initial acquisition of the space-
craft following launch.
The Goldstone Mars Station (DSS 14) is equipped with
a 210-ft-diameter parabolic antenna that uses an azimuth-
elevation mount. The gain is approximately 62 dB when
receiving and 60 dB when transmitting. The beamwidth
is 0.1 deg. The antenna was dedicated on April 29, 1966
and was used on but few occasions during the nominal
mission phase of Pioneer VI.
Transmitters at the Deep Space Stations operate with
an output power between 0.2 and 10 kW. The maximum
power is sufficient to transmit to the spacecraft when-
ever reception from the spacecraft is possible. The
lower power can be used when the spacecraft is near
the earth.
The Deep Space Stations are equipped with a para-
metric amplifier (paramp) and a helium-cooled traveling-
wave maser system. At 2.295 GHz, the system noise tem-
perature of the paramp is 270 -!-50aK; that of the maser,
between 35 and 500K.
All station receivers employ a phase -lock loop and are
tuned to the S-band frequency. These receivers lock to
the carrier, detect the subcarrier signal, and supply the
signal to the mission-dependent equipment for demodu-
lation and further processing.
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Each Deep Space Station is also equipped with two
FR-1400 tape recorders and two SDS 910 or 920 com-
puters for use by the flight projects. The tape units are
used to record (1) telemetry data directly from the re-
ceivers and from the mission-dependent equipment, and
(2) other information from instruments at the ground
station. The ground instrumentation is used in the Pioneer
system to perform such functions associated with telem-
etry and command as:
(1) Monitoring of spacecraft 'telemetry data and gen-
eration of alarms for out-of-tolerance performance.
(2) Selective editing of telemetry data and preparation
for their teletype transmission to the mission oper-
ation areas.
(3) Verification of commands preceding actual radio
transmittal to spacecraft.
E. Pioneer VI Spacecraft
The Pioneer VI spacecraft was launched from Cape
Kennedy Air Force Station on December 16, 1965; it
carried six scientific instruments to investigate the char-
acteristics of magnetic fields, plasma, and cosmic rays
in interplanetary space. All scientific instruments and
spacecraft equipment have continued to operate, nor-
mally since launch. There have been no malfunctions or
anomalous performances that have affected the objec-
tives of the mission. In addition, a mass of information
presenting the measurements made by the scientific
instruments and the performance of the spacecraft sub-
systems has been telemetered from the spacecraft and
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ireceived on the ground since the launch. A number of
organizations performing a variety of tasks have contribu-
ted to this success. This report describes a number of
these tasks performed and discusses the performance
of the spacecraft and the TDS.
The spacecraft was specially designed and fabricated
to provide the means for exploring interplanetary particle
and field phenomena at great distances from earth and
to meet the constraints imposed by interfacing systems.
The general requirements were to:
(1) Provide a stable platform on which to mount
scientific instruments to measure interplanetary
phenomena at distances up to 7.5 X 101
 km from
earth.
(2) Provide a capability for the instruments to scan
360 deg in the plane of the ecliptic.
(3) Provide a magnetically clean spacecraft with a
field strength of less than 1 y at the magnetometer.
(4) Operate in space for at least 6 mo.
(5) Weigh less than 150 lb (including scientific instru-
ments).
(6) Provide a thermal environment favorable to the
operation of on-board equipment.
(7) Provide a data system to sample readings from the
instrumantation and transmit the information to
earth.
(8) Provide a command system to permit changes in
operating modes of on-board equipment by ground
command.
The weight limitation and the requirements for flight
in interplanetary space were compatible with the perfor-
mance of the Delta launch vehicle. The spacecraft size
and overall profile were also compatible with the fairing
of the launch vehicle. Lastly, the structure met the
strength and rigidity requirements to withstand the
vibration and acceleration loads of the launch vehicle.
cies. When the. subsystem operates in a coherent mode,
the spacecraft transmits a signal whose frequency
is a fixed ratio of that received by the spacecraft; as a
result, accurate doppler measurements could be made
so that the spacecraft velocity relative to earth--and,
hence, the trajectory—could be determined. The telem-
etry communication subsystem also operates at a fre-
quency governed by an on-board oscillator to provide
for occasions when the ground stations are not trans-
mitting to the spacecraft or when doppler measurements
are not required.
The spacecraft is spin-stabilized. Thus, the stability
requirements can be met within the overall weight and
lifetime constraints, since the necessity for attitude
correction is minimized and the on-board orientation
subsystem is small, lightweight, and reliable. Align-
ment of the spin axis perpendicular to the plane of the
ecliptic for the major portion of the mission provided
the required scan capabilities.
The spacecraft is cylindrical and has three radial
booms, an antenna mast on the cylinder axis at the for-
ward end of the spacecraft, and an antenna system at
the aft end of the spacecraft for use in one of the scientific
experiments (Stanford). Except for a small viewing band
provided for the scientific instruments, the curved surface'
of the cylinder is covered with solar cells to supply
the on-board power. Within the cylinder is a single
platform on which all of the electronic equipment for the
spacecraft and scientific instruments is located. , Ther-
mal lolvers aft of the equipment platform 'cover a
portionof the platform area and control the amount
of beat radiated from that surface. These various com-
ponents are shown in Fig. 1.
The three booms were capable of being folded against
the antenna mast, and the Stanford antenna could be
withdrawn against the cylinder, as illustrated in the
sketch of Fig. 2. This arrangement allowed the spacecraft
to fit within the launch vehicle fairing. After separation
from the third stage, the booms and Stanford antenna
were automatically deployed. The three booms aug-
ment the spacecraft moment of inertia about the spin
axis to achieve the gyroscopic stabilization required for
the mission.
The telemetry and command communication subsys-
tem are compatible with the requirements of the DSN
and the need for communication at iarge distances. The
communication subsystem operates at S-band frequen-
One boom has a nozzle that, as part of the nitrogen
gas jet system, provides the torque for attitude control of
the spacecraft. The second boom, included for stability,
is equipped with a wobble-damping mechanism. A
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magnetometer, used for one of the scientific experiments,
is incorporated onto the third boom. The magnetom-
eter is deployed at the far end of its boom to provide
as much isolation as possible from the on -board instru-
mentation (and its inherent radiation).
To provide the required communication capabilities
within the constraints imposed by the electrical power
subsystem, the antenna mast is a high-gain antenna
having a disk-like pattern that is axially symmetric with
respect to and perpendicular to the spin axis. Since the
spin axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, and since
the earth and spacecraft are in the ecliptic plane, such
a pattern assures that the earth is within the radiation
plane of the spacecraft.
The magnetic-cleanness requirement is eased some-
what by placing the magnetometer sensor at the end
of the boom rather than on the equipn ;nt platform.
Nevertheless, careful selection of materials and com-
ponents throughout the spacecraft, and use of magnetic-
compensation design techniques, were necessary to fully
achieve this requirement.
In the more detailed description to follow, the space-
craft is divided into these seven subsystems:
(1)Structure.
(2) Thermal control.
(3) Electric power.
(4) Orientation.
(5) Communication.
(6) Command
(7) Data handling.
F. Launch Vehicle
The launch vehicle for Pioneer VI was the thrust-
augmented improved Delta (DSV-3E). The prime con-
tractor for the vehicle was the Douglas Aircraft Com-
pany. The vehicle had basically three stages, but it also
had three solid-propellant motors that were included
to augment the first-stage thrust. These components and
their principal dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. The
Pioneer VI launch was the first in which a Delta vehicle
(Delta 35) placed a payload in an escape -from-earth
trajectory.
The first stage of the vehicle was a modified Thor
powered by a Rocketdyne ME-3 (Block III) engine and
augmented by three Thiokol solid -propellant rockets.
The liftoff weiZ,bt was approximately 150,000 1b; the
liftoff thrust was 325,000 lbf, of which 175 ,600 Ibf was
supplied by the Thor. The fuel was RP-1 kerosene, and
liquid oxygen was the oxidizer for the Thor stage. The	 4'
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was unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine and the oxidizer
was inhibited red fuming nitric acid. The motor burned
for about 6 1/2' min. During the power portion of the
second-stage flight, the main engine was gimbaled to
control pitch and yaw. Roll was controlled by four on-off
cold gas jets, two of which reacted in a clockwise
direction and two of which reacted in a counterclockwise
direction. Both pitch and yaw control systems responded
to commands from the second-stage programmer as well
as from the radio guidance system and inertial refs:; once
package. A velocity cutoff system was also incorporated
in the second-stage guidance compartment.
The launch vehicle could delay third-stage ignition
until 1800 s after second-stage cutoff. For Pioneer VI,
this delay time was 966 s. During this coasting phase, an
on-off nitrogen gas jet used four solenoid-operated jets
radially mounted on the aft end of the second stage for
pitch and yaw control plus the four gas jets used during
second-stage powered flight for roll control. The nitrogen
gas was that previously used to pressurize the fuel tanks.
The third-stage propulsion for Pioneer VI was the
ABL X-258 rocket engine. The weight at ignition was
about 735 lb, including the spacecraft, and the thrust was
about 6200 lbf. Attitude control for the third stage was
maintained by spin-stabilizing the third stage (and
spacecraft) before separation from the second stage. The
third stage was quite large in relation to the spacecraft
itself. The Pioneer spacecraft was mounted on an X-258
motor. The aerodynamic fairing for the third stage-
spacecraft combination was the standard fairing of the
improved Delta.
The information necessary to assess the performance
of the launch vehicle was telemetered from the first and
second stages. The telemetry frequency for both the first
stage and the second stage was approximately 230 MHz.
Modulation was PDM/FM/FM (a complex signal form
using pulse-duration modulation of a frequency-
modulated signal on a frequency-modulated carrier). The
second stage was also provided with a C-band radar
transponder system that was capable of transmitting
a signal at a peak power of 500 W.
G. Scientific Experiments
The six scientific instruments that made up the scien-
tific payload for Pioneer VI were: two cosmic ray detec-
tors, two plasma detectors, a magnetometer, and a radio
propagation instrument. One additional experiment re-
quired no special instruments on the spacecraft. The
payload weighed 34.1 lb, approximately 25% of the total
main engine burned for 148 s. The three Thiokol solid-
propellant rockets were started at the time of main engine
start and burned for 40 s. About 70 s after burnout, the
solid-rocket cases were ejected. During first-stage burn,
the pitch and yaw control was effected by gimbaling the
main engine in response to signals from an inertial refer-
ence package, which also maintained roll control by
positioning the gimbaled vernier engines. A radio guid-
ante system in the second stage also provided corrective
steering signals for the first stage.
Second-stage thrust was supplied by a pressure-fed
Aerojet General Corporation AJ10-118E liquid-propellant
propulsion system. The approximate weight at ignition
was 14,000 lb; the thrust was about 7400 lbf. The fuel
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Pioneer VI weight. The power consumption for the
instruments (with one plasma detecior operating in its
low-power mode) was 9 W. This level doubled when the
plasma detector operated in the high-power mode, bring-
ing the overall power consumption of the instruments to
35% of the total spacecraft requirement.
The payload covered approximately 280 ii>? of plat-
form. Approximately 72% of the telemetry data was
allocated directly to the scientific p!vload for °:elemeter-
ing in the scientific data transmission mode. Except on
rare occasions, this mode was used throughout the
mission. Approximately 33% of the command capability
was allocated directly to the payload for controlling the
operating conditions of the instruments.
Power to the scientific instruments was supplied
directly from the spacecraft primary bus; each instru-
ment, therefore, was provided with its own converter.
Power to all instruments was shut down by a single
ground command, but each instrument was capable of
being activated by individual commands.
The scientific instruments met the weight and struc-
tural integrity constraints imposed by the launch vehicle
performance, acceleration, and vibration parameters.
They also met stringent requirements for magnetic
"cleanness." As with the spacecraft, materials and com-
ponents were selected carefully and the use of magnetic
minimization, or compensation, design techniques was
necessary. The requirement for long lifetime was also
met by careful selection of parts and by thorough parts
screening.
Brief descriptions of the experiments and their related
instruments are given in the following paragraphs to
indicate the type of scientific information being gathered
by Pioneer VI. As stated previously, the reporting of the
scientific results is the responsibility of the individual
experimenters and is beyond the scope of this report
except where mentioned for the sake of clarity.
1. Cosmic ray detector (University of Chicago). This
instrument measures the intm7ity and energy spectrum
of protons and alpha particles. In addition, it measures
electron energy over a Iimited range, as well as particle
anisotropy. The measurement of proton and alpha particle
energy spectrum is divided into the following energy
windows: 0.6-13, 13-70, 70-190, and >190 MeV per
nucleon. Detection of electron energy spectra is limited
to the energy windows of 0.16-1 and 1-20 MeV.
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The instrument has three solid-state lithium drifted
detectors, a plastic scintillator cylinder designed to ex-
clude particles not confined to the telescope cone angle
of 60 deg, a photomultiplier tube, and associ ►ted elec-
tronics. Aside from the input discriminator logic typical
of this type of instrument, the electronics basically
consists of the necessary readout logic to interface with
the spacecraft data handling subsystem, four counter
registers th.t provide the nondestructive readout of
four separate counting rates, one 128-channel pulse-
height analyzer, one 32-channel pulse-height analyzer,
and a solar aspect counter. The solar aspect counter uses
spacecraft timing signals to generate timing signals within
the instrument for indicating the direction of the instru-
ment axis relative to the sun. This facilitates determi-
nation of the direction of the incoming particles.
The timing cycle began when the first signal occurred,
when sun sensor E was illuminated by the sun; the
instrument axis pointed 115 deg of spacecraft station
ah-ad of the sun. The first internally generated signal
occurred 'A&-'Is s later. Succeeding signals were 'ia s apart
until the spacecraft completed the revolution and the
cycle would start again. The interval betweo.. the last
signal and the start of the next cycle was generally less
thar-'A s because of the tolerance in the time of the first
signal and because the spacecraft spin rate was not a
precise multiple of V8 s.
The instrument was capable of operating in one of two
modes: normal and calibrate (selected by ground com-
mand). In the calibrate mode, the coincidence/anti-
coincidence logic circuitry was disabled to permit the
individual counting rates of the three solid-state detectors
to be read directly.
2. Cosmic ray detector (Graduate Research Center of
the Southwest). This instrument measures the anisotropy
of low-energy primary and solar cosmic radiation and
measures its variation with energy, time, and nuclear
species. The cosmic ray counting rates from four orthog-
onal
 directions in the plane of the ecliptic are recorded
for energy windows of 7.5-45, 45-90, and 150-350 MeV
per nucleon. The latter window records alpha particles
or heavy nuclei alone. The lowest energy window, 7.5-45
MeV per nucleon, while intended to record protons or
heavier nuclei, will also detect electrons in the energy
range of 7.5-13 MeV. There is also an omnidirectional
counting rate which records all particles of energy= sized
>7.5 MeV per nucleon.
The instrument consists of a scintillator crystal, an ant i-
coincidence scintillator, two photomultiplier tubes, and
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associated electronics. The acceptance cone for the de-
tector is 107 deg. Energy window discrimination is
achieved by means of a four-channel pulse-height
analyzer.
A time division circuit, the aspect clock, generates four
time gates of precisely equal length. The first period
starts when the detector axis points 139 deg west of the
sun. Succeeding periods begin at precisely 90, 180, and
270 deg of spacecraft rotation. The three primary modes
of operation—dynamic
 range o¢, dynamic range on, and
calibrate—are selectable by ground command. In the
dynamic range o$ operating mode, the length of each
time period is equivalent to nearly 25% of a spacecraft
revolution. In the dynamic range on mode, the length of
each period is equivalent to approximately "L- of a space-
craft revolution. These time gates route the pulses from
any one channel of the pulse-height analyzer into one of
four binary accumulators corresponding to each of the
four time gates. Hence, concurrent measurements of
cosmic ray fluxes are obtained from each of the three
energy bands enumerated above.
The dynamic range o$ mode is used during periods of
relatively quiet solar a .tivity, and dynamic range on is
used Jnring periods of extensive solar activity. The
calibrate mode provides an in-flight check of the pulse-
height analyzer threshold.
3. Plasma detector (Massachuseitc Institute of Tech-
nology). The plasma detector measures the energy spec-
trum, flux, and angular distribution of positive ions
and electrons of the interplanetary plasma. The energy
per rivit charge of the positive ions is determined in
14 intervals extending from 0.1 to 9.5 keV. The energy of
the electrons is determined in four energy bands extend-
ing from 0.1 to 1.6 keV. The flux sensitivity range is from
2 X 105 to 2 X 109 particles/cmz/s.
The instrument consists of a detector that utilizes a
Faraday cup with an energy-determining grid, a split
collector, and associated electronics. A voltage applied
to the grid alternates at approximately 1800 Hz between
two voltage levels, thus producing a pulsating current at
the collector. The result is a passing and then repelling
of incoming particles whose energy-to-charge ratio is
within the applied voltage band. The electronics system
is coupled to the collector and responds only to the
pulsating component of the current. The current from
half of the split collector and the total collector current
are measured; the ratio of these currents gives an
approximate indication of the direction of flow in the
plane of the spin axis. Measurements to be telemetered
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are stored as 6-bit words in a 256-word memory. The
viewing angle is ±20 deg in the plane perpendicular to
the spacecraft spin axis and ±60 deg in e, to plane parallel
to the spin axis.
The data recording sequence consists of 16 revolutions
of the spacecraft in which no data are recorded, alter-
nating with 16 revolutions in which the 14 ion-energy-
per-unit-charge bands, a single electron-energy band,
and a calibrate scan are covered. No data from the instru-
ment are telemetered during this time. Thereafter, the
data are telemetered until the memory is empty, at which
time the recording sequence again commences, covering a
different electron energy band. The angular distribution
information is obtained by measuring the total particle
flux in 28 consecutive intervals, each corresponding to
11% deg of spacecraft rotation. The first interval begins
when the instrument axis is pointing 45 deg east of the
sun and the last interval ends when the instrument axis
has rotated westward 270 deg beyond the sun. Data are
recorded in each of the first eight intervals (covering
±45 deg from the sun). In the remaining 20 intervals,
only the maximum reading in each consecutive group
of 4 intervals is recorded. In addition, the peak value
of the flux striking half the collector in each revolution of
the spacecraft, together with the interval number in
which it occurred, is also recorded.
The instrument can be placed in one of two operating
modes by ground command. In the primary mode, the
instrument cycles through all the voltage intervals avail-
able. In the other mode, the four highest voltage intervals
are excluded.
4. Plasma detector (Ames Research Center). The in-
strument measures the energy spectrum, flux, and angular
distribution of positive ions and electrons of the
interplanetary plasma. The energy per unit charge of
the positive ions is determined in 16 logarithmically
spaced bands extending from 0.2 to 10 keV. The energy
of the electrons is determined in eight logarithmically
spaced bands extending from 2 to 500 eV. The flux sensi-
tivity range is from 1 X 10 5
 to 1 X 109 particles/cm'/s. The
instantaneous viewing angle is approximately 15 deg in
the plane perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis (equa-
torial plane) and ±80 deg in the plane parallel to the
spin axis. The latter is divided into eight channels, which
are symmetrical about the equatorial plane and have
widths, commencing at the equatorial plane, of 15, 15, 20,
and 30 deg.,''
The instrument has a quadrispherical electrostatic
analyzer, eight separate and contiguous current collectors
11
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(to provide the eight sectors), and associated electronics.
The current or flux measurement is expressed as a 7-bit
word, and is stored in a core memory together with other
information identifying energy levels, positive or negative
particles, collector, and equatorial interval. The instru-
ment can record and transmit data simultaneously.
The angular distribution about the spin axis is obtained
by measuring the total ,particle flux in 15 consecutive
intervals; the first 4 and last 3 correspond to 45 deg of
spacecraft rotation and the remaining 8 correspond to
5'A deg of spacecraft rotation. The first interval begins
at 2021/, deg of spacecraft rotation before the instrument
axis points toward thc; sun; thus, the eight small intervals
are symmetric with respect to the time of instrument
axis and sun al? ►ment.
The instrument is capable of four different data-
recording sequences. When the spacecraft is transmitting
at 512 bits/s, the particle flux or current at a given energy-
per-unit-charge interval and for a single collector, to-
gether with associated identification information, is
recorded for each of the 15 intervals during one revo-
lution and for the interval and -collector having the
maximum flux during the second revolution. Twenty-four
such pairs make up the full energy cycle; the full instru-
ment cycle comprises eight such cycles (one for each
collector). When the spacecraft is transmitting at 256
bits/s, the volume of data is compressed by recording only
those data taken during the eight short intervals cor-
responding to 45 deg of spacecraft rotation symmetric
with the sun direction (first short-scan mode). Or, alter-
nately, the record can consist of that taken during the
first seven of the eight short intervals (second short-scan
mode). The mode can be selected by ground command.
When the spacecraft is transmitting at 64 bits/s and
lower, the volume of data is further compressed by
acquiring data during a single interval and for the one
collector that observed the maximum flux during a
single rotation of the spacecraft. In this mode, the ion
and electron data are separately acquired and stored
before being telemetered: In addition to the above, a
ground selectable calibrate mode is possible wherein
a Imown voltage offset is provided that results in a
simulated flux reading of approximately 64 counts (half-
scale). This reading will continue to appear in the flux
word position while the instrument remains in calibrate.
The calibrate mode is terminated automatically when a
transfer from *b - . ion-energy per-unit-charge level to the
electron-energy level occurs. The mode may also be
terminated by ground command.
5. Magnetometer (Goddard Space Flight Center). The
magnetometer measures sequentially the magnitude of
the three orthogonal components of the interplanetary
magnetic field. The magnetometer has a range of ±64 y.
The instrument has a single flux gate sensor and associ-
ated electronics. The sensor was mounted on the end of
one of the three spacecraft booms where the residual
magnetic field of Pioneer VI was less than 0.5 y. It was
aligned perpendicular to the boom axis and at an angle
of 54 deg, 45 min to the plane containing the boom and
spin axis. Thus, at any three positions separated by
120 deg of spacecraft rotation, the sensor direction at one
position is orthogonal to that at the other two positions.
The sensor consists of a saturable magnetic core that is
excited at 13 kHz from positive to negative saturation
by a solenoid drive coil. The magnitude of the 26-kHz
second harmonic (measured by a tuned amplifier con-
nected to a secondary coil winding) is proportional to
the component of the external magnetic field along the
sensor axis and the permanent magnetization of the core
itself. A mechanical "flip" mechanism, which rotates the
sensor through 180 deg, permits detection and, thus,
elimination of the latter effect. The flip mechanism con-
tains 29 small squibs grouped in pairs for redundancy.
Each individually fired squib of a pair releases a spring
with an escapement mechanism to reverse the direction
of the sensor by precisely 180 deg.
The instrument is capable of four different data
recording sequences. When the spacecraft is transmitting
at 64 bits/s and higher, three orthogonal measurements
are taken in a single rotation; each measurement is stored
as an 8-bit word, and the measurements are telemetered
in a group of 24 bits. The cycle repeats continuously.
When the spacecraft is transmitting at 16 bits/s, measure-
ments for each of the three positions are made and stored
during each of four consecutive spacecraft rotations, and
the average value at each position is telemetered. The
cycle repeats continuously. At 8 bits/s, measurements
are averaged for eight revolutions of the spacecraft.
When the spacecraft is operating in duty cycle store
mode, the number of measurements averaged is:
Time to fill, h
	 Number of measurements
2.4 64
4.8 128
9.5 256
19.0 256
'a
The instrument can be commanded into a calibrate
mode from the ground. In this mode, a bias voltage is
furnished to the sensor corresponding to a 10 -y magnetic
field offset. The instrument remains in the calibrate mode
for a specific number of seconds (3584 divided by the
spacecraft bit rate) and then returns automatically to
the appropriate data recording mode.
6. Radio propagation (Stanford University). The prop-
agation experiment involves the transmission of two
modulated coherent carriers of 49 .8 and 423 .3 MHz from
the ground and the reception of these signals by receivers
aboard the spacecraft. The receivers are designed to
measure the relative phase of the modulation euvelopes
of the two carrier frequencies. Since the higher frequency
is relatively unaffected by the presence of ionization, the
phase relationship provides a value for the integrated
electron density. In addition, the rate of change of phase
of one carrier with respect to the other is measured, thus
accurately determining the time variation of the inte-
grated electron density. Signal strength is also measured.
The instrumentation for this experiment consists of two
ground-based transmitters operating into a 150 -ft-diam-
eter parabolic antenna located on the Stanford campus; a
dual-channel, phase-locked-loop receiver aboard the
spacecraft; the spacecraft telemetry; and the Deep Space
Network. All of the elements of the system just described
must operate simultaneously to provide a closed-loop
operation.
From the ground, this instrument can be placed in a
calibrate mode. The purpose of this mode is to obtain a
calibration point on the modulation phase detector. This
is effected by the command, which straps the inputs of the
two receiver IF strips together and connects them to
the output of the high-frequer °^y RF mixer. The differ-
ence frequency count , will then be zero. The relative
phase of the modulation frequency between the two
channels will also be read. The calibrate mode is
terminated automatically.
T. Astronomical constants. The object of this experi-
ment is to use the available metric data from all of the
^:oneer missions to obtain primary determinations of
the masses of the earth and moon, and to determine
accurately the astronomical-unit distance and the inter-
related elements of the orbit of the earth. ,Pioneer data
are appropriate for this experiment because of the
absence of midcourse orbit corrections and near-planetary
encounters. In addition, solar-radiation-pressure effects
are small for the Pioneer configuration.
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The experiment does not require any additional on-
board equipment, but makes use of the existing on-board
receiver and transmitter equipment in conjunction with
DES equipment to obtain two-way doppler measurements.
II. Pioneer VI Tracking and Data System
Requirements
A. Near-Earth Phase Support
The Tracking and Data System (TDS) near-earth phase
support for Pioneer VI consisted of the committed facili-
ties o' the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR),
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and portions of
the Deep Space Network (DSN).
The tracking and data acquisition coverage require-
ments placed upon the AFETR and GSFC are described
in the following paragraphs. The requirement categories
are; (1) Pioneer VI mission requirements, (2) launch
vehicle requirements, and (3) range safety requirements:
As a result of the importance of the AFETR acquisition
support to the DSN, the tracking requirement imposed
on the AFETR involved in this support has been classi-
fied as Class I, defined as follows: Class I requirements
reflect the minimum essential needs to ensure accom-
plishment of primary test objectives; these are mandatory
requirements which, if not met, may result in a decision
not to launch.
During the launch phase of any space mission—i.e.,
that* period extending from launch to the initial Deep
Space Station (DSS) acquisition—several events occur
that have a major influence on the success of the mission.
For example, all of the powered flight and separation
events occur that lead to the injection of the spacecraft
into its deep space trajectory and the subsequent final
separation of the spacecraft from the third stage of the
launch vehicle. The information gatheredfrom tracking
and telemetry during this period is used to continually
evaluate the status of the flight.
As explained, the acquisition support by the AFETR
was important for the successful initial acquisition by the
first-viewing, committed Deep Space Station. This
AFETR acquisition support wab primarily directed
toward evaluating the performance of the launch vehicle,
including the third-stage burn (initial DSN acquisition
occurs subsequent to third-stage burn). In addition to
13
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being vital to the acquisition effort, near-real-time eval-
uation of launch vehicle performance was of concern to
spacecraft monitor personnel. For example, should the
launch vehicle performance have been nonstandard
during any portion of powered flight, and if an indication
of the degree of abnormality of the flight could be
obtained soon enough, there would have existed an
opportunity to change the command sequence of the
spacecraft events so as to maximize the likelihood of
meeting the flight test objectives.
There are two general methods of evaluating the launch
vehicle performance in near-real time. One method in-
volves comparing the actual mark times of the significant
launch vehicle events from telemetry with the predeter-
mined norms (Table 3) and analyzing the differences.
This method includes the general evaluation of all
available telemetry. The other method requires tracking
data to calculate the resultant trajectory subsequent to
the first- and second-stage burns (Thor/Delta). A com-
parison of the actual trajectory with the anticipated norm
gives an evaluation of the launch vehicle performance.
By employing both of these methods, one can be used
to determine the validity of the conclusions derived from
the other.
The actual launch vehicle mark times for the Pioneer
launches were determined by AFETR from telemetry
data received at individual sites and reported by the
supervisor of range operations over the AFETR commu-
nications network. In the launch vehicle telemetry lab-
oratory, the telemetry data were analyzed and the mark
times validated. The mission analyst also provided current
Table 3. Mark events for Pioneer VI mission
Mark Event Time from liftoff, s
0 Liftoff L+0
1 Thrust-augmentation rocket jettison L+70.0
2 Main engine cutoff L+149.2
3 Sustainer engine ignition L+153.2
4 Shroud jettison L+179.2
5 Sustainer engine cutoff L+551.1
6 Third-stage spinup L+1486.2
7 Second-third-stage separation L+1488.2
8 Third-stage ignition L+l501.2
9 Third-stage burnout; injection L+1523.7
10 Third-dope/spacecraft separation L+1582.2
11 Spccecraft boom deployment complete L+1583.5
Spacecraft traveling-wave tube L+1583.5
amplifier on
Step I orientation initiated L+1583.5
reports to JPL regarding the launch vehicle performance
based on all information available to him in real time,
including mark times.
The accuracy to which the vehicle stages injected the
combination third stage/spacecraft into the parking orbit
was evaluated by tracking the Delta C-band beacon from
Grand Turk and Antigua AFETR. Trajectory calculations
by AFETR performed at the Real Time Computing Facil-
ity (RTCF) based on this tracking data were made to
establish the degree of normality of the parking orbit. This
evaluation was done by the flight-path analysis group at
the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) ?`.. :eceiv-
ing the parking orbit elements and ir;: aion conditions
from the RTCF. Determining th- performance of the
third stage by AFETR in near-real-time was more difficult
since this stage was not equipped with a radar tracking
beacon. Two methods were conceived, however, which
provided some indication of third-stage ignition: and burn
duration. One method involved examination of the
doppler data in the RF signal on the carver of the space-
craft S-band telemetry. The other method was dependent
upon receiving a signal from a 136-MHz beacon installed
on the third stage and retransmitting this signal to the
telemetry laboratory for display and analysis of the
doppler frequencies.
1. AFETR acquisition support. The first major event
accomplished by the DSN during the flight was initial
acquisition of the spacecraft by a Deep Space Station.
To accomplish this, the acquiring station had to know the
approximate spacecraft trajectory in terms of station
predicts before the spacecraft came into view. Predicts,
which included declination, hour angle, and doppler
detector output frequencies correlated with time, were
furnished to all Deep Space Stations before the launch.
These predicts were based on anticipated launch vehicle
performance; predicts based upon actual launch vehicle
performance could have proved very useful during the
initial acquisition by the DSIF, particularly if the per-
formance had been substantially different from the stated
norm. Because of the time required to receive the track-
ing data by AFETR, calculate the predicts, and transmit
them to the SFOF for retransmission to the Deep Space
Stations, the most timely predicts were those based on
tracking data taken after injection into the parking orbit
and a normal third-stage burn. Only the AFETR could
supply these real-time predicts (by calculating the tra-
jectory using radar tracking data). Since the trajectory
of the mission was normal, DSSs 51 and 42 had no trouble
acquiring; however, had the spacecraft been injected
into a nonstandard trajectory, real-time AFETR predicts
would have been critical for both stations. r
2. AFETR Class I tracking. The stated minimum re-
quirement for tracking coverage was from sustainer
engine cutoff (SECO) to SECO+60 s. Since SECO was
the injection point into the parking orbit, this tracking
coverage constituted 60 s of the parking orbit.
3. AFETR station support. As a result of the com-
bination of the trajectory characteristics and AFETR
station locations, only Grand Turk and Antigua radars
could view the launch vehicle-spacecraft after its injec-
tion into the parking orbit. Thus, to be able to provide
an c of tracking into the parking orbit, at least one of
these	 _t­4 to be operational. Since the view angle
of the parking orbit very close to the Grand Turk
station's horizon (2 min max:;n`rn viewing time), the
quality of any received tracking data could have been
poor. It was therefore deemed preferable to gather data
from Antigua, whose view afforded about 4 min of
tracking.
4. Data processing support. It was mandatory that the
CDC 3600 computers at the RTCF be operational to
enable the AFETR to prepare Deep Space Station pre-
dicts. These computers processed the raw tracking data,
and computed the parking orbit elements, the solar orbit
elements (based on a normal third-stage burn), and
the predicts.
The purpose of the CDC 3100 computer for JPL sup-
port was the conversion of octal raw tracking data into a
decimal format before data transmittal to JPL. This
enabled flight path analysis personnel at JPL to visually
evaluate the data in real-time. Since this was a recent
improvement in the AFETR-JPL interface, JPL still had
the capability to receive and process octal data; con-
sequently, it was not considered mandatory that the
CDC 3100 computer be available to support the launch.
5. Communications.
a. Communications between Grand Turk or Antigua
and RTCF. A high-speed data link was required between
Grand Turk and the RTCF and between Antigua and the
RTCF for the transmission of the raw radar data. Al-
though the communications subcable was used, other
links, providing the same capability, were considered
necessary to cover the eventuality of a breakdown in
subcable communications.
b. Communications between RTCF and AFETR Build-
ing AO. At least one voice line was mandatory for co-
ordinating the JPL/RTCF interface. Also, one teletype
line was available between the RTCF and Building AO
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for the transmission of the spacecraft frequency param-
eters to the RTCF and the DSIF predicts to Building AO.
c. Communications between Building AO and the
SFOF. Coordination between JPL personnel at the
AFETR and at the Pasadena facility required a minimum
of one cross-country voice line. One teletype line was to
be available for the cross-country transmission of
the spacecraft frequency parameters from the SFOF to
Building AO and the AFETR-generated DSIF predicts
from Building AO to the SFOF.
d. Communications between DSS 71 and Building AO.
One teletype line was required for communications
between DSS 71 (the spacecraft monitoring station at the
AFETR) and Building AO.
e. Communications between Building AE and SFOF.
Since the mission director was located in Building AE,
voice contact had been maintained between the mission
director at Cape Kem.c6y and the DSN system manager
in Pasadena. In case of a nonstandard communication
situation, this requirement could be met with a conven-
tional telephone line between Building AE and the SFOF.
6. Near-earth phase trajectory characteristics. Real-
time flight analysis of the near-earth phase of the flight,
as well as during the prelaunch countdown, was facili-
tated by the ready access to data pertaining to the launch
window and trajectory.
To present a clear composite picture of the near-earth
phase of the station coverages in relation to flight events
and coverage requirements, an earth track of the trajec-
tory up to about the first 15 h from launch is plotted in
Fig. 4. An elevation constraint of 0.0 deg was estab-
lished for the AFETR stations and 5 deg for the Deep
Space Stations.
7. S-band telemetry. The data to be recovered during
the launch phase were formatted into a 64-bit/s pulse-
code-modulated signal biphase-modulating a 2048-Hz
subcarrier. This subcarrier channel phase-modulated the
S-band carrier with a peak deviation of 0.9 rad. The trans-
mitter output power was 40 mW. Support requirements
were based upon transmitting-antenna gains of 0-21 dB.
a. Class I requirements. The Class I S-band telemetry
requirements included the receiving and recording of the
spacecraft data from shroud jettison to SECO +120 s, and
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from third-stage spinuh until 80 s after third -stage burn-
out. These values correspond to range times of: L+179 to
L+669 s and L+1460 to L+1604 s. In addition, all down-
range S-band stations and ships that received the Pioneer
telemetry signal were required to provide a voice report
to the Superintendent of Range Operations (SRO) (in
near-real time) as to time of acquisition of signal, time of
loss of signal, and signal strength of the S-band carrier.
b. Class II requirements. Class II requirements in-
cluded the receiving and recording of the spacecraft data
from L-3 min to L+179 s (shroud jettison), from L+410
to L+630 s, and from L+630 s until loss of signal at the
AFETR station.
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c. Station commitments. Based on the support require-
ments of AFETR Test 4867, it was determined that Cape
Kennedy Tel II (Station 1), Grand Bahama Island
(Station 3), Antigua (Station 9.1), and the Coastal
Crusader (range instrumentation ship) were necessary to
meet the Class I data requirements. The specific com-
mitments for each site were as follows: Station 1, L-120
to L+66 s; Station 3, L+56 to L+286 s; Station 9.1,
L+330 to L+760 s; and Coastal Crusader from L+1245
to L+1653 s. The general equipment configuration for
each station is illustrated in Fig. 5.
d. Overlapping S- and P-band requirements. It became
apparent at Grand Bahama Island and Antigua that there
would be simultaneous Class I requirements for both
S- and P-band data. Since both the TAA-2 telemetry
antenna at Grand Bahama Island and the TAA-3A
telemetry antenna at Antigua had broadband feed sys-
tems (thus allowing frequency diversity), no problem
was anticipated in this area.
e. Tel 11 at Cape Kennedy. The telemetry support
requirements in the launch area are met by Tel II. The
S-band telemetry antenna at this site is a right-eircular-
polarized manual tracking antenna with a gain of 23 dB.
Prediction of the received signal level at Tel II was
contingent on the transmitting antenna gain. Data rela-
tive to this were obtained by combining spacecraft aspect
angle information and spacecraft antenna pattern infor-
mation supplied by the range user. No S-band commit-
ment was made for Tel II after L+66 s because the gain
of the spacecraft antenna was not defined after that time.
Figure 6 is a plot of the predicted signal strength from
L = 0 to L+180 s. The signal strength shown from L+66
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Fig. S. S-band telemetry equipment configuration
for the Pioneer VI launch
TIME AFTER LAUNCH, s
Fig. 6. Tel II predicted received signal strength
vs time after launch
to L+180 s was made assuming a smooth decrease in
spacecraft antenna gain with increase in aspect angle in
this region.
Figure 7 is a plot of the predicted doppler frequency
shift at Tel II. The maximum doppler shift expected was
48 kHz and the maximum doppler rate was 410 Hz/s.
Comparison of the signal strength and doppler curves
with the receiver performance has shown that the
doppler characteristics did not limit the data coverage.
f. Grand Bahama Island (Station 3). The antenna used
for S-band telemetry support at Grand Bahama Island is
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Fig. S. Grand Bahama Island predicted received
signal strength vs time after launch
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Fig. 7. Tel II predicted doppler offset
vs time after launch
the TAA-2, with an effective gain of 48 dB. The antenna
has dual polarization capability, but only right-circular
polarization was required for data reception.
Figure 8 is a plot of the predicted signal-strength-vs-
time values. After L+294 s, the spacecraft antenna gain
was approximated, using the assumption that the gain
would decrease smoothly with increasing aspect angle.
The sensitivity of the TAA-2 tracking receiver system
was —113 dBm. From Fig, 8, it is apparent that the
S-band commitment had to be ended at L+286 s. Since
the data receivers were more sensitive, it was felt that the
time coverage might be extended to the horizon limit at
L+508 s if the antenna could be properly positioned.
The prime tracking frequency at Grand Bahama Island
for the Pioneer VI launch was to be 2.292 GHz, with 234
MHz as a backup. With the feed focused for S-band, a
switch to P-band tracking should provide extended
S-band data coverage.
The predicted doppler frequency shift at Grand
Bahama Island is plotted in Fig. 9. The rate of frequency
shift would be less than 40 kHz/s and the maximum
doppler rate expected was 615 Hz/s. Comparison of the
signal strength and doppler curves with the receiver
performance showed that the doppler characteristics
have in no way limited the data coverage.
g. Antigua (Station 9.I). The antenna used for S-band
telemetry support at Antigua was the TAA-3A, with a
gain of 40 dB. The antenna has dual polarization capa-
bility and both channels were implemented for S-band
data reception.
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Fig. 9. Grand Bahama Island predicted doppler
offset vs time after launch
The predicted received signal strength at Antigua is
plotted in Fig. 10. It is apparent from this plot that the
—113 dBm tracking receiver sensitivity of the TAA-3A
would not permit S-band tracking at Antigua over the
major portion of the pass. Since the P-band signal
strength would be much greater and since the data
receivers could acquire usable data over the entire pass,
the tracking mode at Antigua was P-band tracking with
the feed focused for S-band. Focus of the feed at S-band
would cause only minor degradation to the P-band data.
Sun-tracking tests of the antenna during vendor ac-
ceptance tests verified that the tracking axis for P- and
S-band was the same.
The predicted doppler shift at Antigua is plotted in
Fig. 11. The maximum rate of frequency shift expected
was 46 kHz/s and the maximum doppler rate was 534
Hz/s. Comparison of the signal strength and doppler
curves with the receiver performance showed that the
doppler characteristics do not limit the data coverage.
h. Coastal Crusader. The Coastal Crusader range in-
strumentation ship had the most sensitive S-band antenna
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Fig. 10. Antigua predicted received signal
strength vs time after launch
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Fig. 11. Antigua predicted doppler offset
vs time after launch
system on the AFETR, with a capability of acquiring and
tracking signals as low as —140 dBm at the input to the
S-band preamplifier. The antenna gain was 40 dB. The
phase-locked receivers used for data acquisition were an
integral part of the Tracking and Data System (TE S).
The antenna has dual polarization capability, and both
channels were implemented.
The predicted received signal strength for the Coastal
Crusader is shown in Fig. 12. Since spacecraft trajectory
information (after third-stage ignition) was not available,,
a large percentage of the plot is only a rough approxi-
mation. The increase in the transmitter output to 8 W is
also shown. This plot indicates that the ship should
have been able to acquire and track the S-band signal
from L+1210 to L+2000 s.
Since there was no radar on the Coastal Crusader to
aid in the initial acquisition of the telemetry signal, a
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Univac 1218 computer was installed in the ship to
provide capability for processing received radar data.
The computer was programmed to accept AFETR Type I
and Type IV acquisition messages. The requested ac-
quisition mode for the antenna was a digital sector scan
of ±3 deg with a 2-deg elevation angle at the predicted
azimuth acquisition angle. If the signal were not acquired
within 20 s of the predicted time, the acquisition mode
was to be switched to a digital slave, with a super-
imposed spiral search. The autotrack and automatic
acquisition-reacquisition sequence was to be activated.
Any time the signal was lost, the antenna operator was
to revert to the digital slave mode with spiral scan. In
addition, any time before third-stage ignition, slave to
the antotracking P-band antenna (with circular scan)
could be selected for S-band acquisition.
The predicted doppler characteristic for the Coastal
Crusader is plotted in Fig. 13. The maximum doppler
offset was 74 kHz/s, and the maximum doppler rate was
1.38 kHz/s. Comparison of the signal strength and dop-
pler characteristics with the receiver performance showed
that this did not limit the data acquisition.
8. JPL/AFETR operational support. The JPL/AFETR
field station located at Cape Kennedy was to support the
launch operations of Pioneer VI by providing the neces-
sary operational interfaces between the DSN and Space
Flight Operations in Pasadena and the AFETR and other
project elements at AFETR. This operational interface
comprised the following activities:
(1) Monitoring and keeping the DSN project engineer
informed of the status of AFETR stations, ships
and equipment, progress through the countdown,
and the occurrence and time of in-flight events.
(2) Providing liaison between the flight path analysis
and command group and the AFETR real-time
computer facility through the JPL data coordinator.
(3) Receiving and retransmitting (to the SFOF) AFETR
metric data and computed data, including injection
conditions, orbital elements, and DSIF acquisition
information.
(4) Relaying spacecraft telemetry data from DSS 71 to
the SFOF, and to Building AM.
(5) Receiving from the SFOF, and retransmitting to
Building AM, spacecraft telemetry data from
DSS 51.
In addition to the launch phase operations, the field
station participated in the prelaunch integration tests
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and operational readiness tests. These tests essentially
duplicated the launch phase activity, with operations
simulated where necessary.
B:,. Pioneer VI Deep Space Phase Requirements
Since the requirements placed upon the DSN systems
are in support of the DSN commitments to the Pioneer
Project, it is appropriate to list and describe these basic
commitments. The DSN stations are listed in Table 4.
The following equipment was operational at the
committed. Deep Space Stations:
(1) Project-dependent equipment, consisting of
command encoder, demodulator–synchronizer, and
computer buffer.
(2) Exciter.
(3) Transmitter.
(4) Receiver.
(5) Modulator.
(6) Diplexer.
(7) Acquisition-aid antenna system.
(8) S-band cassegrainicn monopulse (SCM) antenna
system.
(9) Maser.
(10) FR-1400 tape recorders.
(11) SDS-910 computer.
(12) Frequency and timing system.
The data requirements of Deep Space Stations in sup-
port of space missions are listed in Table 5.
C. Quality Control of Data
I. Metric data. Metric data monitoring for the Pioneer
Project was conducted in these three phases:
(1) Phase I—L to L+3 days.
(2) Phase 2—L+3 to L+30 days.
(3) Phase 3—L+30 days to end of nominal mission.
Data monitoring was performed during each of these
phases as outlined in Table 6.
iY
0
3.
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Table 4. Deep Space Network Pioneer VI commitments
Station Location Coverage
DSS 12 Echo Station, Goldstone, Calif. S	 One complete pass per day during life of mission
DSS 14 Mars Station, Goldstone, Calif. (when available) l
DSS 42 Tidbinbillo, Australia One complete pass per day for the first 30 days of mission
DSS 51 Johannesburg, South Africa One complete pass par day for first 4 days of mission
DSS 71 Cape Kennedy, Fla. Compatibility, integration, and operations tests for 30 days preceding launch
Table 5. Data requirements in support of
Pioneer VI mission
Type of daft Specific requirements
Prok.Rssion Predictions (consisting of antenna angles, transmit and
statistical receive voltage -controlled oscillator frequencies,
data from doppler frequency vs time for a probable mission,
Deep AFETR and CCF launch predicts, etc.)
Space Telemetry test topes
Stations Trackhig data test tapes
Command tapes
Telemetry calibration book
Premission Calibration data sheets containing:
calibration Measured system noise temperature
data from Optical boresight angle readouts
Deep RF boresight shift vs polarization
Space RF boresight vs signal strength (DSSs 11, 42, and 51)
Stations Receiver threshold sensitivity at various bandwidths
Telemetry channel threshold sensitivity (75% in lock
-
signal level)
Serial number of test transponder used in tests
Lou from test transponder output connector to low.
noise-amplifier input connector
Signal level vs automatic-gain -control voltage and
channel 6 voltage-controlled -oscillator frequency
from —90 dBm to threshold in 5-dB increments
Star tracking data
Measured antenna gain
Measured maser gain
Measured paramp gain
Loss from feedhorn output connector to low-noise-
amplifier input connector
Antenna radiation and polarization patterns
Feedhorn ellipticity
Log data Station identification
(other than Time (GMT) of start and finish of record
magnetic Date record was made
recordings) Record identification
Mission designator
Station Station identification
calibration Date of record
and Purpose of data (pretrack or posttrock calibration, etc)
checkout Time (GMT) of record
sheets Name of operator
Mission designator
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Table 6. Pioneer data monitoring
Phase Monitor area Monitor frequency
i As Continuous
1 Ba Every 4 h (L to L+20 h)
1 B Every 8 It (L+20 to L+72 h)
2 B Within 12 It of a 2-way pan
3 B Within 72 It of a 2-way pass
-Area A = Goldstone computer facility.
eArea B = Space Flight Operations Facility.
Tracking data were monitored continuously in near-
real time at the Goldstone computer facility during
Phase 1 only. Data were monitored for high-frequency
noise and compared with predicted data using the Gold-
stone prediction and monitor programs. The orbit deter-
mination program was used to validate tracking data for
the project within the SFOF during all phases.
The purpose of near-real-time readouts at the Gold-
stone computer facility (Area A) was to monitor the
metric data and provide near-real-time performance feed-
back to the DSN stations during critical periods.
2. Telemetry data. Telemetry data monitoring, on a
random basis, was to be performed by the operator at
the DSN station as diagrammed in Fig. 14. The nonretum-
to-zero computer (NRZ-C) data and sync status from
both the Pioneer ground operational equipment and the
reproduce head of the FR-1400 tape recorder were to be
recorded on the Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.
(CEC) oscillograph. In addition, a dual-beam oscillo-
scope was to be connected to both the FR4400 input
and reproduce output of the 2.048-kHz telemetry data
stream.
The CEC oscillograpbic data provided a record of the
DSN station receiver in- and out-of-lock history and
FR-1400 recording history. The real-time analysis of the
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FR-1400 recording performance was to be made by a
visual comparison of the telemetry data stream from the
DSN station receiver with that recorded on the FR-1400.
Summary reports concerning telemetry recovery have
been published weekly during the mission. The reports
cover telemetry demodulator in-lock times for each pass,
and have contained such data as a tabulation of the per-
centages of gross coverage by station and network. Per-
centages were derived by abstracting receiver in- and
out-of-lock times and demodulator in-lock times from
the posttrack reports of the DSN stations. These times are
added and then divided by each stations scheduled
tracking period for each pass to give overall percentage
coverage.
3. Telemetry data validation. Tl'ip DSS would play
back a random 104nin sample of each FR-1400 tape to
verify that the Pioneer ground operational equipment
could lock up to the recorded 2.048-k€ z telemetry stream.
A summary of the tape playback performance was
included in the data package forwarded to Operational
Document Control in the SFOF.
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4. DSN station logs. The Deep Space Stations em-
ployed a- comprehensive logkeeping and reporting system
to provide a complete record of system performance.
Any equipment outages or suspected malfunctions
causing loss of data or spacecraft signal were to be
immediately reported by voice to the network control area
and documented by teletype reports and station logs.
The station pretrack reports, tracking reports, and post-
track reports reflect all equipment anomalies plus station
parameters, such as prepass calibration and postpass cal-
ibration of a Deep Space Station. These reports spell
out the DSN performance in support of the assigned
mission before, during, and after all tracking passes.
Station logs and network control- logs further were to
reflect (in hears, minutes, ands^r,' -Is) all equipment
failures or loss of data encountere.. curing any tracking
pass. In addition, the operational vo 'e circuits to the
Deep Space Stations from the network control area are
recorded by the JPL communication center.
5. Ground Communications Facility. Figure 15 is a
schematic diagram of the planned communication lines
as described. As indicated in this diagram, the DSN
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-426
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internal communication requirements included commu-
nication lines between the committed DSN stations and
the SFOF. A minimum requirement was that there be at
least two teletype and one voice circuit operational
between each DSN station and the SFOF.
Communication circuits presently committed to sup-
port the Pioneer Project consist of NASCOM circuits to
the overseas stations and AFETR area, and DSN circuits
to Goldstone utilizing the JPL/Goldstone microwave link.
a. NASCOM circuits. Technical control of all NASCOM
circuits is the responsibility of GSFC. This is defined as
the continuous function of maintaining the continuity
and integrity of the communication circuits. The major
policies and procedures used in accomplishing this re-
sponsibility are:
(1) Provide and maintain sufficient wire facilities to
remote facility control points; commercial and
overseas carriers' toll test centers and primary
routing points; and JPL Communications Control
for circuit and facilities coordination, trouble re-
porting, and fault location.
(2) Establish backup circuits and prepare diverse rout-
ing plans.
(3) Establish working relationships with the various
communications carriers and establish mutual ser-
vice restoral plans.
(4) Provide for the technical an i ,:_ -kinistrative super-
vision of technical control center:: at the primary
switching and subswitching centers.
v. Mission operations control. In conjunction with
technical control, JPL Communications Control had the
responsibility for mission operational control of all com-
munication circuits used to support the Pioneer Project.
This included the control of the entire DSN ground
communications facility as an entity, including the com-
munication centers at the remote stations and the
communication facilities linking them with Mission Con-
trol Center.
JPL Communications Control was to make sure that
no marginal circuit was taken out of service for corrective
action or for any other reason without prior approval
of the Space Flight Operations Director or his authorized
representative. All technical control tests and routine
maintenance tasks were to be performed on a noninter-
ference basis with respect to mission simulations and
flight operations. JPL Communications Control was also
to see that all mission and mission-related traffic had
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absolute priority on communications facilities devoted to
mission support.
As part of the concomitant responsibility, Commu-
nications Control was to provide facilities and personnel
to perform circuit quality monitoring, testing, and an-
alysis of circuit performance. This was accomplished by
using:
(1) Signal quality monitoring devices that serve as
alarms and indicate when distortion levels of in-
coming data on teletype circuits exceed certain
predetermined levels (normally 20 to 25% distor-
tion).
(2) A Stelma analyzer (DAC-5) that provides, first,
distortion and bias readings as either average,
peak, or individual (marking or spacing bias); sec-
ond, scope presentation of an incoming or out-
going teletype signal for visual analysis; and
third, test patterns or individual letter tests at
various speeds and desired amounts of distortion.
(3) A comprehensive method of recording circuit out-
ages using trouble tickets and communication logs.
Communications Control established uniform and effi-
cient DSN communications-related operating procedures
and disciplines, requested and confirmed special or critical
coverage from cognizant agencies during critical periods
of the Pioneer mission, conducted circuit optimization
testing on all circuits before release for mission support,
and conducted periodic circuit assurance tests on all
idle circuits during mission support periods.
c. JPL/Goldstone circuits. The procedures and pol-
icies used in maintaining the quality of circuits to Gold-
stone (DSS 12) are identical, where applicable, to those
described for NASCOM circuits. In addition, microwave
alarms were available that indicated loss of pilot tone or
any other type of microwave outages on either a group
or a microwave channel.
It was anticipated that use of the prepared policies,
procedures, and hardware, and the addition of the signal
quality monitoring devices and microwave alarms, would
result in optimum communications support of the Pioneer
data validation effort.
6. Receiving and processing mission data tapes. This
subsection briefly describes the requirements pertaining
to the receiving and processing of Pioneer mission data
tapes for quality control and validation that took place
in the SFOF.
M
a. Operational Data Control. Control of data coming
into the SFOF from the Deep Space Stations was main-
tained to ensure proper handling and distribution. This
control was performed according to specified SFOF
procedures.
Received tracking data were forwarded to distribution
in the flight path analysis area and to the Space Flight
Operations Director for trajectory computations in ac-
cordance with the commitment document. Validation
was performed by flight path analysis personnel.
Science data were separated from the engineering
data subcommutator at the Deep Space Stations by
computers and recorded on magnetic tape. The tapes
were mailed to the SFOF, whose personnel forwarded
them to Ames Research Center.
Magnetic tapes of recorded data received from the
Deep Space Stations were forwarded by SFOF personnel
to the telemetry processing station for duplicating and
processing. After processing, the originals were returned
along with the duplicate and one copy of the data log
for shipment to the Pioneer Project Office at ARC.
b. Telemetry processing station. The telemetry pro-
cessing complex in the SFOF provided one duplicate
magnetic tape of each original DSS magnetic recording
received. During the duplicating process, station per-
sonnel were required to ascertain that the recording
technique was correct and that telemetry data, as well
as station performance information, were available. Fur-
ther validation included the following:
Monitoring and ve,ification of recording levels. The
quality of a recording was determined by applying
quality control devices such as spectrum analyzers and
bit-error detectors. Verification was also made that in-
formation was recorded in the proper standard being
used by the Deep Space Stations.
Inspecting recorded data for continuity. A data time
correlation was performed to determine that data drop-
out was not excessive and that data rates did not exceed
the limitations of processing equipment.
A specially prepared data log on each tape contained
the following indicatoyis:
(1) Receiver flag (a time printout occurring each time
there was a receiver out-of-lock state).
(2) Demodulator flag (a time printout occurring each
time there was a demodulator out-of-lock state).
(3) Time flag (an error printout occurring when delta
time disagreed with data rate).
All data validation was done on the duplicated tapes.
After processing, the telemetry processing station re-
turned the original tape along with one copy of the data
log for shipment to the Pioneer Project Office. Copies
of validation reports were returned to the DSS for in-
clusion in the station performance summary report.
c. Computer. At least one of the two computer strings
in Mode 2 was required to be operational. A computer
string in Mode 2 consisted of an IBM 7044 computer and
an IBM 7094 computer with a 1301 disk storage unit
connected in tandem. This computer string was used by
the flight path analysis and command team to compute
acquisition prediction information for use by the Deep
Space Stations and the Stanford tracking station, and to
determine the best estimate of the actual spacecraft orbit
so that accurate trajectory information would be avail-
able to Pioneer Project personnel.
d. Data flow and processing. The Pioneer mission
operations are concerned with real-time, quick-look, and
nonreal-time telemetry data requirements.
Real-time data. These data were to be received in real-
time via hardline or radio communication link. They were
then to be displayed on-line in the user areas as rapidly
as operational priorities would permit. Data are classi-
fied as real-time if they are received at the SFOF within
5-10 min after receipt by the Deep Space Stations.
Table 7 lists the functions monitored in real-time.
Quick-look data. These are selected data extracted
on-site by the SDS 910 computer and transmitted in real-
time to the SFOF upon request by the SFOD. These
data are monitored in the Pioneer mission support area
and simultaneously transmitted to the ARC data pro-
cessing center and TRW.
Non-real-time data. These are data received at the
SFOF either in the form of magnetic tape recordings or
of delayed transmission from a communications link
more than 30 min after receipt of data at the Deep Space
Station. Functions monitored normally as non-real-time
data are listed in Table 7.
The flow from the SFOF includes acquisition and
tracking information and commands for the DSIF, gen-
eral status information, and spacecraft performance data.
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Table 7. Classification of mission data requirements
Function
Real.
timea
Non.real-
time'
Data demodulation° X
Data decommulatione X
Analog-to-digital conversion
Data formatting° X
Data logging X
Engineering units conversion x 
Alarm monitoring Xd
Orbit determination X
Trajectory computation X
Spacecraft orientation X
Command generation s X
Command verification' X
Scientific data calibration X
Engineering data analysis Xd X
Scientific data analysis X'l X
Premission tests and training X X
Tape dubbing at Ames Research Center X
•Real-time = 5 to 10 min after acquisition by DSIF.
t'Non-real-time = Magnetic tape via airmail after acquisition by DSIF.
°To be done at DSIF sites.
' ISolected data.
"To be dune at Goldstone.
s To be Initiated at the SFGF but generated at DSIF sites.
All DSS flight data are forwarded within 48 h to SFOF
document control at JPL.
The incoming data circuits are routed through the
communications center to the teletype machines and
closed-circuit television in the user areas.
III. Pioneer VI Tracking and Data System
Configuration
A. Near-Earth phase Configuration
For near-earth support, the TDS was composed of
selected resources of the Air Force Eastern Test Range
(AFETR), Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN),
NASCOM, and the Deep Space Network (DSN). Within
each agency, specific supporting stations were as listed
in Table 8.
Based on trajectory data and requirements, the TDS
agencies selected the appropriate metric and telemetry
Table 8. Near-earth phase facilities
Agency Station and location
Air Force Eastern Test Station 1 —Cape Kennedy/Patrick AFB, Fla.
Range Station 3—Grand Bahama Island
Station 7—Grand Turk Island
Station 9.1—Antigua Island
Station 12—Ascension Island
Station 13—Pretoria, South Africa
Range instrumentation ship Twin Falls—
South Atlantic
Range instrumentation ship Coastal Crusader—
South Atlantic
Manned Space Flight Bermuda Island station
Network MSFN/LISB site—Ascension Island
Tananarive site—Malagasy
Carnarvon site—Australia
Goddard Space Flight Center, Md.
NASCOM Worldwide facilities of NASCOM provided com-
munications between supporting agencies
Jet Propulsion Labora- Building AO at Cape Kennedy, Fla.
tory facility at Air
Force Eastern Test
Range
Deep Space Network DSS 71—.Cape Kennedy, Fla.
D5S 72—Ascension Island
DSS 51--Johannesburg, South Africa
SFOF—Pasadena, Calif.
data acquisition instrumentation from resources available
at the sites listed in Table S. Particular attention was
given to Class I intervals to assure a high probability of
providing the required coverage. The AFETR forms
shown in Fig. 18 briefly describe these instruments, their
location, common identifying nomenclature, agency, and
general use.
1. Metric data. The AFETR was the primary agency
responsible for meeting metric requirements during the
launch and earth-orbital mission phases. The addition of
MSFN radar instrumentation to that of the AFETR pro-
vided the required coverage with a reasonable degree of
redundancy. Radars listed in Table 9 tracked the Agena
C-band beacon in meeting both launch vehicle and
spacecraft metric requirements. In addition, the AFETR
optical tracking instruments listed in Table 10 provided
accurate metric data from liftoff to 5000 ft.
Figure 17 illustrates the configuration of the metric
system and data flow that supported the early launch
phase. Optical instruments as well as C-band radars are
shown Figure 18 illustrates the metric configuration for
supporting the near-earth, orbital phase. The AFETR
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Table 9. Subcarrier link data
Signal, kHz Application Characteristics
0.40 Continuous -
2.30 Continuous-link 228.2 MHz only
3.00 Continuous-link 228.2 MHz only
3.90 Continuous -
5.40 Continuous -
7.35 Continuous -
10.50 Continuous -
14.50 Continuous -
22.00 3-156/6 continuous -
40.00 '715% continuous -
70.00 ±15% commutated 45 X 20, pulse-duration
modulated
Table 10. Near-earth phase telemetry commitments
Station Link frequency, Commitment
I	 (Tel 11) 228.2 -120 s to first-stage
separation exclusive of
staging dropouts
234.0, 230.9 -120 to 466 s exclusive of
staging and flame drop.
outs
2292 -
3 228.2
	 - L+56 - s to first-stage
separation plus 5 s
234.0, 230.9 L+56 to L+508 s
exclusive of noise due to
flame
2292 -
9.1 234.0, 230.9 L+320 to L+760 s
2292 -
12 234.0, 230.9 L+1130 to L+1770 s
13 234.0, 230.9 L+1745 to L+2740 s
Coastal Crusader 234.0, 230.9 -
9.0 deg south 2292
Ictitude, 4.5 deg
west lonrilfude
and MSFN C-band radars are shown, and the flow of
data and their format are described.
2. Telemetry. The first- and second-stage vehicle was
to radiate one PDN4/FM/FM telemetry link. Frequency
of the first-stage link was 228.2 ±0.195 MHz. The fre-
quency of the second-stage link was 234.0 ±0.195 MHz.
The Subcarrier configuration of each link is shown in
Table 9.
Table 10 lists the telemetry commitment, the station
whose facilities were used to obtain such telemetry, and
the operational links.
3. Real Time Computer Facility. The AFETR Real
Time Computer Facility at Cape Kennedy, using CDC
3600 and 3100 computers, processed metric data received
from the AFETR and MSFN sites. An important function
during the near-earth phase was the computation and
transmission of acquisition information to the various
TDS sites supporting the mission. The flow of acquisition
information in the form of interrange vectors and DSN
predicts is illustrated in Fig. 19.
The Real Time Computer Facility used metric data for
orbital computations and planetary mapping in meeting
trajectory definition requirements. Various compueer runs
were made, based on actual parking-orbit conditions,
estimated and actual transfer-orbit conditions, and actual
postposigrade conditions.
The Real Time Computer Facility retransmitted tele-
type data from all radars to GSFC in octal format, and
converted AFETR radar teletype data to decimal format
for transmission to the JPL/AFETR operations center at
Cape Kennedy via 100-wpm teletype circuits. Another
function of the Real Time Computer Facility was to
receive high-density data from Bermuda and Carnarvon
radars, convert them to decimalformat, and transmit the
information to Building AO, The JPL personnel at Build-
ing AO selected appropriate metric data for retransmission
to the SFOF via teletype as required.
4. Joint facilities. The facilities of the field station
supporting the mission are the JPL/AFETR operations
center and the JPL/AFETR communication center, both
in Building AO.
a. Joint operations center. Control of JPL/AFETR
operations during the launch phase was exercised from
the JPL/AFETR operations center. The operations center
contained status displays that indicated the status of
all participating elements of the operation, a timing
system, and consoles for the operating personnel.
Status displays. There are four display boards in the
operations center. One of these, the operational status
display board, is used to indicate operational status of
Cape Kennedy instrumentation sites, the space vehicle,
and communication links. Another, the in-flight events
display board, is used to display the time of significant
in-flight events. The AFETR and DSS status display i
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boards are used to indicate the status of the participating
AFETR facilities and Deep Space Stations.
Television monitors display the range safety flight-line
and program-line television signals. These are part of a
system for monitoring the flight path of the vehicle, both
in the plane of the flight azimuth (flight-line) and normal
to the plane of the flight azimuth (program-line). Finally,
an optically projected map display (a map of the world
projected onto the status board wall) shows the earth
track of the flight azimuth as well as locations of key
in-flight events. Colored circles, indicating metric cover-
age from each tracking station, are also superimposed
on the map.
Timin;; system. An automated timing system continu-
ously displayed Pacific, Eastern, and Grcenwieh il4ean
Time, countdown and launch-plus-time data, anticipated
time to launch and actual liftoff time, accumulated hold
time at any point in the countdown, and time remaining
in the launch window for that day.
Consoles. In addition to the integrated communication
consoles used by each of the operators, there are two
dual television monitor consoles and the status display
control console. Each of the integrated communication
consoles contains a green phone switch panel, two com-
munications panels, and a communication control panel.
During operations, the green phone switch panel was
used to provide direct point-to-point circuits between
major operating facilities and the operations center.
These were private-line automatic-signaling circuits used
by key personnel. The green phone system was operable
from emergency power, which allowed it to serve as a
backup for the AFETR communications network. The
AFETR communications panels provided party-line com-
munications for operational testing. The panels, com-
bined, provided the capability of monitoring 24 channels.
These channels were the prime communication links for
the conduct of launch operations. Access to two cross-
country voice circuits from the SFOF at JPL/Pasadena
,s provided by the communication control panel. This
panel is also used to answer administration telephone
calls, and can be connected to the green phone switch
panel and the AFETR communications panels.
Each of the two dual television monitor consoles con-
tains a dual small-screen television monitor used to view
the page printers for two of the outgoing teletype cir-
cuits to L e SFOF, A separate permanent console is
provided for status display. This console contains a range
countdown indicator and control panels for the timing
system and the status display boards.
j` JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-426
b. Joint communication center. The JPL/AFETR com-
munication center contains the necessary equipment to
provide (1) a local terminus and interfaces for voice,
teletype, and data circuits from both the SFOF in Pasa-
dena and the AFETR and local project elements; and
(2) local voice, teletype, and data circuits in support of
prelaunch tests and launch operations. This equipment
is described in the following paragraphs.
Voice circuits. The communication center has the capa-
bility of terminating up to 50 voice channels from various
Cape Kennedy locations; any 24 of these can be patched
into the communication system in the operations center.
To provide direct voice circuits to the SFOF in Pasadena,
two commercially leased lines (NASCOM) are terminated
in two 4-wire bridges. Special telephone panels, which
allow certain administrative phones to be switched into
the 4-wire bridge, provide a backup for the two
leased lines.
Teletype circuits. Six full-duplex, 60-wpm NASCOM
teletype circuits from the SFOF are terminated in the
JPL/AFETR communication center; three of these are
routed on a "normal-through' basis to DSS 71. A local
circuit from DSS 71 to the communication center is also
provided. Nine incoming circuits from the AFETR are
terminated in the communication center. These may be
patched into six typing reperforators, which are operated
taut-tape to six transmitter-distributors. These, in turn,
can be patched to any of the outgoing circuits to Pasa-
dena. Three additional local circuits, two from Build-
ing AM and one from the mission control center (Building
AE), are terminated in the communication center. These
may be patched to any of the SFOF, AFETR, or
DSS 71 lines.
Data circuits. A NASCOM data line is routed between
the SFOF and the JPL/AFETR communication center.
This line is terminated in a patch panel in the communi-
cation center that allows either digital or analog data
to be patched in. The data line also provides an alternate
capability for voice use.
B. Deep Space Phase Configuration
The major elements of the DSN, configured to support
the Pioneer V1 mission, were (1) the DSIF, (2) the
ground computer facility, and (3) the SFOF. Other
Pioneer-peculiar facilities and equipment are also de-
scribed in the following subsections.
Figures 20 and 21 give the generalized data flow of
Pioneer tracking, telemetry, and reloaded data within
the DSN.
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1. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The DSIF
comprises the Deep Space Stations. The function of these
stations was to obtain angular position, ioppler, and
telemetry data from the Pioneer VI spacecraft during
the postinjection phase of the mission. Data obtained by
the DSSs were to be transmitted to the SFOF in real-
time via teletype circuits. In addition, the same data
were to be recorded on magnetic tape at each Deep
Space Station and dispatched to JPL by air service.
a. Deep Space Stations. The following Deep Space
Stations were designated as primary in support of the
Pioneer VI mission:
Station	 Location
DSS 12 Echo Station, Goldstone, Calif.
DSS 42 Tidbinbilla, Australia
DSS 51 Johannesburg, South Africa
DSS 71 Cape Kennedy, Fla. (launch operations only)
The parameters and capabilities of each Deep Space
Station are given in Table 11. Compatible telecommuni-
cations modes are listed in Table 12. 'Che metric data
format is shown in Table 13. Block diagrams of the sta-
tions are presented in Figs. 22 and 23.
Tracking modes. The Deep Space Station tracking
modes are shown in Table 14, Each ground mode is pre-
fixed with the letters GM, and contains two digits sep-
arated by a hyphen. The first digit (1-5) demrfbes the
tracking communication configuration; the iast digit (1-5)
describes the ground station antenna utilization. Thus,
the code GM-2-1 would indicate a ground mode employ-
ing a spacecraft—station 2-way capability, using the di-
plexer to allow simultaneous transmitting and receiving
with the station feedhorn and 85-ft antenna.
The operational frequency allocations of the Deep
Space Stations are shown in Table 15
Figure 24 depicts the relationship of the Deep Space
Stations assigned (for the Pioneer VI mission) to the
SFOF within the DSN.
Deep Spare Station coverage. The locations of and the
coverage provided by the three selected Deep Space
Stations are depicted in Fig. 25. For backup, three Deep
Space Stations were available for emergency recording
Table 11. DSS capabilities for Pioneer VI support
Characteristic Goldstone Echo 54band(Goldstone duplicate standard)
Canberra 541pand
(Goldstone duplicate standard)
Johannesburg Wo.s
conversion Oita
Station identification DSS 12 DSS 42 DSS 31
Receiver capability, quantity 2 2 1
Antenna type 85-ft parabolic reflector 85.0 parabolic reflector 85.g parabolic refhdor
Mount Polar (hour angl"eclination) Polar (hour angle-declination) Polar (hour angle-dodination)
Maximum angular rate (both axes), deg/s 0.7 0.7 0.7
Antenna gain, d8
Receiving 53.0 33.0 f1.0
Transmitting 51.0 31.0 51.0
Antenna bandwidth, deg 0.4 OA 0.4
Typical system temperature, °K 60 60 60
Transmitter power, kW t0 10 10
Data transmission Ifelelype)
Angles Real4me Real-time Real4lmo
Doppler Real-time Real-time Real-ttnto
Telemetry Real- and near -real-time Real. and near•toal-time Real- and near•real-time
Demodulated telemetry Dual channol Dual channel Single chonneJ
Command capability Yes Yes Yet
Data pack air shipment time to JPL 1 day 6 days 5 days
•fads difference betwate Wo-S conversion kit stations and Goldstone duplicate staedard $•bond stations Is fhat L-m.$ stations us* sloppier format and dnpo n diver.
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I.
of the telemetry subcarrier on magnetic tape wherever
possible throughout the remission. These stations were:
Station	 Location
DSS 11	 Pioneer Station, Goldstone, Calif.
DSS 41	 Woomera, Australia
DSS 61	 Madrid, Spain
Table 12. Compatibility matrix
Mode Doppler(1-way)
Doppler
(2-way)
Non.
coherent
doppler
(2-way)
Angle
track-
Ing
gone.
Inc
Com-
mend
Tale.
meteringg
Doppler X x
(1-way)
Doppler X X X X
(2-way;
Noncoherent Xa X Xa
doppler
(2-way)
Angle track. X X X" X X X
Ing
Ranging X X X
Command X X X
Telematering X X )(a X X X
*OnlYat reviving-station.
b. Mission-dependent equipment. A significant amount
of special-purpose and mission-dependent equipment
and many facilities were provided by the Pioneer Project
for accomplishing the mission objectives. The spacecraft
and scientific instruments are easily recognized as be-
longing to this group. In addition, however, electrical
ground support equipment was provided for checking
out the spacecraft and scientific instruments, and for
verifying their launch readiness. Ground operational
equipment was supplied to four Deep Space Stations
for processing telemetry data and transmitting commands
to the spacecraft. Equipment was specially designed and
fabricated for decommutating and processing telemetry
data recorded on magnetic tapes. General-purpose equip-
ment was installed at ARC and SFOF to provide for
mission control from these sites.
c. Ground operational equipment. The worldwide
DSN provided the entire tracking, data acquisition, and
command transmission during the free-flight portion of
the Pioneer VI mission. To permit partial telemetry data
Table 13. Form and sequence of metric data
transmitted from the Deep Space Stations
1deM+fl.
',gwnce Long-form Shortderm classification 4"on
format format of data designa.
fien
I C/R C/R _ Descriptor
L/F L/F $lotion (pra-
Identifica- ceder
tic" each
F F data
xx S XX 5 trans-
025 03 5 Format mission)
identifica.
Lion
xX 5 Xx S Spacecraft
identifica-
tion
XXXX 5 XXxX 5 Data con.
dltion
XXXXXX 5 XXXXXX 5 Greenwich
Mean
Time
XXX 5 XXX 5 Day of
mission
2 XXXXXXXXXX S XXXXXXXXXX S Doppler Data
Identiflca- trans-
tion mission
3 XXxxxxxxxXX 5 XXXXXXXXXXX S Range and
range do
4 XXXXXX S Local hour
angle
3 XXXXXX S — Declination
angle
processing in real time, three of the Deep Space Stations
were supplied with mission-dependent equipment. As
shown in the functional block diagram of Fig. 26, the
in-line ground operational equipment consists of a com-
mand encoder, a computer buffer, and a demodulator—
synchronizer. Associated test equipment consisting of a
test transponder and an error-rate tester was also sup-
plied to each 4 these three facilities; in addition, a data
format generator was supplied , to DSS 12. Display and
plotting equipment for use during the Step II orientation
was also supplied to DSS 12, Figure` 27 is a photograph
of the five racks of ground operational equipment sup.
plied to DSS 12 at the other stations, only the, three racks
of ground operational equipment on the left (but without
the data format generator) were supplied.
The in-line equipment, in conjunction with the mission.
Independent equipment shown in Fig. 27, processed the
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Table 1S. Channel allocations
DSS 12
COMMANDS
DIRECTION
NG,	 COMMANDS
RETRY DATA,	 DIRECTION
REPORTS	 y
TELEMETRY DATA,
AND REPORTS
Channel Made Frequency, MHz
6A Receive 2292.037037
68 Transmit 2110.584105
7A
7rr
Receive
Transmit
2292.407407
2110,925154
DMMANDSAND
	 N
DIRECTION FOR	 COMMANDS	 AND
CHECKOUT	 DIRECTION
DATA,
DSS 51
Fig. 24. Relationship of Deep Space Stations to
the Space Flight Operations Facility
recorded on magnetic tape, together with command mes-
sages, verbal messages by station personnel during a
Pioneer track, timing signals, and performance data per-
taining to selected equipment, for later processing at the
Pioneer off-line data processing station at ARC.
Demodulator—synchronizer, The function of the
demodulator—synchronizer is to demodulate simultane-
ously the Pioneer telemetry subcarrier and generate a bit
Table 14. Deep Space Station tracking modes
First digit identification last digit Identification
Prefix
Digit Definition Digit
-
Definition
GM 0 No receive (transmit only) 0 Not used
GM 1 1-way (receive only) doppler 1 Feedhorn-diplaxer (65-ft antenna)
GM 2 2-way, T-station (transmit-receive) 2 Acquisition antenna-diplexer (85-ft antenna)
GM 3 2-way, 2-station, noncoherent mode (receive only) 3 Acquisition antenna
GM 4 2-way, 2-station, coherent mode (receive, with ref- 4 Dipole (6-ft antenna)
wence, signal from transmitting station)
GM 5 Receive only (no doppler) 5 Feodhorn without diplexer (85-ft antenna)
spacecraft telemetry data to provide;
(1) Preselected spacecraft engineering data and up to
2176 words (7 bits long each) of consecutive space-
craft telemetry for immediate teletype transmis-
sion to the SFOF and ARC.
SPACE FLIGHT
OPERATIONS
FACILITY
MISSION CONTROL (INCLUDING
ORBIT ANALYSIS, SPACECRAFT
STATUS ANALYSIS, AND SCIENCE
DATA ANALYSIS, AS WELL AS
COMMAND GENERATION{
(2) Continuous evaluation of preselected engineering
measurements and generation of alarm signals for
teletype transmission to the SFOF and ARC (to
indicate data-processing irregularities).
(3) Computer typewriter printout of preselected space-
craft engineering data and selectable engineering
or scientific measurements.
(4) Displayed values of spacecraft parameters to verify
uplink acquisition and the quality of spacecraft
receiver lock.
(5) Preselected scientific data for immediate telctype
transmission to Stanford University.
The system also prepares messages pertaining to the
operating status of the ground operational equipment
and computer and the parity error rate of the processed
telemetry data for typewriter printout and teletype
transmission,
Because of teletype limitations, the system could not
transmit all the telemetry data received at the four
highest bit rates. The telemetry data were therefore
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clock pulse train (synchronous with the data). The input to
the demodulator-synchronizer is the biphase-modulated,
2.048-kHz subcarrier from the Deep Space Station re-
ceiver during tracking, but it can also be a similar signal
from the data format generator, the error-rate tester, or
the magnetic tape recorder during testing. (The output
of the unit is a noise-free replica of the data bit stream, a
pulse train synchronous with the data, and a sync status
signal. For most conditions, operation of the demodulator-
synchronizer is fully automatic except for source and bit
rate selection.)
Command encoder. The command encoder produces a
23-s command message corresponding to a manually in-
serted command, which phase -modulated the Deep Space
Station transmitter signal.
Command transmissions include a message that cor-
responds to a manually inserted command sequence. The
computer was programmed to inhibit the transmission
of such messages that were nct included in the permis-
sive command list. The command monitor receiver, in
conjunction with the computer, provided verification that
the transmitted message corresponded with the manually
inserted command code.
The capabilities of the command communications sys-
tem provide information relating to spacecraft command
status, notation of the transmitted commands and their
times of transmission, and verification (where possible)
that commands have been acted upon within the space-
craft. These are accomplished by means of real-time
computer typewriter printout at the Deep Space Stations.
Computer buyer. The computer buffer served as a
communication link between the mission -dependent
equipment and the computer. It accumulated data to be
entered into the ^?omputer and distributed data from the
computer. The buffer provided audible and visible alarms
when either bit synchronization or word synchronization
was lost or when spacecraft engineering data were out
of limits.
Test equipment. Useful for all Pioneer missions, the
test equipment simulated the spacecraft communications
in all the various modes of operation for use during
checkout of the in -line mission-dependent and -inde-
pendent equipment. The test equipment also facilitates
troubleshooting of the ground operational equipment.
The transponder has a receiver (two receivers In the
DSS 12 unit), a command decoder (a display in the DSS 12
unit), and a transmitter driver that can be suitably
modulated and that produces an S-hand signal whose
strength can be attenuated over a range of 100 dB. The
transponder can operate in either a coherent or non-
coherent mode. The data format generator produces a
simulated spacecraft data bit stream that can modulate
the transponder or be sent directly to the demodulator-
synchronizer or to the computer bwer. To evaluate the
performance of the demodulator-synchronizer, the error-
rate tester supplies the demodulator-synchronizer with
a biphase-modulated 2.048 -kHz square-wave subcarrier
of selectable signal -to-noise ratio and known bit se-
quence. The tester compares the reconstructed data re-
turned by the demodulator with the original bit sequence.
The data stream available from the data format generator
can be substituted for the bit sequence generated within
the tester to simulate a modulated spacecraft telemetry
subcarrier of known signal -to-noise ratio.
d. Electrical ground support equipment. The electrical
ground support equipment of the Pioneer Project was
designed and built to support testing and performance
evaluation of the spacecraft before launch; it was the
central point for test control and monitoring, command
transmission, telemetry acquisition, spacecraft subsystem
simulation, and the processing, display, and recording
of spacecraft and scientific instrument data. This equip-
ment, which comprises various assemblies, together with
their relationship to the spacecraft, is shown in Fig. 28,
Several of these assemblies (such as the demodulator-,
synchronizer, the command encoder, and the computer
buffer) are similar to those used in the ground opera-
tional equipment.
The electrical ground support equipment (K% 29) is
composed of a digital computer subsystem and Ave dolly-
mounted consoles; the ground power console,, test con-
sole, recorder console, radio-frequency console, and
telemetry data console.
The digital computer subsystem, whisa processes (in
real-time) spacecraft data received froin the demodule tor-
synchronizer, consists of a digital computer, typewriter,
line printer, paper tape reader, and paper tape punch.
The subsystem controls the spacecraft status and telem.
etry data displays and performs a number of computa-
tions, so that the ,printout of spacecnc flk and scientific
instrument data is in meaningful measuremots and units
and in a form suitable for analysis and evaftidion,
The ground power console provides and controls power
to the spacecraft during tests and monitors the spacecraft
bus and battery voltages and currents, y
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the messages were generated in binary-coded octal for-
mitt and placed in a 10-bit register. The register contents
were changed to frequency-shift-keying tones for RF
transmission. A binary one (1) is represented by a 240-Hz
sine wave and a binary zero (0) by a 150-Hz sine wave.
Figure 30 is it block diagram of the DSS command
signal Row for normal operations.
Any command or commands deemed necessary for
corrective actions or for achieving a spacecraft mission
required prior approval by the Space Flight Operations
Director (SFOD), Upon concurrence of the project man-
ager, the commands were transmitted to the Deep Space
Station for execution. Command requests were made
only by the technical and operations teams within the
SFOF using approved command-decision procedures
outlined in the spacecraft operating procedures.
Routine command sequences were listed in the daily
operations plan for station passes. After approval of the
daily operations plan by the project manager, the SFOD
was responsible for routine execution of such commands.
All Pioneer commands sent in the normal command mode
were transmitted under computer control and then
checked against a permissive command tape loaded into
the SDS 910 computer at the beginning of a pass or
segment of the operation.
The SDS 910 computer verified the commands sent
to the spacecraft at three different times:: (1) pretrans-
mission, (2) during transmission, and (3) posttransmission,
To accomplish pretransmission verification, a perfo-
rated tape was loaded into the computer (conteining the
applicable spacecraft command decoder address and all
permissible commands) at the beginning of each pass.
After the operator had manually selected both the space-
craft decoder address and the command, the computer
could be interrogated (by use of a button on the com-
mand encoder that caused a computer interrupt) to
verify that manual selection was indeed permissible for
the pass. When 'thy command was permissible, it signal
was sent to the command encoder to visually indicate the
fact. If the manual command was not permissible for any
reason, an appropriate message would be typed out,
During each transmission of the command, the com-
mand generator sent 23 interrupts to the computer (at
1 blt/s), At the same time, the outputs of the command
monitor receiver were also available as a computer input.
On this basis, the computer could cheek=each of the
23 bits as they were serially transmitted. If any of the
bits wore in •orrect, the computer would generate an out-
put signal to inhibit any further transmission; the com-
puter would also type and punch an appropriate message
to generate an alarm. If all 23 bits verified properly, a
message was both punched and typed, indicating that
a spacecraft command was sent to the spacecraft at the
indicated time.
The posttransmission verification was based on received
telemetry signals. If the transmitted command was veri-
fiable, it was entered into a command sent storage list.
Then, as changes were detected in the spacecraft status
bits from the received telemetry, these changes would
be verified against the contents of the command sent list.
Should any status bits change without having been
called for by a command, an appropriate message would
be typed and p,uched, and an alarm signal generated.
Furthermore, the contents of the command sent list were
printed out at the end of each standard printout. Hence,
if a command had been sent but not executed, this could
be readily seen on the basis of the typed output.
Assuming normal spacecraft operation, all commands
were prohibited during the launch phase through the
completion of Step I, All commands were permitted after
the conclusion of the initial Step I maneuver.
2. Ground Communications Facility. The DSN Ground
Communications Facility is the means b y
 which the Deep
Space Stations communicate with the SFOF. The Ground
Communications Facility provides interfacility as well as
on-site communications and an overall operational com-
munications compls.r for flight project support. Commu-
nications responsibilities for the Pioneer Project include
controlling, operating, and maintaining all circuits,
switching, and termipul equipment committed to Pi,nneer.
Goddard Space Flight Center is responsible for technical
control of all NASCOM circuits used by the i1PSN.
(Technical control includes maintenance of the communi-
cations network.) .In fulfillment of the responsibility for
technical control, GSFC informs ]PL of the availability
and condition of alternate circuits during periods of use,
but does not perform the actual switching without prior
approval of JPL, which has responsibility for mission con-
trol of the NASCOM circuits used by the DSN. Mission
control, by contrast, means the determination of what
traffic will flow, when and to what points this traffic will
flow, and on what circuits the How will occur. Communi-
cation lines between the various Deep Space Stations
and the SFOF are shown in Fig. 31, The AEUTR com-
munications and circuits to ARC, Stanford t3Aiversity,
and TRW are also shown.
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a. Circuits. Table 16 lists lie circuit types and func-
tions that are the responsibil"y of the DSN in support of
the Pioneer Project. Although the actual circuit desig-
nations are given, NASCONI has reserved the privilege
of using alternate circuits of different designations when
it is considered that such actions are justified, At the
time of launch, all allocated circuits were ready to sup-
port the mission, Figure 31 shows tine communication
lines between the various agencies supporting Pioneer VI.
b. Personnel. Through simulation testing, local com-
numications personnel became familiar with Project-
peculiar requirements. These personnel, therefore, were
qualified to effectively support the Project by launch date.
c. Procedures. Normal communications procedures
involving facility configuration freeze and NASCOD4
special coverage were provided for the launch period.
3. Space Flight Operations Facility. The SFOF is a
flexible facility in which areas and hardware can be set
up and restructured as required to meet the needs of
various projects.
a. Areas. The DSN, in meeting the requirements of
the Pioneer VI mission, makes use of the following areas
(see also Fig. 32);
(1) Pioneer mission support area (Fig. 33).
(2) Operations area, Room 113.
(3) Mission control, Room 2.
(4) Flight path analysis area, Room 117 (Fig. 34).
(5) Project manager, Room 115A.
(6) Gallery.
(7) DS1F control, Rooms 101 and 101A.
(8) DSN control, Room 118.
b. Systems. The data processing, telemetry, and sup-
port systems are used in support of the Pioneer missions
as described in the following subparagraphs.
The data 2rocessing system includes the processing of
tracking data for the establishment of a maximum-accu-
racy orbit and for DSS predicts. The telemetry processing
station processes data for validation purposes. This station
receives telemetry magnetic tapes for reproduction. Dur-
ing the reproduction (duplicating) process, the telemetry
station provides data validation by monitoring and veri-
fying recording levels, and by hispecting recorded data
for continuity.
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A data log on each tape is generated, containing the
following indications:
(?) Receiver flag (a time printout occurring eac:, time
there is a receiver out-of-lock state).
(2) Demodulator flag (a time printout occurring each
time there is a demodulator out-of-lock state),
(3) Time Nag (an error printout occurring when the
delta time disagrees with the data rate).
Validation is accomplished on the duplicated tape.
After processing, the telemetry processing station returns
the original tapes along with the duplicate and one copy
of the data log to the SFOF operational document con-
trol office for shipment to the Pioneer Project Office.
All areas within the SFOF assigned to Pioneer have
a complement of intraeommunications devices.
c. Support system. The DSN/SFOF support system
includes:
(1) Maintenance of electrical and air-conditioning
systems.
(2) Preparation of display boards.
(3) Receiving, distribution, and shipping of data by
the operational document control group.
(4) Technical assistance.
(5) Scheduling.
The following paragraphs gi e a brief summary of the
status and activities of each of these functions.
Electrical and air-conditioning system. These systems,
including the backup power systeri, have been main-
tained in their normal manner and are ready to'support
Pioneer requirements in the SFOF.
Displays. The SFOF operations group prepares all
displays that are not the responsibilities of the data pro-
cessing and communications groups. All displays are
operational. These displays include those in the fffght
path analysis a-rea.
Operational document control. In its nonreal-time,
mission-independent function, this group receives, logs,
and distributes data from the Deep Space Stations. Data
are forwarded to the telemetry processing station. After
processing, the data packages are shipped to ARC.
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rTable 16. Ground communications facility circuits allocated to the Pioneer Project
Circuit Type Interconneding Remarks
NST 3004 Full-duplex teletype PMSA`-ARCb Full period'
MST 3010 Half-duplex teletype PMSA-ARC Full period
MST 3011 Half-duplex teletype PMSA-ARC Full period
GP 58336 Voice PMSA-ARC Full period
MST 3012 Full-duplex teletype PMSA-TRW (STL) i1 Full period
GP 58337 Voice PMSA-STL Full period
GT 58935/GT 58925 Full-duplex teletype SFOFa-DSS 71 Scheduled 
GT 58936/GT 58926 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 71 Scheduled
GT 58937/GT 58927 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 71 Scheduled
GDA 58487/GDA 58490 Voice SFOF-DSS 71 Scheduled
GT 58938/GT 58928 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-Building AO Scheduled
GT 58939/GT 58929 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-Building AO Scheduled
GT 58947/GT 588fil Full-duplex teletype SFOF-Building AO Scheduled
GDA 58472R/GDA ;18193R Voice SFOF-Building AO Scheduled
GDA 58473b/GDA A'S 195" Voice SFOF-Building AO Scheduled
TK 1 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
TK 2 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
TK 3 r Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
TK 4i' Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
TK 1.1 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
TK 6 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
GDA 7215 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 12 (backup for TK circuits) Real-time 1
02205' Voice SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
02207 Voice SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
02212 Voice SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
02208' Voice SFOF-DSS 12 Scheduled
GP 7206 Voice SFOF-DSS 12 (backup for 02205) Real-time
GP 7207 Voice SFOF-DSS 12 (backup for 02208) Real-time
MST 305OW Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 42 Scheduled
GT 58888/NST 3050E Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 42 Scheduled
GT 58889/NST 3009 Full duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 42 Scheduled
GT 58887/GT 58883 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 42 Scheduled
GDA 58187/GDA 58186 Voice SFOF-DSS 42 Scheduled
MST 3260/NST 3007 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 51 Scheduled
MST 3261 /MST 3006 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 51 Scheduled
TGP 18/NST 3008 Full-duplex teletype SFOF-DSS 51 Scheduled
TGP 24/GT 58882 Full-duplex feletype SFOF-DSS 51 Scheduled
GDA 58433/GDA 58160 Voice SFOF-DSS 51 Scheduled
•PMSA = pioneer mission support area.
°ARC = Amer Research Center.
cFull period = private limn operating continuously without requirement for scheduling.
dSTL = Space Technology laboratories Inow TRW),
eSFOF = Spaceflight Operations Facility.
rSchaduted = common user lines requirin g Form 24 schedulinn.
#Normally interconnected. to Blue spacecraft communications network (AFETR)•
hNormally interconnected to Green spacecraft communications network.
I Real-time = facilitin provided as backup, to be used if needed.
)Normally Intercon.:.rcted to DSS 12 spacecraft communications network.
('Normally interconnected to DSS 12 (11) spacecraft communication network. 	 -	 -
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Technical assistance. At least one technical area as- 	 Scheduling. Areas and equipment are ready for oper-
sistant is provided, as requested, in the Pioneer mission	 ations according to the DSN utilization schedule and
support area. The functions of the assistant include the 	 the DSN 10 -day schedule.
distribution of data printouts throughout the area,
the maintenance of teletype machines in the area, and the
performance of other c°: seellaneous duties pertinent to	 d. Data processing system. The SFOF data processing
Pioneer.
	
system is organiZzed into the computer subsystem (Fig. 35),
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i
Ithe telemetry processing station subsystem, the data pro-
cessing control and display subsystem, and the program-
ming subsystem. The only tasks performed in support of
the Pioneer Project by the SFOF data processing. system
are the processing of tracking data for the establishment
of a medium-accuracy orbit and DSS predicts. All other
processing of data (except for the science data) is done
at the Deep Space Stations with SDS 910 computers.
Engineering data. These data are received via tele-
type lines from the Deep Space Stations. At the SFOF,
data are relayed in real-tiir -, directly to the Pioneer
mission support area, to ARC, and to TRW. The
comp!iter-selected Class I engineering measurements,
printed out in the mission support area, are then routed
to the various agencies. Figure 36 shows the complete
data flow from the SFOF.
The engineering data received in the SFOF Pioneer
mission support area are analyzed by analysts from ARC
and TRW.
Scientific data. These data are separated from the
engineering data subcommutator at the Deep Space
Stations by the SDS 910 computers. The information is
recorded on magnetic tape. A duplicate of this tape is
mailed to the SFOF, from which it is forwarded to ARC
for computer processing.
Scientific data analysis is performed at ARC by NASA
representatives and the experimenters.
Flight path data. During the launch phase ('less than
24 h) there is:
(1) Continuous transmission of tracking data from each
Deep Space Station committed to track the Pioneer
spacecraft.	 ,
(2) Mode I operation of the SFOF data processing
system until one day's predicts have been pre-
pared; shifting to Mode IIA for the remainder of
the launch phase.
(3) A fully manned flight path analys e and command
team in real-time operation until three days' pre-
dicts have been prepared. (Metric data from about
half of thefirst Goldstone pass are required before
the launch phase is considered completed.)
From completion of launch phase through Step II re-
orientation plus one day (about L+10 days), there is:
(1) Batch transmission of metric data from each Deep
Space Station committed to track the Pioneer space-
craft, with "on call" continuous transmission of
tracking data, if required by the flight path analysis
and command team.
(2) Mode IIIA operation of the SFOF data processing
system when metric data are being transmitted.'
(3) Determination of an orbit each day by flight path
analysis and command and preparation of 10 days'
predicts, if necessary, using a Mode IV configura-
tion of the SFOF data processing system.
After completion of Type II orientation, there is:
(1) Batch transmission to track the .Pioneer ;;>acecra€t.
(2) Mode IIIB operation of the SFOF data processing
system when tracking data are being transmitted.
(3) Determination of an orbit once a week by flight
path analysis and command and preparation of
10 days' predicts using Mode IV operation of the
SFOF data processing system.
Ames Research Center data processing. The volume of
telemetry data from the spacecraft (together with other
information and measurements made at the Deep Space
Stations) that are required by the data user is too large
for teletype transmission to the central processing station
and subsequent dissemination to the user. The data are
transmitted primarily by shipment of magnetic tapes.
This data flow, indicated functionally in Fig. 37, ,begins
when the spacecraft telemetry data and other necessary
information are recorded on two FR-1400 tape recorders
operating in parallel at the Deep Space Station. The time
for tape loading on each machine is staggered to avoid
loss of data during such periods. One set of tapes,
selected to contain all data received, is then shipped to
JPL, where it is examined to ensure the quality of the
reproduction. These tapes are then shipped to the Pioneer
off-line data processing station at ARC for data processing
and subsequent dissemination to the user.
The data are processed at ARC in a two-level system.
The first level translates the seven channels of data on the
FR-1400 tapes into a digital format. The equipment
includes a tape playback unit, a demodulator—synchro-
nizer, three racks containing digital logic, and an SDS 910
digital computer with associated peripheral equipment.
This equipment, known collectively as the tape pro-
cessing station, can process data from any Deep Space
Station whether or not it is equipped with ground
operational equipment. .
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The output of the tape processing station, a multifile
digital tape, is the input to the second level of processing.
This level utilizes an IBivl direct-coupled 7040/7094
computer system, and consists of timing the data, check-
ing the spacecraft word parity, validating the commands
sent to the spacecraft, qualifying the data on the basis of
the ground station parameters measured at the Deep
Space Station, and decommutating the data stream so
that each experimenter receives only data from his
instrument and any of the telemetered engineering data
required. These output data are recorded on a digital
magnetic tape in a format and density compatible with
the particular computer system each experimenter uses
to analvzc his data.
In addition to the spacecraft telemetry data, trajectory
tapes are also sent to the experimenters several times
during the mission. This periodically updated informa-
tion, originating at JFL, contains spacecraft position in
three coordinate systems as a function of time. The data
on the tape are reprocessed at AEC and put into the
format and density compatible with each experimenter's
computer facility.
IV. Pioneer VI Preflight Test Program
The Pioneer VI mission required a great deal of pre-
flight testing support to ensure mission success. The
Pioneer V1 launch culminated 2 yr of intensive testing
and proving.
The following paragraphs show a small part of the
aforementioned test program.
A. Preflight Review
One of the major Pioneer V1 program evaluation meet-
ings, the preflight review, was held at TRW, Redondo i
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Fig. 37. Pioneer off-dine data processing system
Beach, Calif., on September 29 and 30, 1965. Participants
included representatives of NASA Headquarters, GSFC,
JPL, ARC, the experimenters, and TRW. The purpose of
the meeting was to review the program, evaluate the
preparedness of the spacecraft and instruments for com-
mencement of launch activities at Cape Kennedy, and
obtain approval from the participating agencies for ship-
ping the spacecraft and instruments to Cape Kennedy.
During the preflight review, the spacecraft and instru-
ment development programs were described in detail to
provide assurance of the suitability of the design to
accomplish the mission objectives and the reliability of
the design to achieve long lifetime. Events occurring
during the three design reviews and the use of bread-
board and engineering models of the spacecraft and in-
struments during the development phase were discussed.
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The test program was discussed in detail during the
preflight review so that its adequacy in evaluating the
reliability and quality of the equipment could be deter-
mined. The test programs for both the spacecraft and
scientific instruments were described with the aid of a
test-flow diagram, which is reproduced in Fig. 38. It was
explained during the discussion that all equipment
destined to be flight hardware had been acceptance-
tested at the assembly level and then at the system level
at expected flight environmental conditions, whereas the
qualification assemblies and prototype spacecraft had
been tested at environmental conditions more severe than
those to be encountered in flight.
Before discussing the test results, the philosophy of the
Pioneer Project pertaining to "failures" was explained to
the reviewers. Any nonconformance to specifications,
malfunctions, defects, improper test setups, procedural
errors, anomalous test data, etc., had been classified as
"failures." All such failures had required a formal review
and evaluation by a failure ,review board.
During the review meeting, all failures of the space-
craft and instrument assemblies since fabrication and the
corrective actions and retest results were reviewed. The
malfunctions that had occurred during nearly 1000 h
of system testing of the spacecraft were summarized;
events were shown (as in Fig. 39) in relation to the time
of occurrence and position in the test program. A study
of these events showed that a large portion were minor
electrical malfunctions and had been corrected as they
occurred. It was concluded that the majority of problems
would not have affected or degraded the objectives of this
mission because of the presence of redundant equipment.
At the time of the review, two problem areas involving
flight spacecraft equipment had not been cleared by the
failure review board. One was a clamp bonding problem
on the lower solar array and the other was design and
development problems associated with the antenna (which
had prevented completion of acceptance testing). Suitable
progress was being made in solving these problems,
however.
There were no open items from the failure review
board oil of the scientific instruments at the time of
the preflight review. However, there was some concern
because it had been necessary on several occasions to
transmit calibration commands to the GSFC magnetom,
eter several times before the command was executed.
(It was later learned that this characteristic was a pcculi-
arity of instrument operation and not a malfunction.)
Based on the information presented, it was concluded
by the participating agencies that although some problems
remained to be resolved, the spacecraft and instruments
were flightworthy. The prototype and flight spacecraft
were shipped to Cape Kennedy on October 1, 1965.
B. Prelaunch Tests
The AFETR prelaunch testing operations for the
Pioneer VI mission are covered in the following para-
graphs. The milestones and significant prelaunch events
are listed below.
Date	 Event
7/10/65 Second stage arrival
8/7/65 First stage arrival
10/5/65 First-stage grid area cheers started
10/15/65 Second-stage grid area checks started
11/12/65 Dual composite test performed
11/15/65 First stage transported to pad and erected
11/19/65 Second stage transported to pad and
erected
12/2/65 Acceptance and RFI tests performed
12/8/65 All-systems test performed
12/13/65 Electrical systems test performed
T-2 days
1. Dual composite test summary. During the dual
composite test, the second-stage engine start sequence
exhibited an abnormal oxidizer valve opening as indicated
on propulsion oscillographic recordings. Troubleshooting
revealed a loose pneumatic fitting. The fitting was tight-
ener] and a normal start sequence was obtained.
2. Acceptance and RFI test summary. The following
problems occurred while on external power:
(1) The telemetry stations at Buildings AE and M
reported a noisy 230:9-MHz link.
(2) Dropouts on CDR 2 were noted during destruct
checks. It was found that the range command
system was improperly set up for this test. The
command was set at -±--60 kHz with compression
but should have been ±62.5 kHz without com-
pression. Destruct checks were satisfactorily rerun
with the proper command setup.
(3) During most of the programmer run, the second-
stage engine was in a hard "pitch _up" condition.
I
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This was caused by incorrect Western Electric Co.
(WECO) guidance programming, which did not
send the proper signals to keep the gyros on scale.
This was not considered a problem because the
WECO setup was used only for test purposes.
(4) The second-stage hydraulic accumulator leaked
internally; it was replaced the following day.
The only problem that developed while on internal
power was one involving the first motion switch. The
switch mounting bracket, which prevented actuation of the
switch, was modified to allow proper switch operation.
Shortly after turn-on of the C-band beacon during the
RFI test, it was noted that something was triggering the
beacon. This was found to be Station 19.18 radar tracking
during beacon warmup.
3. All-systems test summary. Several delays were en-
countered during the performance of this test because of
AFETR tracking commitments to other programs.
Before the start of testing, it was found that the ground
support equipment (GSE) cables used to monitor the
third-stage dimple motors were not available. Several
modifications had been made to the attach fitting, and
some cabling for :these modifications was not made;
therefore, the dimple motor check function was net made
during this test.
The external power test was interrupted when the
Gemini 
-aission control center requested that the 230.9-
MHz link be turned off because of interference with
Tel III calibration to track another program vehicle.
External power testing was completed later without any
problems. The internal power test was also interrupted
for the same reason, but was completed later with only
one problem. The WECO unit stopped transmitting 208 s
after main engine cutoff (MECO+308 s) during the pro-
grammer run. On this test, WECO had been asked not
to send a VCS initiate command during the programmer
run. When WECO took this function out of the program,
they also accidentally removed all other programming
(except drift rates) by placing a jump switch in the wrong
position.
4. Electrical systems test. No problems were encoun-
tered during this test.
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C. Spacecraft Checkout
During experimenter final inspection on December 10,
two wires to a boom deployment switch were inadvert-
ently broken. The next day, a chemical soldering iron was
used on the stand to repair the wires.
Spacecraft checks during the T-2-day countdown
started at daybreak. These checks, which included space-
craft and experimenters' checks, final ?neumatic pressuri-
zation, and final cleaning of the Ness magnetometer, were
completed about 7 h later. The spacecraft ordnance instal-
lation task started at the beginning of the vehicle ord-
nance task, and was completed the same afternoon.
Spacecraft red-tag item removal and final preparation
for fairing installation were completed and the fairing
was installed on the morning of December 14.
Spacecraft umbilical and RF checks were started a
half-hour early (1630 EST) at the beginning of the
T-0-day countdown on December 15. These checks were
completed within 3'/_,
 h. The spacecraft ordnance was
armed at the beginning of the vehicle ordnance task.
Spacecraft final checks commenced at 2035 EST, and the
third stage 136-MHz beacon was turned on 10 min later.
Power was lost to the spacecraft when the second-stage
umbilical was inadvertently disconnected. The spacecraft
was disarmedat 1155 EST, After power was restored to -
the spacecraft, special revalidation checks were con-
ducted. The spacecraft was -earmed at 0045 EST on
December 16. Spacecraft final checks were completed
when the terminal count was started (at 0145 EST).
No spacecraft problems were encountered during
terminal count.
D. Deep Space Network, Testing
The tests that have been conducted to ensure the
readiness of all elements of the DSN committed to
support the Pioneer VI mission are classified as follows:
(1) Telemetry and command system acceptance tests.
(2) Subsystem acceptance tests.
(3) Integration tests.
(4) Operational readiness tests.
Descriptions of these tests, involving segments of the
DSN, are given in the paragraphs that follow. The
scheduling of the tests is presented in Tabl- 7.
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Fig. 38. Pioneer VI test program
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SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION
EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION
POWER PROFILE MEASUREMENTS AND DETAILED EXPERIMENT TESTS
INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTS, TEMPERATURE TEST,
AND SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL TESTS
SPACECRAFT FUNCI,ONAL TESTS AND MAGNETIC CALIBRATIONS
INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTS, MOMENT-OF-INERTIA MEASUREMENTS, AND
SOLAR ARRAY COMPATIBILITY CHECK
VIBRATION TESTS
PNEUMATIC LEAK CHECK, INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTS,
RF SYSTEM TEST, AND SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL TESTS
THERMAL VACUUM TEST (ABORTED)
INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTS, SOLAR ARRAY TEST,
AND SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL TEST
THERMAL VACUUM TEST (ABORTED)
SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL TESTS
AND SOLAR ARRAY TESTS
T— THERMAL VACUUM TEST
(COMPLETED)
1+ 	 r^ I
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ETRY UNIT
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WWII
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OPERATING TIME, h
MALFUNCTION:
1 WIRE SHORTED DUE TO ROUTING 18 RING COUNTER MODULE RIBBON SHORTED 0	 REPAIRED OR CORRECTED2 OPEN WELD IN TERMINAL BOARD 19 READOUT MALFUNCTION, S/N 2
3 FLIP-FLOP MODULE RIBBON SHORTED 20 SENSOR CONNECTOR PROBLEM, S/N 3 REPLACED PART4 MATRIX SHORTED BY CONDUCTING EPDXY, SIN 2 21 BLOWN FUSE, WN 2
5 SHORT CAUSED BY EXCESSIVE SOLDER, 4/N 1 22 SYNC PHASE WIRING ERROR, S/N 2
6 COAXIAL CABLE SHORTED, SIN 5 23 OUTPUT MODULE SHORTED Q	 REPLACED ASSEMBLY
7 OSCILLATOR DRIFT DUE TO TEMPERATURE, WN 1 24 VARACTOR DETUNED, S/N 4
8 SHORT IN OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT, SIN 1 25 WIRING ERROR TO ORDNANCE
9 DEFECTIVE DETECTOR, S/N 2 26 FLIP TEST MALFUNCTION, 5/N 3 DESIGN CHANGE
O
10 OUTPUT SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE, S/N 3 27 LOW ION SENSITIVITY, VN I
11 SHORT IN OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT, SIN 1 28 HIGH NOISE LEVEL; CHAMBER PECULIAR,-..VN 2 NO CORRECTIVE ACTIONO12 BREAK IN FLUXGATE CONDUCTOR, S/N 3 29 UNSTABLE AMPLIFIER, S/N 2
13 FUSE BLOWN DUE TO TEST ERROR 30 OUTPUT MODULE CAPACITOR SHORTED
14 TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE DROPPED 31 ZENER DIODE OUTPUT LOW, S/N 5
15 WRONG INTERFACE RESISTOR, S/N2 32 NONRESPONSIVE TO CALIBRATE COMMAND, WN3
16 CLAMP MISSING DURING REMOVAL OF PANEL 33 INTERMITTENT PROBLEM ON FINE READOUT CIRCUIT, S/N 1
17 SOLDER JOINT LOOSE
Fig. 39. Malfunctions occurring during system tests of Pioneer VI
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Table 17. Pioneer VI tests
Date Type of test
8/5-12/10 Weekly checkout of FPAC Pioneer flight programs
8/27 Telemetry and command test
9/13 DSS 51 /flight path analysis and command
acceptance test
9/15 DSS 12/Space Flight Operations Facility
acceptance test
9/22 DSS 12 daily operations test
9/22 DSS 42 /Space Flight Operations Facility
acceptance test
9/22 DSS 51 daily operations test
9/23 DSS 12 daily operations test
9/23 OSS 42/Space Flight Operations Facility/flight path
analysis and command acceptance test°
9/23 DSS 51 daily operations test
9/24 DSS 42 daily operations test
9/30 DSS 51/Space Flight Operations Facility
acceptance test
10/1 DSS 51 /Space Flight Operations Facility
acceptance test
10/6 Flight path analysis command acceptance test
(internal)
S	 10/12 DSS 12/Space Flight Operations Facility
integration test
10/12 DSS 42/Space Flight Operations Facility
integration test
10/13 DSS 12 program checkout with Space Flight
Operations Facility
10115 DSS 51/Space Flight Operations Facility
integration test
10/20 DSS 12/Space Flight Operations Facility
integration test
10/22 Air Force Eastern Test Range/Space Flight
Operations Facility/DSS 51 integration teeth
11/3 DSS 71/Space Flight Operations Facility
integration test
11/18 DSS 12 daily operations integration test
12/2 and 12/3 Operational readiness test 1 0-48-h test
12/6 Operational readiness test 2 a-24-h test
12/9 Operational readiness test 3 0-24-h test
-Proorom and procedures poor.
bSevere problem with data processing system forced early termination (2 h early).
[Participants were Air Force Eastern Test Range, 	 Deep
	
Space Network,	 Ames
Research Center, TRW, and Stanford University.
1. Telemetry and command system acceptance tests.
The purpose of these tests was to evaluate the perfor-
mance of men and equipment associated with the
telemetry data and command systems. These tests were
conducted at DSSs 12, 42, and 51.
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2, Subsystem acceptance test. The purpose of this
test was to demonstrate to the SFOD, operating from
the SFOF, the satisfactory performance of equipment
and personnel of each element of Pioneer operations.
The subsystem acceptance test comprised the following
tests:
(1) Daily operations tests and Type II orientation tests
(DSS 12).
(2) Daily operations tests (DSS 4L).
(3) First acquisition test. This test involved station
performance during the initial pass of the space-
craft, including critical activities of first acquisition
(DSS 51).
(4) Flight path analysis and command, spacecraft per-
formance analysis and command, and space science
analysis and command groups (Space Flight Opera-
tions Facility).
3. Integration tests. The purpose of these tests was to
familiarize space flight operations personnel with all
phases of Pioneer procedures and intercommunications.
Actual operation of the Pioneer mission was performed
in the exercise of all elements.
Deep Space Stations 12, 42, and 51 repeated the sub-
system acceptance test listed above.
4. Operational readiness tests. The purpose of these
tests was to demonstrate that all personnel and equip-
ment participating in the flight operations of the space.
craft were prepared to support the mission. Every unit
was activated for these tests. The three tests were devel-
oped so as to reflect sequential improvement, thereby
ensuring maximum operational readiness.
5. Conclusion. All testing has proved the operational
readiness, within current commitments and time con-
straints, of all elements to support the Pioneer VI mission.
The DSN manager provided the project manager with
a real-time operational readiness evaluation at T-5 days
to confirm that all systems were prepared to go.
E. Pioneer/S-band Compatibility Tests
These tests were conducted at Patrick Air Force Base
on July 22, 23, and 26, and August 19, 1965, to verify the
compatibility of the AFETR user equipment and its
c--Dability to support the Pioneer S-band "telemetry re-
quirements. The primary test objective was to simulate
the Pioneer transmitted data, any to receive, translate,
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and record them with the AFETR ielemetry system to
evaluate how successfully the range user equipment
could recover such data.
These tests successfully demonstrated that the AFETR
and range user equipment, planned for the Pioneer
S-band telemetry, were compatible.
1. Test program, In the tests conducted in July 1965,
the capability of the demodulator–synchronizer to lock to
simulated Pioneer data was evaluated as a function of
modulation index, data rate, 10-kHz or 30-kHz IF band-
width, and S-band preamplifier input signal level. The
tests run on August 19 again did this and measured the bit-
error rate. The general block diagram of the test setup
is shown in Fig. 40. The error-rate tester, test transponder,
and demodulator–synchronizer were range user equip-
ment furnished for the test. The preamplifier, down
converter, data receiver, tape recorder, and discriminator
were AFETR equipment similar to that being used to
support the Pioneer Project.
The error-rate tester generated a simulated data signal
and the test transponder modulation index was selected
between 0.8 and 1.2. The S-band signal from the test
transponder was adjusted to a desired signal level close
to system threshold. The d. (a receiver (Space General
RTD 5000B) was phase-locked to this signal using the
100-Hz loop bandwidth position. The video output of the
receiver was recorded and played back on a CEC 5-752
tape recorder. A 70-kHz voltage-controlled oscillator, de-
viated ±15%, was used for data insertion. An EMR tun-
able discriminator was used to recover the recorded data,
`	 which were then fed to the demodulator–synchronizer.
The video output filter of the discriminator was set at
5 kHz when the 10-kHz IF bandwidth was used, and
at 15 kHz when the 30-kHz IF bandwidth was used.
The ability of the demodulator to lock was noted and
the bit-error rate measured by the error-rate tester. The
error-rate tester totaled the number of bits in error in
104
 bits for bit rates of 512, 256, and 64, and totaled the
number of bits in error in 10^ bits for bit rates of 16 and 8.
2. Tes: results. Tables 18 and 19 summarize the results
of the compatibility tests. Table 18 presents the results of
the July 32, 23, and 26 tests and Table 19 presents the
results of the August 19 tests. The data-bit rates evaluated
were 512, 256, 64, 16, and 8 bits/s. A point worthy of note
is the difference in the input signal levels required for
acceptable performance in the July and the August tests.
This was caused by a difference in the S-band system
noise figure during the tests. In July, the noise figure was
5.5 dB; in August, it was 19.2 dB.
Tests have demonstrated that the use of a 30-kHz IF
amplifier will result in slightly better data (lower bit-
error rate) than the use of a 10-kHz IF amplifier. How-
ever, this is achieved at a sacrifice in system threshold of
approximately 2 dB, clue to loss of receiver lock at a
higher input signal level.
Assuming the system noise bandwidth is equal to the
data rate, and assuming there are no threshold effects
encountered at the signal levels noted in Table 19, the
error rates measured are close to those that should be
achieved with a synchronous demodulator.
RANGE USER	 AIR FORCE EASTERN TEST RANGE
TEST	 S-RAND	 DOWN	 DATA
TRANSPONDER	 PREAMPLIFIER	 CONVERTER	 RECEIVER
ERROR
RATE	 OSCILLOSCOPE	 CONVERTER
TESTER	 (70 kHz t15%)
DEMODULATOR- 	 TUNABLE	 CEC 5-752
SYNCIRONIZER.	 DISCRIMINATOR	 TAPE RECORDER
Fig. 40. General block diagram—Pioneer compatibility test
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Table 18. Compatibility test summary
Test/
picture
IF
bandwidth,
kHz
Signal level,
dBm
Modulation
Index Comments
A 10 -130 1.0 Lock at all bit rates
B 10 -140 1.0 No lock at 512 bits) lock at all others
C 10 -120 1.0 Lock at all bit rates
D 30 -120 1.0 Lock at all bit rates
E 30 -130 1.0 lock at all bit rates
F 30 -140 1.0 Receiver would lock but would not stay locked long enough for demodulator to lock
1 30 -137 1.0 Lock at all bit rates
G 30 -137 1.2 Receiver would not stay locked long enough to lock demodulator
2 30 -135 1.2 Lock at all bit rotes
3 30 -125 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
4 30 -120 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
5 10 -120 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
6 10 -120 0.8 Lock at all bit rates
7 10 -130 0.8 Lock at all bit rates
8 10	 - -140 0.8 No lock at 512 and 8 bits/s; lock at others
9 10 -137 0.8 Lock at all bit rates
10-14 10 -120 0.8 Lock at all bit rates
15-19 10 -120 1.0 Lock at all bit rates
20-24 10 -120 1.2 Lock at oil bit rates
25-29 10 -130 0.8 Lock at all bit rates
30,31 10 -130 1.0 Lock at all bit rates
32,33 10 -130 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
34 10 -140 0.8 Demodulator would not lock
35-39 10 -137 0.8 Lock at all bit rates
40-44 1.0, --137 1:.0-. - --.Lock at all bit rates
	 -	 -	 -
H 10 -137 1.2 Receiver would not hold lock
45-49 10 -134 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
50 10 -135 1.2 Lock at 512 bits/s
51 10 -136 1.2 Lock at 512 bits/s
52 10 -1.37 1.2 Lock at 512 bits/s
53,54 30 -135 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
1 30 -136 1.2 Receiver would not hold lock
55; 56 30 -120 1.2 Lock at all bit rates
V. Pioneer VI Tracking and Data System
Flight Support
A. Near-Earth Phase Support
To achieve the mission objectives, the Pioneer VI
spacecraft was launched on December 16, 1965, which
was within the period of the international Quiet Sun year
(January 1964 to December 1965). The systems of the
spacecraft and the associated scientific instrumentation
measured and transmitted data concerning interplanetary
phenomena at distances up to 4.2 X 10 e
 nmi from the
earth.
The Pioneer spacecraft was launched from the AFETR
into the ecliptic using the improved thrust-augmented
Delta launch vehicle. The spacecraft spin axis was ori-
ented perpendicular to the ecliptic so that scientific
instruments, mounted perpendicular to the spin axis of
the spin-stabilized spacecraft, were able to scan 360 deg
of the ecliptic.
After injection into orbit, tracking and data acquisition
were accomplished by the Deep Space Network through-
out the duration of the deep space phase of the mission. i
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Table 19. Pioneer VI error bit-rate summary
i
Test
IF
bandwidth,
kHz
signal
level,
dBm
Modulation
index
Enoo-bit rate
512 X 10-4 256 X 10-4 64 X 10-4 16 X 10-3 2
1 10 —123.8 1.0 170 24 0 — —
2 10 —1.26 1.0 500 128 — — —
3 10 —123.8 0.9 575 152 0 0 0
4 10 —128 0.9 No lock 554 33 2 0
5 10 — 124 0.9 266 27 0.3 0 0
6 10 —121 0.9 23 2 — — j-
7 30 —121 0.9 21 0 — — —
8 30 —124 0.9 230 138 0 — —
9 30 —126 0.9 579 138 0 — —
10 30 —128 0.9 No lock 438 27 Receiver would not remain
locked long enough
11 30 —119 0.9 2 0 0 — —
12 10 —119 0.9 5 0 — —
1. Prelaunch, The prelaunch activities were the final
checkout phase of Pioneer 71 in preparation for the
countdown-to-launch operation. The prelaunch activity
phase started on October 1, 1965, when the spacecraft
was received at Cape Kennedy, and terminated with the
countdown phase on December 13, 1965.
An important phase of the prelaunch activities involved
the prototype spacecraft in trial runs, evaluations, and
special tests as indicated in Fig. 41. This approach
provided maximum preparedness for the flight spacecraft
without exposing it to unproved or hazardous conditions,
and resulted in the application of proved equipment and
tested checkout procedures during actual launch opera-
tions with the flight spacecraft.
As shown in the lower part of Fig. 41, the test program
for the flight spacecraft was similar to that for the proto-
type. One difference between prototype and flight-
spacecraft activities related to the scientific instruments:
The prototype spacecraft had been delivered to Cape
Kennedy as an integrated system with all six scientific
instruments on board. In contrast, the scientific instru-
ments for the flight spacecraft, except the Stanford
University instrument, had been returned to the labora-
tories of the experimenters for final calibration and check-
ing before delivery to Cape Kennedy. It was necessary,
therefore, that these instruments be reintegrated into the
flight spacecraft and tested as a system. This activity
occurred during the first week of October.
The traveling-wave tubes (TWTs) and TWT converters
of the flight spacecraft were temporarily replaced by the
units from the prototype spacecraft to allow inspection of
the former for a bigh-voltage breakdown (a problem
encountered on another unit due to faulty potting). They
were reinstalled on the flight spacecraft about 2 wk
later when found to be in a satisfactory condition. In
addition; a malfunction (nonstandard bit rate) in the
digital telemetry unit required a replacement unit. The
malfunction was readily corrected and the flight unit was
reinstalled on the flight spacecraft within a week. The
MIT plasma detector was replaced by the spare unit
because of a possible intermittent arcing problem. The
weight and balance checks proved the flight spacecraft
to be within specification values. The final values of the
mass properties are given in Tables 20 and 21.
During November, special tests, training, and practice
runs for different phases of the countdown were made
with the flight spacecraft. During the first half of the
month, numerous round-the-clock duty-cycle store tests
were conducted. Deep Space Station training exercises
and detailed experiment tests were also performed.
Despite fit checks with the prototype spacecraft, a
misfit between the launch vehicle interstage structure
and the flight spacecraft, resulting from fabrication
tolerances, was discovered during mating of the space-
craft and the third-stage motor. The situation was cor-
rected and the activity' completed on December 6.
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PROTOTYPE SPACECRAFT
I SPACECRAFT RECEIVED AT CAPE KENNEDY
2 TEST EQUIPMENT VALIDATION
3 INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST
4 DSS COMPATIBILITY TEST
5 FIT CHECK (DUMMY THIRD STAGE)
6 DSS TRAINING
7 COUNTDOWN PRACTICE
8 MATE SPACECRAFT TO INERT THIRD STAGE9 FIT CHECK ON FLIGHT INTERSTAGE
10 SIMULATED UMBILICAL PULL TEST
I1 VALIDATE ELECTRICAL CABLES TO GANTRY
12 COUNTDOWN PROCEDURE REVIEW
13 UMBILICAL WIRING REVIEW
14 MATE ITEM 8 TO DELTA VEHICLE
15 ON-STAND INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST
16 ON-STAND ELECTRICAL AND RF CHECKS
17 COUNTDOWN PRACTICE (PREFAIRING)
18 FAIRING INSTALLATION
19 RFI TEST (PROPULSION GUIDANCE CHECK)
20 COUNTDOWN PRACTICE (POSTFAIRING)
21 FAIRING REMOVAL
22 ON-STAND DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT COMPATIBILITY TEST
23 RF CHECKS AND COUNTDOWN PRACTICE
24 DEMATE SPACECRAFT
25 GENERAL PROCEDURE REVIEW
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
I SPACECRAFT RECEIVED AT CAPE KENNEDY
2 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT INSTALLATION
3 PNEUMATIC SYSTEM LEAK CHECK
4 REPLACEMENT OF TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES AND CONVERTERS
5 DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT MALFUNCTION AND REPLACEMENT
6 INTEGRATION TEST OF INSTRUMENTS
7 FUNCTIONAL TEST OF INSTRUMENTS
8 DRY RUN OF COUNTDOWN PROCEDURE
9 CHILLDOWN TEST OF THERMAL LOUVER
10 REINSTALLED FLIGHT DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT
I I SIGNAL STRENGTH AND RECEIVER TEST
12 APPENDAGE AND SUN SENSOR ALIGNMENT
13 MIT FLIGHT UNIT REPLACED WITH SPARE
14 REINSTALL FLIGHT TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES AND CONVERTERS
15 RF SUBSYSTEM TEST
16 INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST
17 MUTUAL COMPATIBILITY TEST
18 DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT RETEST AND MIT POWER PROFILE TESTS
19 BALANCE CHECK (STATIC AND DYNAMIC)
20 WEIGHT CHECK
21 INTEGRATED SYSTEM. TEST
22 DUTY CYCLE STORE TESTS
23 DSS TRAINING
24 DETAILED EXPERIMENT TESTS
25 DSS COMPATIBILITY TEST
26 PRACTICE ON-STAND TEST
27 PRACTICE COUNTDOWNS
28 PROPULSION READINESS REVIEW
29 UMBILICALWIRING REVIEW
30 MATE SPACECRAFT TO THIRD STAGE
31 BALANCE ITEM 30
32 DELAY DUETO EXCESSIVE WIND
33 MATE ITEM 30 TO DELTA VEHICLE
34 ELECTRICAL AND RF CHECKS
35 LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEM CHECK
36 DSS COMPATIBILITY TEST
37 PNEUMATIC AND SOLAR ARRAY CHECK
38 ON-STAND INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST
39 LAUNCH READINESS REVIEW
40 .
 COUNTDOWN
II
1	 1T	 21	 31 1	 1'1--	 21	 30 1	 713
^.	 OCT 65 0-1-4	 NOV 65	 O^0- DEC 65 -0^.
Fig. 41. Pioneer VI prelaunch activities at the AFETR
On December 8, the third-stage motor—spacecraft com-
bination was mated with the launch vehicle on the
launch stand.
During the on-stand integrated system test on Decem-
ber 13, 1965, which was the last system check before
launch countdown, three minor defects in electrical
ground support and test equipment were found and
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rectified on that date. The overall system of the space-
craft and launch complex was then ready for the launch
countdown.
To ensure tracking, data acquisition, and flight control
during powered and free flight, training exercises and
tests were conducted with the various launch and flight
support groups. Personnel were indoctrinated, equipment
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Table 20. Weights, Pioneer VI
System element
Weight
breakdown,
Its
Subsystem
total,
lb
Structure 19.84
Platform 7.01
Booms and associated components 4.38
Interstage 1.17
Solar array support 2.96
Other 4.32
Thermal control 6.80
Louvers, structure, actuators 2.12
Insulation 4.68
Electric power 33.58
Solar array 13.98
Battery 2.19
Equipment converters 3.02
Traveling-wave tube converters 4.52
Cabling and connectors 9.87
Orientation 7.14
Sun sensors 0.86
Pneumatic assembly 3.97
Gas 0.87
Electronics 0.98
Wobble damper 0.46
Communication 14.35
Antenna (spacecraft) 2.01
Transmitter driver 1.31 -
Traveling-wave tube 1.89
Receivers 6.14
Other 3.00
-	 Command 10.72
Decoders 5.60
Command distribution unit 5.12
Data handling 10.65
Digital telemetry unit 8.57
Signal conditioner 1.73
Data storage unit 0.35
Balance weight 0.72
Total weight of spacecraft subsystems 103.80
Scientific instruments 34.11
Electronics and sensors 32.15 -
Antenna 1.96
Total weight 137.91
was checked, and operation procedures for normal and
emergency situations were tested thoroughly. In this way,
the readiness of the various domestic and overseas sta-
tions, the worldwide communications networks, and the
launch and flight procedures were thoroughly evaluated.
The training exercises were conducted in three different
pleases. The first was the training of personnel and
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Table 21. Mass properties, Pioneer VI
Parameter Slowed position,"
lb4n.2
Deployed posi-
tion,u lb-in.z
Roll moment of inertia 23,621 43,509
Pitch moment of inertia 30,383 32,115
Inertia ratio 0.76 1.32
e ln the stowed position, the center of mass was 1A.66 in. from separation plane.
^In the deployed position, the center of mass was 13.1A in, from separation plane.
checking of equipment and procedures at individual
stations. The second phase was the operation of a remote
station in conjunction with the mission control center at
JPL or Cape Kennedy to evaluate and correct any inter-
face deficiencies. The third phase consisted of the opera-
tional readiness tests. The entire system and personnel
that would be operational from the launch countdown
through the cruise mode of flight participated in these
tests. The operational readiness tests concentrated on
the sequence of events and procedures covering the time
period from 4 b before launch until completion of
orientation about 44 h after launch. Tracking stations
were supplied with spacecraft trajectory predictions so
that they could generate pseudometric data to exercise
the metric data handling system. Also, the tracking
stations were supplied with telemetry data prerecorded
on tapes to simulate spacecraft and instrument behavior
and to rehearse the ground operational system and per-
sonnel. The three operational readiness tests were con-
ducted on December 2, 6, and 9, 1965.
Upon satisfactory completion of the on-stand integrated
system test and the third operational readiness test, a
launch readiness review meeting was held on December
10; 1965, at Cape Kennedy, with representatives from all
responsible agencies. The highlights of the meeting are
presented below.
a. Spacecraft status. The spacecraft was reported to be
in a satisfactory condition for launch. The scientific
instruments removed at the contractor's plant before
shipping the spacecraft to Cape Kennedy had been suc-
cessfully reintegrated. All qualification and acceptance
tests had been completed, and all failure reports had
been disposed satisfactorily under the cognizance of the
failure review board. A malfunction in the digital telem-
etry unit had occurred at Cape Kennedy. The fault had
been corrected, and the unit bad been retested at the
contractor's California plant, then returned to Cape
Kennedy and integrated on the flight spacecraft. The
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spacecraft had since completed 450 h of failure-free oper-
ation. The TWT and TWT converter high-voltage break-
down, which had been encountered on another unit at
TRW, was no longer considered a potential problem.
The new potting design had been tested for 800 h of
failure-free operation in thermal vacuum. The spacecraft
had logged over 1500 h of operation and testing, includ-
ing a 2-wk continuous test run, before mating with the
launch vehicle.
b. Experiment status. The experiments were considered
acceptable for launch. The status of the \MIT plasma
experiment remained unchanged. Operation of the spare
unit had been satisfactory at Cape Kennedy, and difficul-
ties encountered Nvith the replaced unit had not recurred.
The GSFC magnetometer experiment occasionally failed
to enter its calibrate mode on command; however, it
responded properly to repeated commands, and thus was
considered acceptable.
c. Launch vehicle status. Minor details were to be
completed (e.g., sele ,ton of third-stage motor squib)
before countdown, and these were expected to be com-
pleted before the launch period.
d,. Flight operation. readiness. The final operational
readiness test had indicated that the Cape Kennedy
facilities; AFETR, DSN, and the SFOF were ready to
support the Pioneer mission. There was a possibility that
Pioneer VI could suffer at most a 1-day delay because
of a conflict with Gemini VI.
e. Conclusion, All systems would be ready for launch
5 days hence, on December 15, 1965— `he earliest scbed-
uled date.
2. Countdown.
a. Countdown. tasks. The launching of Pioneer VI was
scheduled For December 15, 1965. On December 13, the
launch countdown was initiated as planned. The tasks in
the countdown for the spacecraft and instruments are
described below:
Task I—preparation. The spacecraft and electronic
ground support equipment (EGSE) were prepared for the
countdown operation, The EGSE was checked and
turned on for the required warmup period,
Task 11—spacecraft and instrument functional checks.
The launch readiness of the spacecraft and the instru-
ments wab evaluated. Radio-frequency checks were made
with both spacecraft receivers. All instruments were
turned on and commanded to various operating modes.
The spacecraft was commanded into all the different
formats, modes, and bit rates. The flight battery was
inbtalled as the last step.
Task III--final pneumatic pressurization, The orienta-
tion pneumatic subsystem of the spacecraft was pressur-
ized for the last time, and a final gross system check was
made.
Task W—ordnance installation and checks. The re-
sistance of the ordnance devices and their associated
firing cables was measured and compared with previous
resistance measurements.
Task V—final preparation.. This task completed prepa-
rations and secured the spacecraft. All protective covers
were removed, the final configuration was checked, and a
visual inspection was made. The spacecraft was ready
for fairing installation when this task was completed.
Task VI—umbilical and RF checks. This task included
a continuity check of the umbilical cables, connection of
umbilical cables to the spacecraft, adjustment of lanyard
length, and visual inspection of all lines and terminations.
b. Countdown. sequence. The countdown proceeded
normally until approximately L-90 min, when the
second-stage electrical umbilical was accidentally dis-
connected from the vehicle. This was caused by the
weight of the second-stage air-conditioning duct being
inadvertently applied on the handle of the umbilical
carriage release system. This caused the lanyard (con-
nected between the electrical umbilical trip mechanism
and the carriage) to tighten, disconnecting the plug. The
result was loss of power to the second stage and space-
craft. The 60-min built-in hold was to revalidate vehicle
and spacecraft systems, The connector was reinstalled
after eliminating the lanyard, and then requalified by
running special engine slew checks, internal system turn-
ons, and second-stage pressurization trials. The elimi-
nation of the lanyard resulted in the loss of one of the
three redundant plug separation modes. This was deemed
acceptable for flight.
c. Terminal count. The terminal count was started at
0145 EST (L-35 min), and proceeded normally until
approximately L-2 min, at which time another hold was
called to investigate an abnormal WECO radio guidance
airborne magnetron current telemetry trace. After the
initial apparent current surge at L-2 min, the system
stabilized, and. it was decided to resume the count. How-
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ever, this anomaly is still under investigation. The count
was recycled to T-8 min and was restarted. The count
then proceeded to liftoff.
The teletype network during the countdown was mar-
ginal because of atmospheric conditions. However, all
teletype networks were operational at liftoff.
3. Liftoff and first powered flight. The powered-flight
phase for Pioneer VI was considered to extend from liftoff
on December 16, 1965, at 0731:20.4 through separation
of the third stage from the spacecraft. During this period,
primary control of the mission was transferred from the
mission control center at Building AE to the Pioneer
mission support area at the SFOF. Other activities during
this period relate primarily to tracking and telemetry
acquisition; these are discussed in Section VI as part of
the performance evaluation of the various elements.
The Delta 35 vehicle and Pioneer VI spacecraft were
launched from Complex 17-A on Cape Kennedy Air
Force Station, Fla., at 0231:20.5 EST on December 16,
1965.
Because no instruments were required to be on during
the launch phase, the spacecraft was launched with the
telemetry system in an engineering data format (For-
mat C) and a data rate of 64 bits/s. The moderately low
data-bit rate was selected to increase the probability of
obtaining good diagnostic data if the TWT should fail
to turn on automatically after injection or if difficulties
were encountered because of spacecraft orientation dur-
ing initial acquisition by DSS 51.
The AFETR range safety charts showed the vehicle to
be well within the 3a limits during plotted flight. Vertical
plane charts showed actual plot to be about 0.5a high of
the predicted X-Z norm, but about la low of predicted
Y-Z norm from 25 s.
Position charts showed actual plot to be left of normal
X-Y about 0.7 nmi at MECO and about 0.2 nmi high of
the X-Z norm at MECO. Trajectory appeared to be close
to the established norm for the remainder of the plot and
on time.
Impact predictor charts showed the actual plot to be
left of the plotted norm until about MECO+100 s; then
WECO guidance brought the vehicle back to the pre-
dicted norm for the rest of the plot. The MECO instan-
taneous impact point was about 40 nmi downrange of the
predicted point, but the rest of the plot appeared to be
on time.
Orbital elements from the real-time computer facility,
based on actual second-stage radar data (Station 91.18),
are listed in Table 22.
The significant flight events are listed in Table 23.
Table 22. Orbital elements
Parameter Expected Parking orbit
Eccentricity 0.076319 0.07181
Inclination angle, deg 30.168 30.196
Period, min 101.375 100.604
Apogee, nmi 743.1 704.8
Perigee, nmi 150 149.1
Semimajor axis, nmi 3888.7 3868.9
Table 23. Significant flight events
Event Expected time, sa Actual time, so
Solid motor separation T+70 T+69.8
Main engine cutoff T+149.2 T+148.0
Second stage ignition T+152.0 T+152.0
Jettison fairing T+178.0 T+1.78.0
Sustainer engine cutoff T+551.1 T+531.3
Spinup T+1337.0 T+1337.0
Separation T+1339.0 T+1338.6
Third stage ignition	
_
T+1500.0. T+1497.5,
Third stage burnout T+1522.6 T+1521.3
'liftoff time (T=0) was 0145:00:0 EST.
^kiftoff time (T=0) was 0231,20.5 EST.
Early launch vehicle mark times were not reported in
near-real-time. Apparently the first reported mark time
was that of sustainer engine cutoff (SEGO). This report
placed SECO some 19 s earlier than the norm. At the
time, it appeared that such a difference was not com-
patible with that which could be expected for a normal
Right. (Until loss of signal of the VHF telemetry at Cape
Kennedy, examination of the telemetry in real-time indi-
cated a normal flight.)
4. Parking orbit. A parking orbit was calculated by
the real-time computer facility based upon parking orbit
raw tracking data from the Antigua radar, which inui-
cated the actual orbit to be quite close to the norm.
It was concluded, after reception of the calculated park-
ing orbital elements, that the normalcy of the orbit was
i
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of greater significance in establishing the status of the
flight than the abnormal SECO time.
First DSS 51 predicts generated by "he real-time
computer and transmitted to the SFOF were based upon
an incorrect liftoff time. A second set of DSS 51 predicts
was subsequently requested by the JPL data coordinator
based upon the correct liftoff time. These were satisfac-
torily prepared, and sent to JPL. However, the real-time
computer was not able to prepare predicts successfully
for DSS 42 (Tidbinbilla).
The first and only indication of launch vehicle third-
stage ignition in near-real-time was the sudden dropout
of VHF telemetry from the Delta stage at the AFETR
Ascension Island station when supposedly the plume of
the third stage impinged upon the Delta. stage. The time
of the dropout, as reported by the launch vehicle monitor,
agreed with the time of ignition subsequently determined
from analog doppler data.
Voice communications with Ascension Island io real-
time were out because of RF propagation problems; this
precluded getting any indication of third-stage perfor-
mance in read-time. (Apparently, when a performance
report was finally received from Ascension Island, it indi-
cated that the third-stage burn duration was only 50% of
the expected duration. It was later learned that the wrong
scale was read on the doppler plot, and indeed the burn
was about normal.) It appeared that Ascension Island
was able to transmit its analog doppler data from tracking
the 136-MHz beacon on the third stage. The doppler data
were analyzed in postreal-time at Ascension Island to
establish the ignition and burnout times of the solid motor
in the third stage. As a result of this analysis, the burn
duration was determined to be about 23.8 s (the norm
was 22.5 s).
Trouble with the doppler equipment aboard the Coastal
Crusader telemetry ship prevented gathering any doppler
data from either the 136-MHz beacon on the Delta stage
or from the S-band carrier of the telemetry from the
spacecraft.
It was reported by AFETR that Tel 2, Grand Babama
Island, and the Coastal Crusader obtained S-band telem-
etry. The latter received about 600 s of S-band data, Of
the stations committed to S-band reception, only Antigua
was unable to acquire any signal. Ascension Island also
did not get a signal, but it was used only on an engineer-
ing test basis, and was not committed to the Project.
No voice reporting of third-stage performance was
received from Ascension Island, but there was a report
from the launch vehicle monitor that the 135-MHz
beacon doppler data received at Building AE indicated
a normal third-stage burn.
There was no real-time reporting of the acquisition
and loss of signal and signal strength from the AFETR
S-band stations.
The raw tracking data received from Grand Turk,
Antigua, and Ascension Island, after being processed by
the Orbit Determination Program, indicated a normal
parking orbit.
No acquisition data were provided for Canberra. The
first computation of Johannesburg (DSS 51) acquisition
data was in error, apparently because of a timing mis-
match. The second computation of DSS 51 acquisition
data was correct, but late.
5. General coverage. There was no S-band coverage
from Station 91, so portions of the Class I telemetry were
not met. The reporting of the occurrence of in-flight
events was satisfactory; however, identification of the
times of occurrences was late.
Telemetry from the 228.2- and 234.0-MHz links was
excellent. Ionization losses were nonexistent. The special
239.9-MHz link data were very poor.- Real-time pulse-
duration-modulated data from Antigua were excellent,
but the continuous data were very poor. Enough data
were obtained from Antigua to verify spinup and third-
stage ignition. All data, except the 3.9-kHz spin rate, were
very poor from Ascension Island. Data recorded in
Building AE during the first orbit were good, and it was
indicated that all systems were still functioning properly,
and that all batteries were still well charged.
B. Deep Space Phase Support
The DSN, as part of the Tracking and Data System
(TDS) for a flight project, is normally assigned to support
the deep space phase of each mission. Responsibility for
providing TDS support from liftoff until the end of the
mission was assigned to the JPL office of tracking and
data acquisition. A TDS manager worked with the JPL
technical staff at the AFETR to coordinate the sunnort
of the AFETR, MSFN, and NASCOM with certain'
elements of the DSN needed for the near-earth phase
support. A DSN manager and DSN project engineer, to-
gether with representatives from the DSIF, SFOF, and
the ground communications facility, formed a design v
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team for the planning and operational phases of flight
support. A typical functional organization chart for oper-
ations is shown in Fig. 42.
Mission operations design was accomplished in a
closely coordin::.ted effort by the Mission Operations
System (MOS) and TDS managers. Mission operations,
an activity distinct from the management element MOS,
included: (1) a data system, (2) a software system, and
(3) an operations system.
The data system included all earth-based equipment
provided by all systems of the flight project for the
receipt, handling, transmission, processing, and display
of spacecraft data and related data during mission oper-
ations. Except for relatively small amounts of mission-
dependent equipment supplied by the flight project, all
equipment was provided and operated by the DSN.
In the near-earth phase, facilities of the AFETR and the
MSFN were included, The DSN also operated and
maintained the mission-dependent equipment.
The software system included all computer programs
and associated documentation. The mission-independent
software was provided as part of the DSN support. The
mission-dependent software developed by the flight
project was operated and maintained for the project by
the D
The operations system included the personnel, plans,
and procedures (provided by both the MOS and TDS)
required for execution of the mission operations. The
mission operations design organization was supported by
the DSN in the manner shown in Fig. 43. The DSN
project engineer beaded a design team composed of
project engineers from various elements of the DSIF,
GCF, and SFOF. This team was primarily concerned
with the data system defined above. The designs of the
other systems were the responsibilities of the software
system design team and the mission operations design
team. The DSN supported these activities through its
representative, the DSN project engineer.
The mission operations design process supported by
the DSN is shown in Fig. 44. From the project develop-
ment plan and the mission plan acrd requirements are
derived the guidelines for operational planning and the
project requirements for TDS support. The mission oper-
ations design team formulated system-level functional
requirements for the data, software, and operations sys-
tems. From these requirements, as well as from the TDS
support requirements, the DSN design team formulated
the DSN configuration to be used in support of the
project. It also supported, through the DSN project engi-
neer, the activities of the software and rnission operations
design teams in designing the software and operations
systems. The interface definitions were accomplished by
working groups from these design teams.
The TDS support required by the project was formu-
lated in the support instrumentation requirements docu-
ment and the project requirements document. The proj-
ect requirements document states project requirements
for support by the U. S. Department of Defense through
the AFETR.
1. Deep Space Network.
a. Mission support. The extent to which the facilities,
equipment, and personnel of the DSN were committed
to the support of the Pioneer VI mission was officially
defined on January 7, 1965. The hardware, software, and
organizational interfaces between the Pioneer VI mission
and the DSN were also established at that time. The
functional organization was that shown in Fig. 42.
The DSN commitment included the furnishing of a
medium-accuracy orbit for Pioneer VI and the develop-
ment, jointly with the Pioneer Project, of all hardware,
softwam and interface documentation necessary -to en-
sure efl9cient teamwork between the project and DSN
management.
The Johannesburg, Tidbinbilla, Echo, and Cape
Kennedy DSSs were assigned for basic support of the
Pioneer VI mission. The Echo DSS was committed for
one complete pass per day for the first 30 days; begin-
ning on the thirty-first day until the end of the mission,
three complete passes per week were planned. The Tid-
binbilla DSS was committed for one complete pass per
day for the first 30 days. The Johannesburg DSS was
committed for one complete pass per day during the
first 4 days of the mission. In addition, it was planned,
within the limits of DSN loading and station availa-
bilities, to use any or all of these stations to provide a
minimum average coverage of the equivalent of one pass
per day from the thirty-first day to the end of the mis-
sion. The Robledo, Pioneer, and Woomera DSSs, which
were not equipped with Pioneer mission-dependent
ground operating equipment, would also be available on
an emergency backup basis to track and record the telem-
etry subcarrier on magnetic tape.
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It was intended to meet all of the basic requirements
of the Pioneer Project for support of the Pioneer VI
mission, with the understanding that, should circum-
stances permit, the maximum requirements would be
met. Since the time of the original commitment, revisions
were made, on a periodic basis, as required to meet the
changing needs of the Pioneer Project and to make
the commitment compatible with the advancing capa-
bilities of the DSN. At the time of the commitment, the
DSN had capabilities to support the Pioneer VI mission
only during the first 8 mo after launch. It was stipulated
that, if the telemetry bit-error rate reached an unac-
ceptable level, Pioneer VI support by the DSN would be
terminated, based upon mutual agreement with the
Pioneer Project Office. When, some 8 mo after launch,
the telemetry detection threshold of the Pioneer VI
S-band downlink signal was reached within the 85-ft
antenna network, the Mars DSS, with its 210-ft antenna,
was made available on an uncommitted best-effort basis.
b. Prelaunch operations. Prelaunch checkout and prep-
aration of the spacecraft and its scientific instruments
were conducted at Building AN at the Cape Kennedy
Air Force Base station (DSS 71). During this period,
tests of ibe RF link between the spacecraft and DSS 71
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-426
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were performed. Deep Space Station 71 contained mission-
independent and -dependent equipment (Pioneer ground
operational equipment) functionally identical to that of
the standard DSSs. This test was the first opportunity to
validate the compatibility of the Pioneer VI communi-
cations subsystem with the DSN.
During countdown, DSS 71 received telemetry data
from the spacecraft and monitored continuously the
spacecraft communications subsystem performance and
the compatibility of the subsystem with the DSN. The
direction and status monitoring of the DSN were per-
formed at the SFOF. Also, the performance of the space-
craft and scientific instruments was analyzed at the
SFOF from spacecraft telemetry data sent via teletype
from DSS 71. These activities served as backup to similar
tasks performed at Building AN.
c. Flight support. The Pioneer VI spacecraft was
launched on December 16, 1965. During the near-earth
phase of the mission, the AFETR network tracked the
launch vehicle and received telemetry data from the space-
craft during the powered-flight phase. The Cape Kennedy
station, stations at Grand Bahama Island and Antigua,
and the Coastal Crusader tracking ship participated in
these activities. The telemetry data, recorded on mag-
netic tape for later processing and analysis (excluding
those from the ship), were dispatched via teletype to
the real-time computer facility at DSS 71, where the
characteristics of the trajectory were calculated for pre-
dictions to be used for the initial DSN spacecraft acqui-
sition. Similar activities were performed at the SFOF
using the AFETR tracking data.
Following the powered-flight phase, the Johannesburg
station (DSS 51) made initial acquisition, starting the
deep space phase of the mission. This and all of the
other DSSs supporting the Pioneer VI mission tracked,
received telemetry data from, and transmitted commands
to the spacecraft. Computing equipment at the SFOF
processed the tracking data from each DSS during or
immediately following a pass of the spacecraft for orbit
determination, and calculated the predictions as an aid
in subsequent acquisitions by the DSSs and by the 150-ft
transmitting antenna at Stanford University. As part of
its radio propagation investigation, Stanford University
transmitted 50- and 430-MHz signals to thta two Stanford
receivers aboard the spacecraft.
The SFOF mission support area was used for mission
control during the initial phases of the mission, except for
critical orientation maneuvers. For Pioneer VI, the initial
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acquisition and partial orientation were directed from
DSS 71, and the final orientation was controlled from the
Goldstone Echo station (DSS 12).
During the deep space phase of the mission, principal
support was provided by DSSs 12, 42, and 51, as these
were the only tracking stations equipped with mission-
dependent ground operational equipment. A microwave
system connecting DSS 12 wAb the Pioneer and Mars
stations (DSSs 11 and 14) provided a capability for using
the ground operational equipment at DSS 12 in com-
bination with the mission-independent equipment at
DSSs 11 and 14. The Robledo and Woomera stations
(DSSs 61 and 41), also unequipped with mission-
dependent ground operational equipment, were used on
an emergency backup basis.
The mission operations center is located at Ames
Research Center. Both the SFOF mission support area
and the ARC mission operations center received; in near-
real-time by teietype from the tracking stations, sampled
and processed telemetry data for use in monitoring the
performance of the spacecraft and its scientific instru-
ments, and as an aid in planning mission operations. The
ARC facility also received from the DSSs all spacecraft
analog telemetry data recorded on 0.5-in. magnetic tape.
All analog tapes are validated at the SFOF. Special- and
general-purpose equipment at ARC was used to process
the engineering and scientific data, Nvhich.were then
forwarded to the principal scientific investigators for
study and assessment. The DSN also furnished data
packages on the orbits and view periods, as well as
information on the roundtrip time required for RF sig-
nals to travel between tb,A spacecraft and the DSSs.
Every phase of the mission thus far has been success-
ful, and all flight instruments are still operating. The
DSN not only met all basic Pioneer VI support commit-
ments, but also provided a large amount of additional
tracking support from its 85-ft antenna network during
the routine mission period. This is illustrated in Fig. 45,
which shows the DSN operational support rendered
during the mission.
The only anomaly that has caused some operational
problems during recent months was erratic behavior of
the voltage-controlled oscillator of the channel 7 space-
craft receiver. Because of this instability, Pioneer VI now
operates in a one-way mode using the auxiliary oscillator.
The telemetry science and engineering information is
still satisfactory, and has a low bit-error rate (lower than
that in the 2-way mode). The instability of the channel 7
receiver has impeded the celestial mechanics investiga-
tion by Pioneer VI, since precision 2-way doppler track-
ing data were not available.
The fixed earth—sun line heliocentric trajectory of
Pioneer VI is shown in Fig. 46. The variable data trans-
mission bit rate to the spacecraft made it a highly desir-
able monitoring platform. By sanding proper commands
from earth, the telemetry link could be switched to
operate at five discrete bit rates: 512, 256, 64, 16, and
8 bits/s. The bit rate was lowered as the earth-to-
spacecraft distance increased to reduce the possibility of
data errors. The higher bit rates provided science data
with higher resolution.
When communications distance criteria required a low
bit rate, the spacecraft could be commanded into a higher
bit rate with on-board storage. The stored data could be
read out later at the required lower bit rate. To assure
the highest science and engineering data quality, the
Pioneer Project specified a telemetry bit stream error
limit of 1 error/10' detected bits, with the stipulation
that, in certain situations, a bit-error rate of 1 error/10"
detected bits would be acceptable.
As the communications range of the spacecraft gradu-
ally increased, the telemetry bit rate was switched to the
next lower level, as shown in Fig. 46. The 85-ft antenna
telemetry threshold (8 bits/s) was reached in early June
1966.
The normal power budget of the Pioneer VI telemetry
link is given in Table 24. These data are compatible with
the capabilities of DSSs with standard 85-ft antennas.
All DSN measurements during the first 180 days after
launch showed excellent agreement with the data in
Table 24. The practical deviations were well within ti,e
limits of measurement and calibration uncertainties.
Figure 47, whirr gives the carrier power levels re-
corded at DSSs 12' and 14, demonstrates that the design
goals of the S-band communications link were met
satisfactorily.
The telemetry bit-error rates measured at DSS 12 at
the various bit-rate thresholds are shown in Fig. 48. As
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the communications range increased (corresponding to
the increasing pass numbers), the bit-error rate during
each pass also increased. The bit-error rate during the
middle portion of flue tracking passes was quite uniform,
but showed a tendency to increase at the beginning and
end of each tracking period. This increase was caused
by a degradation in telemetry signal-to-noise ratio, which
was caused by the fact that the system noise temperature
of the antenna receiving system is lowest at high elevation
angles but increases at lower elevation angles.
Nearly 3 X 10 1
 bits of information have been collected
by the DSN during the first 26 mo after the launch of
Pioneer VI. This information may be categorized as
follows:
Type of information	 Number of bits X 106
Total bits
Science data
Engineering data
Parity check
Data identification
Unassigned
2953
2110
164
nQ
.
272
21
Table 24. Normal power budget for the Pioneer VI telemetry linka
Bit rate, bits/s
Parameter
512 It% 64 16 8
Total transmitter power, d6- 38.4 38.4 38.4 38.4 38.4
Transmitting circuit loss, dB 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Transmitting antenna gain, dB 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0
Space attenuation (2.292 GHz), d8 242.0 245.0 251.0 256.1 258.0
Polarization loss, dB 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Receiving antenna gain, dB 53.4 53.4 53.4 53.4 53.4
Receiving circuit loss, dB 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Total received power, dBm -144.0 -147.0 -153.0 -158.1 -160.0
Receiver noise spectral density (at 45°K), dBm/Hz -182.1 -182.1 -182.1 -182.1 -182-1
---	 ---	 Carrier performance
Carrier modulation suppression (modulation index. = 0.9 rod), dB 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1
Received carrier power, d8m -148.1 -151.1 -157.1 -162.2 -164.1
Carrier automatic-phose-control noise bandwidth (2B L0 = 12), d8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
Threshold signal-to-noise ratio in 28LO, dB 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Threshold carrier power, dBm -165.3 -165.3 -165.3 -165.3 -165.3
Carrier performance margin, dB 17.2 1	 14.2 8.3 3.1 1.2
Data channel
Subcarrier modulation suppression, dB 2.2 2.2 2.2 2,2 2,2
Received Subcarrier power, dBm -146.2 -149.2 -155.2 -160.3 -162.2
Bit rate (1 IT), dB 27.1 24.1 18.1 12.0 9.0
Required ST/N (Pc = 10-3), dB 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.8
Receiver losses and degradation, dB 0 0 0 1.0. 2.1
Threshold subcarrier power, dBm -146.2 -149.2 -155.2 -160.3 -162.2
Data performance margin, dB 0 0 0 0 0
Range, km X 1 06 13.2 1.8.6 37.0 66.5 -82.8
Time after launch, days 78.5 92.6 122.6 156.8 174.4
sThe symbols used herein are defined as follows:	 S = signal power, W.	 -	 -	 --
ezo = carrier tracking loop bandwidth at threshold levels„ W.
	 N = noise spectral density, W/Hz.
1 = time per information bit, s.
	 P, = probability of data error.
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At the time of acquisition, the booms bad been de-
ployed and the spin rate Nv.. ..59 rev/min. The cold gas
Throughout the flight, the spacecraft has operated pri-
marilv in the real-time data transmission mode. The
spacecraft duty-cycle storage mode, generally used be-
tween tracking periods, provided ,approximately 20%
of the data coverage. However, because of intermittent
data sampling, this mode contributed only about 0.06%
of the total data received.
Based upon its performance thus far, the estimated
total lifetime of the Pioneer VI spacecraft is approxi-
mately 5 yr. During November 1968, the spacecraft had
a solar occultation; the Pioneer Project and DSN man-
agement personnel coordinated preparations for the sup-
port of special experiments to be conducted at that time.
The detection capability of the 85-ft antenna network
will again be reached by Pioneer VI during the spring
of 1971.
2. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The Pioneer VI
spacecraft was launched from Cape Kennedy on Decem-
ber 16, 1965, at 0731:20 GMT. The initial acquisition was
performed 1Ty DSS 51, with dowrlink lock being achieved
at 0759:53 GMT followed by 2-way lock at 0806:26 GMT.
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system pressure bad dropped the planned 600 psi to
indicate that the orientation maneuver had occurred.
The bit rate had increased from 64 to 512 bits/s. One
experiment was enabled, and it was verified that the
solar array was working Properly. Early DSS 51 calcula-
tions gave a peribelicn of 0.817 astronomical unit (AU)
and an inclination to the ecliptic of 0.15 deg.
Later tracking data indicated that all spacecraft sys-
tems were functioning normally. The estimation was
that it would take 154.8 days to reach a perihelion of
0.8143 AU, and that the aphelion would be 1.0 AU. The
inclination of the spacecraft to the ecliptic was 0.17 deg.
It was estimated that the spacecraft would be 4.7 X 106
nmi from the earth in 180 days.
The activities performed at DSS 51 during the first
pass can be grouped in the following task categories:
(1) Establish communications with spacecraft.
(2) Determine initial operating mode of spacecraft.
(3) Evaluate initial performance of spacecraft.
(4) Change operating mode of spacecraft in prepara-
tion for deep space phase of mission.
(5) Perform partial Type 11 orientation.
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a. Conrnrunications. As soon as telemetry communi-
cation was established with the spacecraft and the com-
puter locked on the data, the information was sent via
teletype from DSS 51 to the SFOF at JPL. The teletype
information received for the first 40 min of the pass is
shown in Table 25, and is representative of that used
in making the critical decisions during the first pass.
To ease problems associated with initial acquisition
of the telemetry signal from the spacecraft, the receivers
at DSS 51 ,vere initially connected to the acquisition-aid
antenna. Although the gain of this antenna is about 32
dB less than that of the 85-ft antenna, sufficient power
in the spacecraft signal would be available at initial
acquisition to permit its use, and it provided the signifi-
cant benefit of a 16-deg beamwidth in contrast to the
0.35-deg beamwidth for the 85-ft antenna.
The acquisition-aid antenna is mounted on the 85-ft
antenna with its beam axis coincident with that of the
larger antenna. Before the expected time of spacecraft
arrival, both antennas were pointed 10 deg above the
local horizon along the expected flight path of the space-
craft.
The predicted time for the spacecraft to rise above the
local horizon was 0759:40 GMT. While the spacecraft
was still below the horizon, an audio detector in the
_ receiver indicated the first signal. Signal strength in-
creased rapidly thereafter, and by 0759:57 GMT the
ground receiver, demodulator—synchronizer, and com-
puter were locked on the spacecraft telemetry signal. By
0800:28 G-IMT, the anterma was switched to the auto-
matic tracking mode. (The hours of day indicated in
the subsequent paragraphs are all in Greenwich Mean
Time.)
The coherent mode of operation for the spacecraft
receiver was enabled before launch. Thus, whenever the
spacecraft receiver was locked to a ground signal,
the frequency of the signal transmitted from the space-
craft was a fixed ratio of the received signal frequency;
when not in lock, the frequency is controlled by the
on-board crystal oscillator. The probability of both
frequencies being within the self-acquisition range of
the ground receiver, with no tuning adjustment required,
was very remote. Therefore, to preclude the possibility
of an interruption in telemetry because of a change in
the frequency of the telemetry signal as the spacecraft
receiver went in or out of lock, the ground transmitters
were scheduled to be off until after the status and
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-426
performance of the spacecraft were assessed. By 0805,
spacecraft status and performance had been assessed and
found normal. The ground transmitter was therefore
energized. At 0806, the ground receiver lost the telemetry
signal, indicating that the spacecraft had acquired the
ground signal and was operating coherently. Within 1 min,
the ground receiver was again in lock. This activity is
indicated by the teletype printout at 0806.
At 0807, tracking of the telemetry signal was normal,
and the ground receiver was switched from the
acquisition-aid antenna to the 85-ft antenna. The ground
transmitter was similarly switched at 0816. By 0817, the
85-ft antenna was operating in the automatic tracking
mode. At 1210, while operating in the automatic tracking
mode, the strength of the signal received from the space-
craft suddenly reduced by 15 dB. It was suspected that
the tracking of the spacecraft signal had shifted from
the main lobe of the 85-ft antenna to a side lobe because
a discrepancy between the predicted antenna orientation
and actual orientation was observed. At 1322, the antenna
was switched to manual track in an attempt to increase
the signal strength, but without success. Finally, at 1355,
a second attempt was made in which the antenna was
manually changed to the predicted position for that time.
The strength of the signal immediately increased, and
the antenna was switched back to the automatic tracking
mode. At 2031, the anomalous performance recurred,
and was similarly corrected. At all other times during
the first pass, the antenna system operation was normal.
h. Orientation maneuvers. The Type I orientation was
performed by the spacecraft early in the launch pass
over DSS 51 on December 16, 1965.
The Type II orientation was performed in two parts,
the first over DSS 51 and the second over DSS 12, both
on the first pass. Figure 49 shows the special communi-
cations configuration used for these operations.
Table 26 gives the Pioneer VI DSS operations sum-
mary for passes 1-196.
VI. Pioneer VI Tracking and Data System
Performance Evaluation
^t. Near-Earth Phase
From liftoff through injection, the performance of the
thrust-augmented improved Delta launch vehicle was
87
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Pass DSS
Number
of com-
mands
Received
signal
strength, dBm
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
Launch	 71 0 -125.0 - 1-way Station lost lock on spacecraft at time of shroud jettison
1	 51 89 -120.4 1.10 1., 2., and 3-way Initial acquisition of signal was perfect
Command monitor receiver would not lock up until transmitter
frequency was changed because particular frequency fell
between tuning ranges of the two receivers. Commands were
sent in abnormal mode until frequency changed
Channel 7 receiver apparently locked up by spurious emission of
ground transmitter 24 dB below carrier level. Problem was
solved by reducing power
12 10 -124.1 0.30 2- and 3-way Transmitter power reduced from 600 to 100 W
42 0 -12i.5 - 3-way
2	 42 9 -125.5 0.13 1-, 2-, and 3-way
51 5 -129.7 0.30 2. and 3-way
12 198 -128.4 0.60" 2- and 3-way Type II orientation maneuver performed during this pass
Acquisition 20 min late Jve to incorrect Prentiss instructions
3	 42 6 -116.5 0.60 2- and 3-way
51 4 -122.1 0.60 2- and 3-way
12 9 -123.0 0.60 2- and 3-way
4	 42 4 -119.5 0.60 2- and 3-way
51 4 -124.4 0.60 2- and 3-way
12 2 -126.7 0.60 2- and 3-way
5	 42 12 -121.5 0.60 2- and 3-way Operator error caused delay in transmission of a command
(command modulation not on)
51 4 -126.5 0.60 2- and 3-way Station tracked on paramp because maser inoperative
1	 12 2 -1-27.8 _	 -	 0.60 2- and'3=way	 - 'Station tracked on'paramp because maser inoperative
6	 i
	
42 4 -122.0 0.60 1-, 2 ., and 3-way Both receivers failed for more than 1 Is due to short circuit
51 5 -127.4 0.60 1-, 2-, and 3-way
12 5 -128.2 0.60 2- and 3-way
7	 42 4 -125.4 0.60 1-, 2-, and 3-way During transfer, station lost downlink lock due to failure ofI
incoming station to maintain uplink signal
51 2 -129.2 0.60 1-, 2-, and 3-way During transfer, station lost uplink and downlink lock for 9 min
12 5 -128.2 0.60 2-and 3-way Station performed test to determine rest frequency of spacecraft
8	 i	 42 10 -128.1 0.60 1-, 2 ., and 3-way
I	 51 4 -130.4 0.60 I	 2- and 3-way On two occasions, station experienced difficulty with N-frame
callup; . problem cleared up without determination of cause
12 6 -129.7 0.60 2- and 3-way
9	 42 10 -128.3 0.70 2- and 3-way
I	 12 9 -129.7 0.60 1-, 2-, and 3-way10	 42 9 -129.0 0.60 2- and 3-way
12i 6 -130.0 0.60 1-, 2-, and 3-way During period of 4 h, station used incorrect VCO setting
11	 I	 42 10 -129.5 0.75 2- and 3-way
12 7 -131.3 0.60 1-, 2-, and 3-way
12	 42 4 -130.8 0.60 2- and 3-way
51 6 -132.7 1_25 1-, 2-, and 3-way
12 5 -131.7 0.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way
^^Fower was increased to 10 kW during oa.ritotion maneuver.
K
Table 26. Pioneer VI Deep Space Stations operations summary
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Table 26 (contel)
pass DSS
Number
of com-
mands
Received
signal
strength, signs
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
13 42 4 -131.6 0.75 1-, 2-, and 3-way
51 6 -133.5 1.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way
12 8 -133.6 Variable
 1-, 2-, and 3-way
14 42 5 -131.6 0.90 1-, 2-, and 3-way
51 6 -133.9 1.25 2- and 3-way
12 3 -132.5 1.15 2. and 3-way
15 42 4 -132.5 1.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way
51 6 -134.7 1.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way
12 9 -133.0 1.50 1-, 2-, and 3-way
16 42 12 -132.5 1.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way
12 12 -134.0 1.80 1., 2-, and 3-way
17 42 4 -133.0 1.70 2- and 3-way
51 4 -135.3 1.50 1-, 2-, and 3-way Transmitter failed for =3 is due to insulation breakdown
12 8 -134.1 1.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way
18 42 6 -133.7 1.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way
51 4 -136.5 1.50 2. and 3-way
12 4 -133.5 1.70 2- and 3-way Digital instrumentation system out of lock for 15 min during
typewriter change
19 42 9 -134.5 1.60 2- and 3-way Numerous system temperature spikes noted due to transmitter'
tuning
61 - -135.8 0 1- and 3-way Transmitter inoperative due to failure. Station awaiting arrival of
new equipment from United States
12 -8 -135.8 1.70 1., 2-, and 3-way
20 42 11 -133.7 1.75 2- and 3-way End of track to duty-cycle store. Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 20 -133.7 2.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Operator error lost 100 min of TDS data. Bit rate 512 bits/s
21 42 2 -135.0 1.70 2- and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
61 - -136.6 0 1-way Minor TDS operator error occurred
12 14 -133.8 2.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Some difficulty experienced in lockup. Minor human errors
occurred in computer operation. Bit rate 512 bits/s
22 42 15 -134.9 2.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/3
12 21 -135.9 2.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Maser failed, but restored with circuit breaker reset.
Sit rate 512 bits/s
23 42 11 -135.0 2.00 2- and 3-way Station advised they would soon run out of tape.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
61 - -137.8 0 1- and 3-way
12 12 -135.0 2.50 1- and 2-woy Bit rate 512 bits/s
24 42 19 -135.5 3.00 1., 2-, and 3-way Best-lock frequency tests performed on channels 6 and 7.
Bit rate 512 bitsh
12 18 -134.8 2.70 1-, 2-, and 3-way Station-misted one callup due to internal error.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
25 42 1.7 -136.2 3.00 2- and 3-way End of track to duty-cycle store. Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 19 -135.5 2.50 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
s'Ttonunitter power varied up to 2 kW for tests. Channels 6 and 7 were calibrated on this pass.
a
i^
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Table 26 (contd)
Pass DSS
Number
of com-
mands
Received
signal
strength, dBm
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
26 42 13 -136.3 3.10 2- and 3-way No 3-way predicts available for DSS 61. Bit rate 512 bits/s
61 - -138.4 3.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Meter smoldered in receiver
12 15 -135.8 3.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Computer was unable to stop Stanford data via BP4 switch.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
27 42 16 -136.7 2.30 2- and 3-way Catastrophic error in computer required program reload. End of
track to duty-cycle store. Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 16 -137.3 3.20 1-, 2 ., and 3-way Computer problem caused 8 min of real-time data loss;
bit rate 512 bits/s
28 42 12 -137.2 2.90 2- and 3-way Computer down briefly due to inadvertent power turnoff.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
61 - -138.6 3.00 2- and 3-way
12 2 -138.0 3.50 1- and 2-way Maser failed. Station changed to paromp and later relieved
from tracking. DSS 11 picked up tracking. Bit rate 512 bits/s
29 42 16 -137.5 3.00 1- and 2-way Digital instrumentation system B and its tape unit malfunctioned.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 16 -138.3 2.50 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
30 61 - 139.4 3.50 1., 2-, and 3-way Receiver noise problems occurred simultaneously with system
temperature-measurement problem
12 13 -137.4 4.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
31 - - - - None No tracking occurred an this pass
32 42 15 -137.5 4.00 1- and 2-way Commands erroneously sent at low power. Transmitter interlock
problem caused numerous interruptions to uplink. Bit rate
512 bits/s
33 51 10 -140.8 6.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Through operator error, command 004 transmitted (should have
been 060). Bit rate 512 bits/s
1.1 0 -140.4 7.50 2- and 3-way Bit rate 513 bits/s
34 12 11 -138.9 5.00 1- and 2-way Station late in acquiring uplink due to low power.
Bit rate 512 bitsh
35 51 15 -140.8 6.70 1- and 2-way Command 004 transmitted 9 min early due to error in reading
digital clock. Bit rate 512 bits/s
36 42 -	 9 -138.5 7.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Command 100 inhibited by undetermined equipment
malfunction. Bit rate 512 bits!s
61 0 -140.2 7.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Transmitter caused noise in receiver; transmitter failed.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 11 -140.6 3.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Rubidium frequency standard inoperative; transmitter failed.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
37 42 8 -137.6 2.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Abnormal error rate experienced due to test scope.
Bit rate 512bits/3.
61 0 -139.9 - 1,2-, and 3-way Transmitter failed due to arcing. Bit rate 512 bits /s
11 0 =140.5 3.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Antenna HA brake failed. Bad doppler counter.
.Bit rate 512 bits/s
38 " 42 12 -138.1 2.10 2- and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 24 -.139.8 1.40 1- and 2-way One command transmission started early. One digital
instrumento3ion system request initiated at incorrect time.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
39 51 13 -142.2 2.80 1-, 2-, and 3-way Receiver dropped lock due to undetermined cause.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
I 1 0 -141.8 3.00 2- and 3-way Recorder inoperative due to lack of spare parts.
'Bit rate 513 bits/s
A
Y
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Pass ass
Number
cf eons-
mands
Received
signal
strength, si gns
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
40 61 0 -140.7 0 1-way only Transmitter inoperative. Bit rate 512 bits/s
41 42 11 -138.7 2.40 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 16 -139.4 2.30 1- and 2-way Command acted upon by spacecraft while receiver was locked
onto sideband. Bit rate 512 bits/s
42 51 16 -141.9 2.10 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bifs/s
43 42 14 -139.3 2.80 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 16 -138.7 2.40 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
44 - - - - None No tracking occurred on this pass
45 42 10 -139.6 2.70 1- and 2-way Sit rote 512. bits/s
51 6 -142.7 3.00 2- and 3-way Poor communications experienced. Inclement weather curtailed
posttrack calibrations. Station 6 min late in turning off trans-
mitter due to operator error. Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 9 -139.9 2.60 2- and 3-way Loss of real-time data occurred for 76 min due to open patch
cord on teletype line. Bit rate 512 bits/s
46 - - - - None No tracking occurred on this pass
47 42 10 -139.5 3.50 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
51 4 -143.2 3.40 1-, 2-; and 3-way Receiver dropped lock for no apparent reason.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
11 0 -142.4 3.00 2. and 3-way Faulty patch plug caused 20 min loss of TDS data. Bit rate 512 bits/s
48 51 7 -143.4 3.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 6 -140.0 3.00 2- and 3-way Recorder output distorted. Sit rate 512 bits/s
49 41 0 -141.7 3.30 2- and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
11 0 -142.7 4,40 1, 2, and 3-way No posttrack calibration-performed. -Bit-rate 512,bitsh
50 42 5 -140.0 3.20 2- and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
51 6 -144.2 3.30 2- and 3-way Channel 7 recorder failed. Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 12 -141.7 2.80 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
51 41 0 -142.9 3.30 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
61 0 -145.0 0 1-way No transmitter used because of equipment problems.
Bit rate 512 bits/s,
11 0 -145.0 3.30 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 512 bit./.
52 42 11 -140.6 5.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 12 -142.5 3.30 I	 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
53 41 0 -142.8 3.20 1-, 2-, and 3-way Voltage-controlled-oscillator counter operated erratically.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
51 5 -144.8 3.50 2- and 3-way Command 100 delayed by faulty monitor r-ceiver. Channels 3
and 7 failed. Noise spikes degrader, b. :yet threshold.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 11 -142.0 3.30 2- and 3-way Command 053 sent 9 min early due to open"+r error.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
54 51 10 -145.0 3.50 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 51.2 bits/x
12 12 -141.8 3.20 2- and 3-way Rubidium frequency standard inoperative; Knight oscillator
F-68 used. Request occurred 30 min early. Bit rate 512 bits/s
55 41 0 -143.5 3.30 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 7 -141.3 3.00 1-,2-, and 3-way Transmitter turned off 1 s late due to operator error.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
,
r
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Pass DSS
Number
of com-
mands
Received
signal
strength, dBm
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
56 41 0 -143.6 3.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
51 12 -144.7 3.90 1., 2-, and 3-way Receiver in C l mode instead of C:; due to operator error.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
57 42 14 -140.0 3.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
12 18 -142.3 3.50 1- end 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
58 51 15 -145.0 4.10 1. and 2-way Bit rate 512 bits/s
59 42 12 -141.1 3.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 512 bitsjt
12 15 -142.2 4.00 1., 2-, and 3-way Signal interference caused by test translator being left on.
Bit rate 512 bits/s
60 42 11 -140.8 4.00 1-and 2-way
12 12 -143.0 4.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Command 050 delayed 2 min due to operator error
61 42 9 -141.9 4.40 2- and 3-way
51 11 -146.0 5.00 1., 2-, and 3-way
12 17 -142.7 3.80 1-and 2-way
62 12 5 -143.0 4.00 1-, 2-, and 3 -way
63 42 9 -141,0 4.60 2- and 3-way
64 42 18 -141.2 4.60 1- and 2-way Transmitter tripped off twice due to faulty design of 400-Hz
main circuit protector
12 9 -143.0 5.00 1., 2., and 3-way
65 51 9 --147.0 5.20 2- ai;d 3-way Low signal level occurred at acquisition because antenna
erroneously left in near-field focus position
42 4 -140.6 4.6) 2. and 3-way
66 41 0 -145.5 5.00. 1- and 2-way . Transmitter tripped off due to low flow rate of coolant
51 7 -140.0 5.50 1.,2-, and 3-way Transmitter malfunctioned; undetermined cause
12 9 -143.0 5.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way
67 42 9 -143.3 5.00 2- and 3-way
12 11 -143.7 4.50 1., 2-, and 3 -way
68 51 9 -146.0 5.10 1., 2-, and 3-way Two commands sent late because of operator error
41 0 -146.2 3.80 2-way
69 41 0 -145.6 5.00 1-, 2., and 3-way
51 10 -148.0 5.90 1., 2., and 3-way
12 13 -144.1 6.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Command delayed because n' orimary power failure at station
7a 41 0 -146.0 4.30 2-way
51 17 -147.0 6.50 2- and 3-way Command transmitted late because of operator error
71 42 13 -143.2 6.00 1. and 2-way
12 15 -144.3 7.00 1. and 2--way .
72 51 1.7 -148.0 7.00 1- and 2 -way Station clock slow by =120 ms
73 42 16 -146.3 7.00 1- and 2-way
12 24 -146.0 7.00 1.- and 2-way Acquisition 10 min late because-ontenno In prelimits (faulty
predicts)
74 51 14-146.8 7.50. 1- and 2-way
11 0 -147.0 7.50 1., 2., and 3-way
75 42 11 -143.5 6.90 2. and 3-way
12 14 -146.0 7.00 1-, 2-, and 3. way Higher parity error rate than usual because of very smiall
sun-earth"pacecraff angle
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Pass DSS
Number
of com-
mends
Received
signal
strennth, dBm
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
76 41 0 -147.7 7.00 2- and 3-way Synthesizer loop shorted, causing loss of lock for 3 min
51 7 -147.0 8.00 2- and 3-way Digital instrumentation system intermittently out of lock; TDS taken
off line for 8 min
12 7 -147.0 9.00 2- and 3-way Station subjected to high winds of 40-60 mi/h
77 41 0 -147.2 7.00 2- and 3-way Error light indicated nonpermissive command attempted
51 6 -148.0 9.50 2- and 3-way
11 0 -147.2 0 1- and 3-way TDSdeletype tape punch failed
78 42 13 -144.4 8.00 1- and 2-way
12 17 -147.1 9.00 1- and 2-way Primary power failure caused loss of data for 38 min
79 51 12 -148.0 9.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Acquisition 6 min late due to delay in completing pretrack
calibrations. Transmitter drive failed due to loose connection.
One command nonpermissive due to incompatibility with pre.
pass instructions. Maser inoperative due to Xtap breakdown
41 0 -149.4 9.00 1., 2-, and 3-way Posthack calibration of automatic gain control not completed due
to failure of test signal source
80 51 8 -148.5 10.00 1- and 2-way Command 006 was nonpermissive because prepass instructions
were incorrect; maser inoperative
12 14 -147.6 9.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way
81 51 14 -147.9 10.00 1- and 2-way Maser inoperative
82 42 17 -145.6 9.00 1 - and 2-way
83 42 23 -146.2 10.00 1- and 2-way
12 17 -148.1 9.00 1- and 2-way Transmitter off for approximately 2 min because of coolant flow
-°	 - problem and high-voltage-rectifier failure
84 11 0 -149.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Momentary out-of-lock conditions occurred because antenna was
not racking properly in HA. Analog instrumentation system
ascillk,g ,aph channel inadvertently turned off for entire pass
51 1.4 -149.0 10,00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Transmitter beam voltage tripped. Recorder B failed
85 41 0 -149.4 10.00 1=, 2-, and 3-way
51 11 -149.5 10.00 2-and 3-way Digital instrumentation system unable to lock up at certain times
because of degradation while using paramp. Maser inopera.
tive. Recorder B failed
12 16 -148.7 10.00 1., 2., and 3-way Transmittss failed because of coolant flow problem
86 51 11 -149.5 14.00 1- and 2-way Maser inoperative. Nonreturn-to-zero input to recorder lost
because of loose cable
87 41 0 -149.3 10.00 1- and 2-way Maser inoperative
51 9 -149.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Time code generator failure caused bad 'time-word readout.
Through operator error, 12 min operation of tape recorder
A3 lost
12 21 -148.0 10.00 2- and 3-way Because of DIS operator error, 28 min engineering data lost
88 41 0 -142.5 10.00 1- and 2-way
51 16 --149.6 10.00 3-way Maser inoperative. Numerous momentary losses of lock occurred
while in 256-bits/s rate due to paramp effect upon demodulator
threshold. In one instance, it was necessary to inhibit one
command due to loss of demodulator lock
11 0 -149.2 10:00 1-, 2., and 3-way
i
I
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Number
of com-.
mands
Received
signal
strength, dBm
Transmitter
power,
kW
Ground modes Remarks
89 42 16 -148.0 10.00 2- and 3-way Maser inoperative due to compressor failure. All magnetic tape
recordings from recorder B suspected to be defective. Cause
of defects undetermined
51 8 149.4 10.00 2-way/paramp From 1446:16 GMT to end of track (1502:12), demodulator was
in and out of lock 17 times. Bit rate 16/256 bits/3
11 - -148.7 10.00 2. and 3-way Voice communication lost twice. Sit rate 256 bits/1
90 42 15 -147.9 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Transmitter tripped off at 2139:55 and resumed operation at
2147. Failure probability report (FPR) 0219 applies. At
0351:04, both receivers dropped lock. (FPR 0218 applies.)
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
12 18 -149.1 10.00 1- and 2-way Nonreturn-to-zero data not recorded on tapes 1 A and 16 due
to mispatch an analog instrumentation system panel. Bit rate
256/64 bits/s
91 51 13 -150.9 10.00 1- and 2-way/ Transmitter tripped off at 0943:33 due to operation of beam
paramp overcurrent interlock. interlock setting was at approximately
2.2 A, which was too close to actual beam current. Interlock
reset of 2.5 A and transmitter returned to normal operation at
0948:00. (TFR-51, TXR-010, and DSIF FPR 0223 apply.)
Bit rate 16/64/256 bits/s
92 41 - -150.6 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 256/64 bits/s
51 8 -150.6 10.00 2- and 3-way Demodulator was constantly in and out of lock until switched to
paramp 16 bits/s. Wow and flutter were suspected an tape A3. Tape
was allowed to run 8 min for investigation, and loose plug in
modem unit found. (TFR-5I-REC-033 applies)
12 14 -151.7 10.00 1, 2-, and 3-way Transmitted frequency was outside bandposs of monitor receiver,
so all commands were to be sent without monitor receiver in
lock or abnormal mods Bit rate 256/64 bits/s
93 51 11 -151.3 10.00 1 - and 2-way Leak occurred in declination low-speed-hydraulics valve, and
faulty 0-rind was replaced. (TFR-5I-ANT-007 and DSIF FPR
0225 apply.) Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
94 42 16 -151.7 10.00 i. and 2-way Bit rate 16/256/512 bits/s
12 18 -150.5 10.00 1., 2., and 3-way Bit rate 16/256/64 bits/s
95 42 6 -151.6 10.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 64/256/16 bits/s
51 6 -152.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Station on paramp. Bit rate 16 bits/s
12 7 -150.7 10.00 2- and 3:-way Bit rate 16/256/64 bits/s
96 42 8 -151.1 10.00 2- and 3-way Sit rate 64/256 bits/s
97 41 - -151.9 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
51 7 -152.2 1000 2- and 3-way Station on paramp. Bit rate 256/16/64 bits/s
12 17 -151.1 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Winds gusting to 60 mi/h opened airflow,
 interlock on heat
exchanger at 1445:55. GMT
98 - 41 - -152.1 10.00 2- and 3 -way Bit rate 16 bits/s
51 15 -153.5 =7.50 1. and 3-way Station on paramp. Sit rate 16/64 bib/s
99 42 22 -150.2 10.00 1- one 2-way Command 034 sent 1 min late due to confusion caused by
incorrect information. Bit rate 16/64/256 bits/s
61 - -150.2 10.00 2- and 3-way Rubidium was on Internal reference because of operator error;
corrected to rubidium standard. Bit rate 64 bits/5
I
Table 26 (contd)
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12 19 -151.0 10.00 2- and 3-way Engineering reperforotor tape jammed at 1411 GMT; cleared
at 1437 GMT. Thomas couplers in hour angle and declination
servo transmitters were changed before this track because of
a 0.040-deg error appearing in star track data
100 41 - -152.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
61 - -150.7 10.00 1-,2-, and 3-way Bit rate 64 bits/5
12 14 -152.7 10.00 1- and 2-way TDS experienced several dropouts of doppler printouts. No
reason indicated
101 Al 0 -153.5 10.00 1-,2-, and 3-way
61 0 -150.9 10.00 1-, 2•, and 3-way
12 24 -153.2 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Noise from preamble generator caused series of computer
interrupts. Bit rate 64/256 bits/s
102 51 12 -153.9 4.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Power interruption caused transmitter to cut out during transfer
to DS.S 12. Bit. rate 64 bits/3
12 8 -152.5 10.00 1 •, 2-, and 3-way Moser crosshead failed. Bit rate 64 bits/s
103 42 8 -151.8 10.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
104
12
61
12
22
0
13
-155.5
-151.6
-150.5
10.00
10.00
10.00
1- and 2-way
I- and 2-way
1- and 2-way
Station operated on paromp due to maser outage. Bit rate
8/64 bits/s
Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
105
106
12
41
12
10
0
7
-154.4
-153.9
-153.5
10.00
10.00
10.00
1- and 2-way
2- and 3-way
1- and 2-way Transmitter failed for 9 min due to operation of thermal interlock.
Bit rate 64 bits/s
107 42
12
13
10
-153.1
-154.2
10.00
10.00
1-, 2-, and 3-way
1-,2-, and 3-way
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
Brief interruption occurred due to primary power failure. One
command sent late because of poor communication between
.108 42 4 -153.2 10.00
station and SFOF. Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
109
51
42
9
9
-155.3
-153.4
10.00
10.00
1-, 2-, and 3-way
1- and 2-way
1-, 2•, and 3-way
Bit rate 64 bits/s
Acquisition late due to maser problem. Bit rate 64 bib/s
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
61
12
0
16
-152.9
°-154.4
10.00
10.00
2- and 3-way
1-, 2-, and 3-way Station experienced considerable difficulty in acquiring 2-way
110
111
112
51
42
12
12
13
10
15
18
-155.5
-154,2
-155.0
-155.7
10.00
10.00
10.00c
10.00
1- and 2-way
1- and 2-way
1- and 2-way
1- and 2-way
signal. Fault appeared to be combination of operator errors.
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
Bit rate 64 bits/s
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
Bit rate 16/64/512 bib/s
113
114
115
116
12
12
12
42
51
15
10
24
4
13
-155.7
-157.0
-155.8
-155.2
-156.6
8.5
1.0.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
1- and 2-way
1- and 2-way
1-, 2•, and 3-way
2- crJ .3-way
2- and 3-way
Sit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
Bit rate 8/16/64 (sits/s
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
Bit rate 64 bits•,/s
Transmitter beam voltage tripped off. Cause undetermined.
Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
-Power reduced to 8.5 kW because of low drive.
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117 51 17 -157.1 10.00 1- and 2-way Transmitter interlock tripped off twice. Cause undetermined.
Sit rate 16/64 bits/s
118 42 13 -156.1 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
12 16 -156.5 10.00 1 -, 2-, and 3-way Transmitter tripped off due to airflow intarlock operation.
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
119 42 5 -156.1 10.00 2- and 3-way Excessive parity errors occurred because received signal level
was only 2 dB from telemetry threshold level. Bit rate
16/64 bits/s
61 0 -155.7 10.00 2- and 3-way
12 3 -156.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 64 bits/5
120 42 10 -155.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
12 12 -157.2 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
121 - - - - None No 'racking occurred on this pass
122 42 15 -156.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
12 13 -156.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
123 51 14 -158.3 10.00 1- and 2-way Command delayed because commands were too closely spaced
in initial instructions, causing digital instrumentation system to
be out of lock. Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
124 51 12 -159.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Transmitter klystron delivered low power. Bit rate 16/64 bif,/s
125 42 10 -157.9 10.00 1-,2-, and 3-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
51 8 -159.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Fluctuations of 3 dB observed in received signal strength,
believed due to changes in maser gain. Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
126 42 13 -158.3 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Transmitter drive lost twice; defective module suspected.
Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
	 -
51 10 -159.3 10.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
127 42 12 -157.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
12 11 -156.9 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
128 12 13 -158.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
129 12 13 -158.3 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
130 51 12 -158.5 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
131 51 9 -159.5 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
12 1.0 -158.5 10.00. 1., 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
132 51 9 -159.7 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
12 18 -158.3 10.00 2-way Bit rate 16/64 bits/s
133 51 13 -158.9 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16/64 bib/s 	 -
134 42 14 -158.1 Variabled 1- and 2-way Channel 7 receiver on spacecraft commanded to high-gain
antenna; approximately 10-dB improvement noted. Bit rate
16/8 bib/s
135 42 12 -158.6 10.00 1- and 2-way Transmitter turned off intentionally for 1 I1 min to allow local
survey work to proceed. Bit rate 16 bits/s
136 42 20 -159.1 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
51 30 -160.5 9.50 1-, 2, and 3-way Receiver dropped lock numerous times; cause unknown.
Bit rate 16/64 bits /s
11 0round transmitter power varied to calibrate spacecraft channel 6 receiver,
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137 42 9 -158.1 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
61 0 -161.9 10.00 2- and 3-way
138 42 14 -159.0 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16/256 bits/s
61 0 -159.6 10.00 1- and 2-way
139 42 34 -159.2 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
61 0 -159.4 10.00 2- and 3-way
12 4 -160.6 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Station brought up for a short pass because of unusual cosmic-ray
activity. Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
140 41 0 - - - Pass aborted because of maser failure
12 32 -160.4 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
141 51 23 -161.4 10.00 1 - and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
12 20 -161.8 10.00 2-way Bit rate 8/161512 bits/s
142 51 10 -159.2 10.00 2- and 3-way Station had excessive difficulty in acquiring suitable downlink sig-
nal to maintain computer lockup. Defective voltage-controlled-
oscillator crystal, Command 052 delayed 15 min because
digital instrumentation system was out of lock. Out-of-lock
condition was result of failure by operator to change the
demodulator sync bit rate switch. Sit rate 8/16 bits/s
12 25 -161.2 1.0.00 2- and 3-way Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
143 51 21 -160.9 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
12 30 -160.7 10.00 2-way One command transmitted late due to slow communication.
Bit rate 8/1.6/256/512 bits/s
144 51 23 -161.0 10.00 2-way Receiver dropped lock numerous times. Cause undetermined.
Bit, rate 8/1:6_bits/s
145 42 25 -160.6 10.00 1- and 2-way Transmitter tripped off once due to interlock. Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
146 42 11 -1.60.0 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 16 bits/s
12 26 -161.6 10.00 1- and 2-way Abnormally high bit-error rate reported and investigated.
Bit rate 8/16/512 bits/s
147 61 0 -160.4 10.00 1- and 2-way
148 61 0 -160.4 10.00 1- and 2-way
149 12 13 -162.3 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Investigation of excessively high bit-error rate continued.
Bit rate 8/16/512 bits/s
130 42 5 -160.3 10.00 1- and 3-way Complete disruption of communications with SFOF occurred for
30 min due to electrical fire in SFOF. Service restored
through emergency facilities, and command sequences
resumed satisfactorily. Bit rate 8 bits/s
12 7 -162.6 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Investigation of excessively high bit-error rate continued.
Bit rate 8 bits/s
151 42 0 -161.1 10.00 1-,2-, and 3-way Digital Instrumentation system failed to Jock up because of
incorrect switch setting. Wideband FM signal not recorded
	 ,1
because of operator error in patching
12 11 -162.3 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
152 41 0 -161:0 0 1-way
153 41 0 -162.0 10.00 1- and 2-way
12 8 -162.6 -	 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
154 41 0 -163.9 9.80 1- and 2-way
98
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155 41 0 -163.3 10.00 1- and 2-way Maser failed, causing premature end of track at 0459 GMT
12 14 -162.1 10.00 1- and 2-way Station had trouble acquiring signal on channel 11; finally
acquired at 25 Hz below predicts. Bit rate 8/161512 bits/s
156 41 0 -160.5 10.00 1- and 2-way Synthesizer power supply failed
157 41 0 -163.6 10.00 1- and 2-way
12 9 -163.4 10.00 1 - and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/s
160a 12 13 -162.6 10.00 1- and 2-way Computer inhibited command; cause undetermined.
Bit rate 8/16/512 bits/s
41 0 -164.6 10.00 1- and 2-way
162` 41 0 -163.9 0 1-way
12 12 -163.2 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8/512 bits/s
164 41 0 -164.3 10.00 1-way Maser warmed up after pass, but cooled down again for
posttrock calibration
12 8 -163.5 10.00 1- and 2-way Random receiver malfunction occurred from 1812 GMT through
remainder of pass; cause undetermined
167 1 41 0 -163.2 0 1-way Maser failed, causing.. premature end of track
12 4 -164.5 10.00 1- and 2-way Station encountered difficulty in acquiring signal, probably
because of no bias on predicts. Bit rate 8 bits/1
168 12 8 -164.4 10.00 1- and 2-way Station experienced difficulty in locking up computer using
receiver 1. Bit rate 8/16 bits/s
170 12 5 -154.0 10.00 1- and 2-way Special test performed using DSS 14 receiver and DSS 12
and ground operational equipment. Bit rate 8/16/64 bits/s
14
171 12 Xf --164.1 10.00 1- and 2-way Type I and II orientations performed. Bit rate 8/256/512 blts/s
172 12 9 -164.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/s
1.76' 12 21 -165.0 10.00 1- and 2-way Type II orientation performed. Transmitter kicked off . several
times due to high room temperature lair conditioner was
being repaired)
179 12 3 -164.6 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/5
No tracking on passes 180-186 due to maser failure at DSS 12
187 42 3 -162.4 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/5
188 42 5 -163.8 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/5
12 7 -165.6 10.00 1- and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/s
189 12 3 -164.8 10.00 1- and 2-way lost first 4 Is of scheduled tracking because of Inoperative
maser. Bit rate 8 bits/s
190 12 20 -165.0 10.00 1- and 2-way Special pass scheduled because of solar flare alert.
Bit rate 8 bits/s
191 12 8 -166.3 10.00 1-, 2-, and 3-way Bit rate 8 bits/s
192 12. 0 -166.7 0 1-way Pass was record only for solar flare alert
193 42 9 -163.5 10.00 1.,. 2-, and 3-way Special pass for solar flare alert
"No tracking on passer 158, 159, 161, and 163,
r No tracking on parses 165, 166, 169, 173, 174, ! . :'S, 177, and 178.
h.,
3.
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194 42 9 —164.3 10.00 1- a-:d 2-way Limited pretrack calibrations were performed because of short
notice. Special pass scheduled due to solar flare alert.
Bit rate 8 bits/s
12 8 —166.1 10.00 1. and 2-way Bit rate 8 bits/s
196s 42 4 —164.2 10.00 1- and 2-way Final pass for 85-ft antenna stations. Bit rate 8 bits/s
-No tracking on pas 195.
Table 27. Comparison of normal and actual events during near-earth flight phase
Time, GMT Event
Time from launch, s
Actual Normal
0731129 Pioneer VI liftoff 0 0
0732:02 Solid motors burnout 42.2 43
0732:15 AFETR station 3 (G81) rise 55 56
0732:30 Solid motors jettison 70 70
0733:48 Main engine cutoff 148 149.2
0733t52 Second-stage engine ignition 152 153.2
0733:53	 - First stage jettison
	 - 132.8 1-54:3
0734:18 Fairing Jettison 178.8 179.2
0734:21 DSS 71 set 181 66
0734:40 AFETR station 1 (Tel 2) set 200 6:
0736:40 AFETR station 9.1 (Antigua) noratal rise (Not acquired) 320
0737:33 AFETR station 3 (0111) acquired 373 56
0740:11 `'.
 Second-stage engine cutoff 531.4 551.1
0740:17 AFETR station 3 (G81) set 537 286
0741:19 Begin mast-phase pitch program 599 600.2
0744t3O AFETR station 9.1 (Antigua) normal set (Not acquired) 790
0746t20 End coast-phase pitch program 900 901.2
0751 Transferred control from SFOF to D55 51 1200 1200
0752:05 AFETR tracking ship normal rise (Acquired at 0802 GMT) 1245
0756A5 Third stage spinup 1485 1486.2
0756:07 Second stage jettison 1487 1488.2
0756:17 Third-stage engine Ignition 1496.9 1501.2
0756:41 Third-stage engine burnout 1520.7 1523.7
0757:40 Third stage/spacecraft separation 1580 1583
Power to orientation electronics
- Initiated Type I orientation -
075741 Booms and Stanford antenna deployed 1581 1584
Turn on TWT 1
Switch transmitter driver to TWT 1
Switch TWT 1 to low-gain antenna
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Consideration Of the launch date and the variousDEEP SPACE
INSTRUMENTATION	 —
DEEP SPACE
INSTRUMENTATION
SPACE FLIGHT
OPERATIONS vehicle and mission constraints dictated the launch Win-
FACILITYSTATION
FACILI TY FACILITYOPERA OPERATI NS do^w—an initial launch azimuth of 101 deg and a CoastCONTROLLER CHIEF CHIEF period of 050 s in an elliptical parking orbit between
SPACE FLIGHT shutdown of the second-stage motor and ignition of the
OPERATIONS
FACILITY third-stage motor. In the following tabulation, the normal
NETWORK
and	 actual	 parking-orbit	 parameters	 are	 compared;
+ parenthetical values represent norms, whereas numbers
not in parentheses represent actual values.
ASSISTANT
SPACE FLIGHT
OPERATIONS
TO OSS 42
DIRECTOR SIGNALING Parking orbit parameters	 Value	 -.
AND CONFERENCING
DSS 51 PR AND MONITORINGARRANGING Time of injection after 	 (551.1)	 531.4
NETWORK launch, s
Altitude of apogee, kin	 (1376.6)	 188.1
TO D55 12
SPACEFLIGHT ANALYSIS ARESEARCH Altitude of perigee, km	 (877.0	 270,6OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR
TEAMS CENTER Inclination to equatorial plane, 	 (30,2)	 30.2
SPECIAL LINE
degTO GOLDSTONE
PATCHED IN FOR
REORIENTATION
PIONEER MISSION Eccentricity	 0.076	 0.071ySUPPORT AREA
MANEUVER
— Period, min	 (101 , 4)	 100,5
DENOTES CONFERENCE NETWORK
— — — — DLNOTES INTERCOM
DENOTES FACE -TO-FACE	 2. Performance. During the early part of the coast
Fig. 49. Communication lines for Type II orientation period between second- and third-stage propulsion, the
second-stage guidance and control system provided a
programmed nosedown attitude change of 71,2 deg in
the plane of the orbit. The difference in direction be-
near normal and well within the predicted 3v variation. 	 tween the inertial velocity vectors at the beginning and
The normal time and actual time of events occurring 	 end of the coast period was 61.2 deg. A 10-deg nose-
during the launch phase of the flight are compared in 	 downward alignment of the thrust vector relative to
Table 27. The relationships of altitude, range, and time	 the inertial velocity vector at ignition of the third stage
from launch for the launch trajectory are given in Fig. 50.
1. Requirements. In addition to the usual launch
vehicle and range safety constraints, the following space-
Craft and Project constraints were imposed in selecting
the particular heliocentric orbit-injection conditions for
a given date:	 x
(l.) Near-ecliptic heliocentric orbit.
(2) Nominal perihelion of 0,80 astronomical unit.	 I
(3) Angle between spacecraft spin axis and spacecraft
sun line at injection greater than 25 deg.
(4) Same ground station in view for first 3 h after
injection.
(5) Earth—spacecraft distance for 180 days in orbit
of less than 0 X 10' kin.
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was necessary to achieve the appropriate burnout con-
ditions.
The rockets on the spin table between the second and
third stages were fired just before jettison of the second
stage and ignition of the third stage. Telemetry data
indicated that the spin rate of the third stage and unde-
ployed spacecraft clue to the spin motors was 104,9
rev/min compared to a predicted value of 106.4 rev/min.
The measured value was well within the anticipated
accuracy of ±10%.
The heliocentric orbit injection conditions obtained for
Pioneer VI are given below. For comparison purposes,
the estimated conditions for a normal launch-vehicle
performance are included (norms are enclosed in paren-
theses).
Parameter	 Values
Time (GDQT) (0710-0802) 0756:41.1
(Dec. 16, Dec. 16,
1965) 1965
Altitude, km (558.7) 564.1
Range, km (9100.3) 9072.0
Geodetic south (7.9) 7.8
latitude, deg
West longitude, deg (4.3) 4.6
Inertial velocity, (10.8333) 10.8488
km/s
Inertial flight path (1.6) 1.7
elevation angle a,
deg
Inertial flight path (119.2) 119.3
azimuth angle Q,
deg
Vehicle axis inertial (-4.51) —3.65
elevation angle B,
deg
Vehicle axis inertial (119.28) 119.33
azimuth angle 0,
deg
Several stations of the AFETR tracked the spacecraft
and received telemetry data from it during powered
flight. AFETR station 1 at Cape Kennedy acquired the
spacecraft signal first; station 3 on Grand Bahama, station
9.1 on Antigua, and finally the Coastal Crusader tracking
102
ship followed in succession. The NASA Deep Space
Station at Cape Kennedy (DSS 71) also received telemetry
data from the spacecraft. Actual and anticipated periods
of tracking and telemetry reception are compared in
Fig. 51. In general, the stations committed to track the
spacecraft telemetry signal during powered flight did
not acquire and lock on the signal as early as had been
predicted. However, once a solid lock on the signal was
obtained, tracking continued for longer than had been
anticipated. The differences between the actual and
anticipated acquisition and set times are not entirely
understood, The trajectory during powered flight was
very near that which had been expected. It is doubtful
that the strength of the signal from Pioneer VI was less
than expected because measurements by DSS 51 over a
considerable period of time and a number of varying
spacecraft attitudes confirmed the expected value. The
differences between the actual and anticipated acquisi-
tion and set times for the various stations are being
investigated,
The free-Right trajectory for Pioneer VI has been well
established by tracking measurements made by the Deep
Space Stations. The measurements include local hour
angle and declination, and doppler shift of the com-
munication frequencies. The measurements were trans-
mitted in near-real-time to a computer complex in the
Space Flight Operations Facility, where a mathematical
trajectory that hest fit the tracking data was derived
from computer progr.,ans that incorporated all known
perturbation effects, Three trajectories were computed:
one using the first 2 h of tracking data, the second using
the first 30 days of data, and the third using the first 60
days of data. Although small differences in the results
were evident, they were not significant for the Pioneer
Project,
Besides providing the multibody perturbation trajec-
tory, the computer programs also derived the character-
istics of a two-body conic trajectory. The characteristics
are given in Fig. 52 for the conic approximating the
Pioneer VI trajectory during the first 24 h of flight, when
the effects of the solar gravitational field were insignifi -
cant. The conic trajectory was an escape hyperbola with
an asymptote vector oriented to 2.9 deg south celestial
latitude and 359.9 deg celestial longitude. When
Pioneer VI was injected into this escape hyperbola, the
velocity vector of the earth was parallel to the ecliptic
and in the direction of 174.4 deg celestial longitude.
The trajectory during the first 24 h of flight is shown
in Fig. 53 plotted in the orbit plane. The position of
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Fig. 53. Near-earth trajectory parameters for Pioneer VI
Pioneer VI relative to the earth—sun line in an earth-
oentered ecliptic coordinate system during the same
period is shown in Fig. 54. In both figures, the location
of the magnetopause and solar-wind bow shock deter-
mined from data obtained by the Goddard Space Flight
Center magnetometer is indicated. The two events
occurred well after all of the scientific instrumei zs had
been turned on.
The AFETR tracked the launch vehicle and received
telemetry data from the spacecraft during the powered-
flight phase of the mission. Stations at Cape Kennedy,
Grand Bahama Island, and Antigua, and the Coastal
Crusader tracking ship participated in this activity for
Pioneer VI. The telemetry data were reconted on mag-
netic tape for later processing and analysis. However,
the tracking data, excluding those from the ship, were
transmitted via teletype immediately and continuously
to the Real Time Computer Facility at Cape Kennedy,
where thB characteristics of the trajectory were calcu-
lated. Predictions to be used for initial acquisition of
the spacecraft by the Deep Space Network were also
determined. Similar activities were performed at the
Space Flight Operations Facility, using the AFETR i
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Fig. 54. Earth Took-angle profiles for various spin-axis orientations to the ecliptic
north pole (L+6 days orbit with solar radiation pressure)
tracking data as a backup for the real-time computer 	 150-ft antenna at Stanford University. (The latter facility
facility.	 transmits only to two receivers aboard the spacecraft as
part of the radio propagation investigation conducted by
3. Sequence of major events. A sequence of events
associated with Pioneer VI is presented in Table 28. The
events listed bogin with the preship review held at .
the TRW facilities before the spacecraft was shipped
to Cape Kennedy, and 'end with the last acquisition of
Pioneer VI signals by DSS 12. For ease in following the
sequence, the individual events are grouped according
to their corresponding major activity.
B. Deep Space Phase
Following the near-earth phase, the DSN tracked,
receiv(-.j telemetry data from, and transmitted commands
to the spacecraft. Computing equipment at the Space
Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) processed the tracking
data teletyped from the Deep Space Stations during or
immediately following a pass of the spacecraft. Compu-
tations were accomplished for orbit determination and
calculation of predicts for aid in subsequent acquisitions
of the spacecraft by the Deep Space Stations and by the
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-426
Stanford University.)
The DSN Provided consistently high-quality data
in support of Pioneer VI.
I. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility operations.
The performance of the Deep Space Stations in support
of Pioneer VI was excellent. The initial acquisition by
DSS 51 was perfect. Effort made to exceed the one pass
per day expected by die Pioneer Project Office resulted'
in an average of two passes per day. All mission objec-
tives were met by the Deer Space Instrumentatior.
Facility (DSIF).
Of concern to DSN management were the command
errors that occurred during the mission. However, these
errors did not perturbate the Pioneer VI spacecraft, ncr
deprive the Pioneer Project Office of scientific data. No
catastrophic command errors were experienced. A list of
command errors by station and pass is given in Table 29.
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Table 28. Pioneer VI sequence of major events
Time, GMT
Activity	 Date, 1965	 Event
Start	 End
Prelaunch avant:	 Sept. 29	 —	 —	 Preship review to evaluate operations readiness
Sept. 29 to	 Oct. I	 —	 —	 Prelaunch activities started at Cape Kennedy
Dec. 16, 1965	 Dec. 2	 0700	 —	 first operational readiness test' simulating liftoff through
Type II orientation
Dec. 6	 0700	 —	 Second operational readiness tests simulating liftoff through
Type II orientation
Dec. 9	 0700	 —	 Third operational readiness testy simulating liftoff through
Type II orientation
Dec. 10	 1400	 2200	 Launch readiness review, including interstatici. !onference at
2400 for confirmation of readiness
Dec. 13	 1100	 1157	 Launch countdown, Task I (preparation for Task II)
1158	 1442	 Launch countdown, Task II (spacecraft and instrument checks)
1 509
	 1621	 Launch countdown, Task III (final pneumatic pressurization)
1715	 2058	 Launch countdown, Task IV (ordnance installotion checks)
Dec. 14	 0312	 0545	 Launch countdown, Task V (red-tag item removal and final
prepc ration)
—	 1140	 Fairing lnr;tallation completed
1200	 1250	 Launch countdown, Task VI (Part 1, umbilical checks, completed)
1745	 —	 Pioneer 4%iunch scrubbed because of Gemini 'VI wecither delay
Dec. 15	 2134	 —	 Launch countdown, Task VI resumed (Part 2s RF 6'ecks
completed)
Dec. 16	 0042	 0047	 Launch countdown, Task VII (spacecraft standby status
preparation)
0111	 0124	 Launch countdown, Task VIII (ordnance connection and
final secure)
0333	 —	 Launch countdown, Task I% started (terminal count)
0354	 —	 Second-stage umbilical accidentally disconnected, requiring
hold for spacecraft check and umbilical reconnect
0521	 0526	 Repeat of Task VII
0526	 0539	 Repeat of Task Vlll
0547	 —	 Repeat of abbreviated Task I% started
0645	 —	 Terminal count at T'-35 min initiated
0656	 —	 Spacecraft on Infernal power
0716	 —	 Launch vehicle hold established because of abnormal
telemetry trace
0720	 —	 Spacecraft or.._ ground power
0723	 —	 Terminal count of T-8 min resumed
0726	 —	 Spacecraft on internal power
Events during powered- 	 Dec. 16	 0731x20	 —	 Liftoff (launch window, 0645-0737 GMT)
flight phase	 0732,02
	 Solid motors burnout
0732x15	 —	 AFETR strtion 3 rise (receiver in God out of lock until
0737,33; rise norm, 0732x16)
0732:30	 —	 Solid motors jettison
073348	 Main engine cutoff
073342	 —	 Second-stage engine Ignition
0733,53	 —	 :First/rewind-dope separation
0734x18
	 —	 Fairing Jettison
0734,21	 —	 DSS 71 set (norm, 0732126)
073440	 —	 AFETR station i set (norms 0732x26; partial coverage)
073640	 —	 AFETR station 9.1 normal rise (not: acquired)
0737x33	 —	 AFETR station 3 acquired (normal rise, 0732116)
0740x11	 —	 Second-stage engine cutoff
074007	 —	 AFETR station 3 set (norms 0736106)
0741,19
	 —	 Begin coast-phase pitch program
0744x00	 —	 AFETR datlon 9.1 normal set (not acquiredi
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Table 28 (contd)
Time, GMT
Activity Dale, 1965 Event
Stu" End
0746,20 — End coast-phase pitch program
0751 — Control transferred from SFOF to DSS 51 for partial Type II
orientation and turn-an of instruments
0756105 — Third-stage spinup
0756107 — Second/third-stage separation
0756117 — Third-stage ignition
0756141 —. Third-stage burnout
0757140 — Third-stage/spacecraft separation; power to orientation
electronics Initiated Type I. orientation
0757141 — Booms and Stanford antenna deployed; TWT 1 on, driver to
TWT I, TWT 1 to low-gain antenna
Beginning events during Dec. 16 0759 — Initial downlink acquisition at DSS 51 on acquisition-aid antenna
DSS 51 initial acquisition 0800 — Initial spacecraft data teletyped to SFOF from DSS 51
indicated Type I orientation under way and spacecraft
status normal
0802 0805 Coastal Crusader telemetry (approximate coverages
0752-0759 GMT)
0804:14 — Type 	 orientation terminated
0805 — Initial Clan I engineering printout Indicated spacecraft
parameters normal
0806 — DSS 51 transmitter activated (10 kW) on acquisition-aid
antenna
0807 — First spacecraft spin-rate Indication showed normal spin rate
0607 — Ground receiver transferred to 85-ft antenna and maser
0811 — Executed command for 512 bits/s (changed from 64 to 512
.bits/s)
0813 — Type I orientation restart command executed (no pulse
indicated)
- 0816 — Ground transmitter transferred to 85-ft antenna
0817 — Ground receiver to 12 -Hs bandwidth
0824 — Undervaltoge-protection command executed
0825 — Initial downlink acquisition of DSS 42
0835 — First Indication second 1pacecraft receiver activated;
reduction of ground-received signal strength
0836 — First Ion of computer lock (Intermittent)
Partial Type .
 II orientation Deo 16 0846 — 'type I orientation restart command executed'
and instrument turn on 0851 — Single ccw Type II orientation command executed
0856 0911 ccw Type II orientation. commands (32) 'executed.
0914 —Ames Research Center plasma detector turn-an command
executed
0922 — Last indication of signal present In second spacecraft receiver
Ground•recAvod signal vocovered and steady
0922 — Single ccw Type II orientation command executed
0925 — Goddard Space FligPt Confer magnetometer turn-on
commood executes,
0931 0949 ecw.lype II ariunlalim, commands (323 executed 	 -
090 — Ploono detector iurn•dn command uxecuted
1.013 — Formal A command executed (scientific format)
1020 — DSS 51 transmitter power reduced to 2.5 kW
1031 — University of Chicago cosmic ray detector turn -an
command executed
1032 — University of Chicago cosmic ray detector normal-mode
.command executed
-During command modulation, second spacecraft receiver lost si gnal, and ground-resolved signal strength increased,
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Activity Dote, 1963
Time, GMT
Event
Start End
1050 — Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector turn-on
command executed
1051 — Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector dynamic range
off command executed
1110 — Stanford instrument turn-on command executed
1130 — Type I orientation restart command executed; single pulse
Indicated
1140 — Type 1 orientation restart o'.,mmand executed; single pulse
Indicated
1144 — Control transferred from DSS 51 to SFOF, partial Type II
orientation being completed
Final events during DSS 51 Dec. 16 1148 — DSS 51 transmitter power reduced to 600 W; spacecraft
Initial acquisition receiver signal remained strong
1210 — Ground-received signal dropped 15 dB, but still recorded
good data
1212 — DSS 51 transmitter power raised to 1.25 kW
1238 — DSS 51 transmitter power reduced to 650 W
1255 — Spacecraft penetrated earth magnetopause at 12.8 earth
radii from earth
1312 — End of first acquisition by DSS 42 (downlink only)
1355 — Regained 15 dB on ground-received signal as a result of
manual antenna track adjustment (antenna probably on
secondary lobe)
1416 — First Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector calibrate
command executed
1510 — DSS 51 transmitter power reduced to 300 W; spacecraft
receiver signal remained strong
1615 — Second Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector
calibrate. command executed
1710 — Spacecraft penwrated earth/solar-wind bow shock at 20.5
earth radii from earth
1815 — Third Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector calibrate
command executed
1918 First Stanford experiment data obtained on teletype
2003 — First acquisition by DSS 12
2015 — Fourth Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector
calibrate command executed
2031 — DSS 51 receiver lost lock (antenna probably on sidelobe)
2040 — DSS 51 receiver solid lock as result of manual antenna track
adjustment
2100 — Ti,onsmbsion discontinued from DSS 51 and initiated from
DSS 12 at 600 W (first transfer or command link)
Events during Type 11 Dec. 16 2130 — plasma detector command to high-voltage mode executed
orientation 2152 — DSS 51 set
1200 — DSS 12 transmitter power r' jAuced to 300 W
2210 — DSS 12 transmitter power reduced to 100W
"
2255 — Fifth Graduate Research Cenwr cosmic ray detector
calibrate command executed
Dec. 17 0055 — Sixth Graduate Research Center cosmic ray defector'
-
calibrate command executed
0223 — Second acquisition by DSS 42
0300 — Transmitter turned off of DSS--: ? and turned on at !,DSS 42
at 100 W
0345 — First Stanford Instrument calibrate commands (3i executed
0400 — Seventh Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector
- calibrate commands (2) executed
i
ai
Table 28 (contd)
Activity Date, 1965
Time, GMT
Event
Start End
0445 — Transmitter turned off at DSS 42 and turned on at DSS 12
at 100 W
0515 — Second Stanford instrument calibrate commands (3) executed
0530 — Third Stanford instrument calibrate commands (3) executed
0630 — Transmitter turned off at DSS 12 and turned an of DSS 42
of 100 W
0653 — DSS 12 set
0810 — Eighth Graduate Reseorch Center cosmic ray detector
calibrate commands (2) executed
1024 — Second DSS 51 acquisition
1 210 — Ninth Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector
calibrate commands (2) executed
1215 — First telemetry data magnetic tapes arrived of Ames
Research Center from DSS 12
1230 — Transmitter turned off at DSS 42 and turned an of DSS 51
1349 — DSS 42 set (second pass)
1600 — Tenth Graduate Research Center cosmic ray defector
calibrate commands (2) executed
1 615 — Eleventh Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector
calibrate command executed
2010 — Twelfth Graduate Research Center cosmic ray detector
calibrate commands (2) executed
2008 — Second acquisition by DSS 12
2100 ,— Transmitter turned off at DSS 51 and turned an of DSS 12
at 600 W
Events during Type 11 Dec. 17 2120 — Control transferred from Spac^. Flight Operations Facility
orientation to DSS 12 for completion rf Type 11 orlentatloai first data
sent to experimenters from Ames Research Center tape
- _.-processing station.._...
2125 - -- Format C command executed
2128 Type I orientation restart command executedi seven gar
I
pulses counted
2132 — Type I orientation restart command executedi one gas
pulse counted
2136 — Executed command for 16 bitO
2142 — Noncoherent mode command executed
2149 — Malfunction in DSS 12 autotrack system
2154 — DSS 12 antenna operation switched to oldad track mode for
_ remainder of pass
2158 — TWT to high-gain antenna command executed
2159 — DSS 51 set (iwcand pass)
2210 — Started sequence of 33 ccw Type II orientation commands
of the rote of one command per minute
2242 -- Transmitted command 33
2250 — Executed command for 512 bits/s
2254 — Type I orientation restart command executedi four gas
pulses counted
2258 — Format A command executed
2315 — Format C. command executed
22 17 Executed command for 16 bibs
2321 — Started sequence of 67 ccw Type it orientation commands
at the rate of one command per minute
Dea18 0027 — Transmitted command 67
0031 — Started sequence of 10 ccw Type it orientation commands
at the rata of one command per minute
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Activity Date, 1965/1966
Time, GMT
Start	 End
Event
0041 — Transmitted command 10
0045 — Executed command for 512 bits/s
0048 — Type I orientation restart command executed; four gas
pulses counted
0056 — Format A command executed
0108 — Format C command executed
0110 — Executed command for 16 bits/2
0114 — Started sequence of 15 ccw Type II orientation commands
at the rate of one colnmand per minute
0130 — Transmitted command 15
0132 — Executed command for 512 bits/s
0137 — Type I orientation restart command executed i one gas
pulse counted
0144 — Started sequence of three cw Type II orientation commands
at the rate of one command per minute
0146 — Transmitted command 3
0148 — Started open-end sequence of ccw Type 11 orientation
commands at the rate of one command per minute
0214 — Commands stopped aft er command 27
0220 — Type I orientation restart command executed; three gas
.pulses counted
0223 — Started sequence of 10 cw Type II orientation commands
at the rate of one command per minute
0232 — Transmitted command 10
0233 — DSS 42 third acquisition
0345 — Started sequence of 10 cw Type II orientation commands
at the rate of one command per minute
0354 — Transmitted command 10
0409 — Type I orientation restart command executed; one gas
-
.pulse counted
0411 — Orientation electronics off command executed
0413 — Format A command executed
0415 — Coherent made command rejected as nonpermissive
0418 — Coherent mode command transmuted In emergency mode
and executed
0424 — Miulon control transferred to SFOF, orientation being complete
Events fallowing Type II Dec, 18 0500 — Transmitter turned off at DSS 12 and turned on at DSS 42
orientation to 0600
— Thirteenth Graduate Research Center "I ismic ray detector
June 3, 1966 calibrate commands (2) executed
0645 — First mognetometer calibrate command executed
0704 DSS 12 set
Dec. 21
—— First University of Chicago cosmic ray detector calibrate
command executed
Dec. 23 — — First ma g netometer flip command executed
Dec. 24 1.300 2013 first duty-cycle store mode (first lack of DSS coverage)
13ic. 30 — — First "indication of Importance 2" solar flare
1966
Jan. 3 — — DSS 61
	
first acquisition
Jan. 6 — — Second magnetometer flip command executed
Jan. 12 — — DSS 1 I	 first acquisition
Jan. 13 — — Sharing of control between JPL and Ames Research Center
Initiated
Jan. 16 2057 — first time period with no data coverage
Jan. 17 — 0053
Jan. 19 — — Second "Indication of importance 2" solar flare
t
Table 28 (contd)
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Time, GMT
Activity Date, 1966 Event
Start End
Jan. 27 — — Third magnetomeler flip command executed
Feb. 2 — — DSS 41
	
first acquisition
Feb. 12 — — Scientific data from first report period shipped to
experimenters
Feb. 23 — — Transfer of mission control to Ames Research Center completed
Feb. 28 — — Change of bit rate from 512 to 256 bits/s; bit-error rote of
10-s at DSS 12, spacecraft 1.21 X 10 7 km from earth
Mar. 2 0530 — Closest approach to syxygy; spacecraft 1.84 deg from sun
(below) as seen from earth
Mar. 3 — — Fourth mognetometer flip command executed
Mar. 14 — — DSS I I lost acquisition
Mar, 17 — — Change of bit rate from 256 to 64 bps/s and change from
formal A to 8; bit-error rate of 10-3 at DSS 12, spacecraft
1.8 X 10 7
 km from earth
Apr. 13 — — Change of bit rate from 64 to 16 bits/s; bit-error rate of
10-a of DSS 12, spacecraft 3.42 X 107 km from earth
Apr. 19 — — Presentation of preliminary scientific report of forty-seventh
annual meeting of American Geophysical Union
Apr. 29 2205 — Format C (engineering) command executed; preparation for
receiver antenna change
71 220 — Spacecraft receiver 2 switched to high-gain antenna (near
threshold of low-gain antenna)
2255 — Format 6 (scientific) command executed
May e — — DSS 51 lost acquisition
May 9 — — Change of bit rate from 16 to 8 bits/&; bit-error rate of
I0-^ t
 at DSS 12, spacecraft 5.53 X 10 7 km from earth
May 18 0315 — Spacecraft at ascending . node
May 20 0254 — Spacecraft at perihelion; sun-spacecraft distance was
1.22 X 10' km (0.814 astronomical unit), and earth-
spacecraft distance wcs 6.4 X 107-(0.433 astronomical
unit)
May 10 — — DSS 61 lost acquisition
May 27 — — DSS 14 first acquisition (fait only; non-GOE u station)
May 30 — -- DSS 14 last acquisition
June 3 — — DSSs 14 and 12 first acquisition Ifirst microwave transmission
link with DSS 12 GOE)
Events to determine space- June 4 1200 — Control transferred from Ames Research Center to DSS 12 to
craft attitude check attitude of spacecraftjDSSs 12 and 14 trackinai
rea p-lime telemetry data displayed at DSS 12
1244 — Noncoherent mode command executed
1259 — Memory readout command executed
1259t30 — ( Real-time telemetry command executed
1300 — Formal C command executed (for maximum engineering data)
1309 — Noncoherent mode command executed
1372 — Executed command for 256 bits/s
1334 — Telemetry store mode command executed
13300 — Orientation electronics on command executed
1335 — Orientation electronics off commands (2) executed
1336130 — Executed command for 8 bps/s
1337 — Format C command executed
1;142 — Changed to display of real-time telemetry data from
DSS 14 to Improve dais quality
1404 — Memory readout command executed (data stared during
turn-on of orientation power obtained for Immediate study)
^(;OE = oraunJ o perollenol equipment
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Activity Data, 1966
Time, GMT
Event
Start End
1448 — Executed command for 512 bits/s
1448430 — Telemetry store mode command executed
1449130 — Executed command for 8 bits/s
1450 — Format C command oxecuted
1502 — Memory readout mode command executed
1538 — Orientation electronics on command executed
1541 — Sequence of three ccw Type II orientation commands
executed of the rate of one per minute
1606 — Sequence of three ccw Type II orientation commands
executed at the ruse of one per minute
1626 — Sequence of three « w Type II orientation commands
executed at the rate of one per minute
1641 — Change to display of real-time telemetry data from DSS 12
1717 — Sequence of nine cw Type II orientation commands executed
at the rota of one per minute
1804 — Orientation electronics off command executed
1605 — Executed command for 512 blh/s
1806 — Telemetry store mode command executed
1807 — Executed command for 8 bite/s
1808 — Format C command axe -sled
1823 — Memory readout mode command executed
1859 — Format B command executed
1910 — Coherenttelematry mode command executed
1950 — Control Iransferred from DSS 12 to Amas Research Canter,
orientation operation being complete
Change of spacecraft June 7 — — Normal data threshold for 8 bits/s at DSS 121 bit-mror rate
attitude and end of of 10-1 1 spacecraft 8.15 X 107
 km from earth
nominal mission June 9 1339 — Noneohacent mode command executed 10 Initiate activity for
spacecraft attitude change during DSS 12 tracking period
1404 — Format C command executed
1421 -- Orientation electronics on command executed
1509 — Sequence of six ccw Type JI orientation commands executed
at the rate of one command par five minutes
1542 — Orientation etodronius off commands (2) executed
1554 — Memory readout mode command executed
1554130 — Real-time mode command executed
1604 — Executed command for 256 bits/1
1604 130 — Telemetry store mode command executed
1605 — Spacecraft battery off command executed
1634 — Format C command executed
1635 Memory readout mode command executed
1719 — Formal B command executed
1744 — Coherent mode command executed as acimity for attitude
change and turning off of battery complete
June 28 — — DSS 42 last acquisition
Jena 29 — — Regular operation with DSSs 14 and 12/ microwave link began
July I 1 - — Terminated Stanford experiment because spacecraft out
of range
July 14 — — DSS 12 lad acquisition
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Table 79. Pioneer VI command errors
Station Pats RemP:k:
51 070 Command transmission delayed due to operator error
51 068 Commands 100 and 101 transmitted late due to
operator error
51 079 Command 060 delayed 2 min due to computer alarm
12 053 Command 053 sent 9 min early due to operator error
12 107 One command sent lute due to poor communication
between station and SFOF
42 099 Command 034 sent 1 min late due to confusion
through being given Incorrect Instructions
51 068 Command 005 delayed 2 min by appearance of
error light (cause unknown)
51 053 Command 100 dsa6syad by faulty monitor receiver
42 036 Command 100 Inhibited by an undetermined
equipment malfunction
12 060 Command 050 delayed 2 min due to operator error
51 035 Command 004 transmitted 9 min early due to error 10
misreading digital clack
51 123 Command delayed duo to error in Initial Instructions In
which too-close spacing of commands caused DISe
to be out of lock
51 142 Command 052 delayed 15 min because DIS out of
lock (operator failed to change demodulator sync
bit rate switch)
O DIS = ulellal Instrumentation system,
The following seven stations, employing 85-ft antennas,
supported the Pioneer VI operation at various tinges;
(1) DSS 11 (Pioneer), Goldstone, Calif.
(2) DSS 12 (El
 Cho), Goldstone, Calif,
(3) DSS 41 (Island Lagoon), Woomera, Australin,
(4) DSS 42 (Tidbinbilla), Canberra, Australia,
(5) DSS 51 (Johannesburg), Johannesburg, South Africa,
(0) DSS 61 (Robledo), Madrid, Spain,
(7) DSS 71 (Cape Kennedy), Cape Kennedy, Fla,
Deep Space Station 71 supported the prelaunch tests
and checkout; DSSs 12, 42, and 51 were prime ground-
operational-equipment stations; DSSs 11, 41, and 61 pro-
vided record capability as backup stations. The Goldstone
Mars station (DSS 14) supported the routine phase of the
mission with its 210-ft antenna for downlink only, The
10-kW transmitter nt DSS 12 was used for uplink.
The DSS 12 transmitter was committed for transmission
to the spacecraft at least twice each week, To conduct
command and real-tinge data transmission activities, the
microwave link was used between DSSs 12 and 14, Cape
Kennedy (DSS 71) was directed to look up on each of
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33.426
the spacecraft frequencies and pull them back to rest
frequency. This was accomplished, and channel a was
verified to be within this area.
At 0630;00 GMT, Johannesburg (DSS 51) was advised
that it was to turn oil power at L+34 s
instead of L+34.5 s because of frequency uncertainties,
Johannesburg wits advised to remain at this transmitter
voltage-controlled oscillator frequency until L-1-36,5s
and—if no acquisition—to go to the predicted frequency
for L+40 s and search for the spacecraft.
At 0708 CANT, DSS 71 reported a —98-dBm signal from
the spacecraft, and at 0729 the station reported the space-
craft auxiliary oscillator frequencies. Liftoff occurred at
0731; 20 GMT, 16 min beyond the closing of the "optimum"
launch window. The delay was caused by problems
associated gvith the prior spacecraft power loss,
Table 30 shows tracking station particulars for the first
four passes of the Pioneer VI spacecraft, The paragraphs
that follow describe the operational details of these prime
tracking stations,
a. Cape Kennerlil (DSS 71), pass 001. Deep Space
Station 71 performed all assigned tasks satisfactorily, The
station acquired PN-6 at 0731:20 GMT u;nd reported loss
of lock at 0734;21 GMT, which was the time of shroud
jettison, Loss of signal appeared to 11e due to normal
attenuation because of obscurest antenna 'look' angles,
No equipment failures were reported
The following data apply to the DSS 71 portion of
the track;
Time Signal trvel
Liftoff —100 dBmW
L+60 s —115 dBmW
L -1-90 s -125 dBmW
L+ 120 s —130 dBmW
L + 150s —135 dBmW
L+160 s —138 dBmW
L + 175 s —144 dBmW
L+180 It —148 dBmW
L+181 s Look lost
b, "Johannesburg (DSS 51), pass 001, Transmitted
power was an initial 10 kW, reduced to 1250 W and
then to 650 W, Before the start of Tyne , II orientation,
the loop bandwidth was switched from ;152 to 12 Hz,
The purpose of this change was to provide all available
signal margins in ease the spacecraft attitude should be
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Table 30. Deep Space Station tracking data, first four passes
Deep Acquisition Ind of pose System Low . Threshold sensitivity, Transmitter
pass Space location noise noise dB rs power,
.Station Time, GMT Dale, 1965 Time, GMT Date, 1963 tempera• antenna kW
lure, °K gain, dB Receiver I Receiver 2
001 DSS 51 Johannesburg 0759153 Dec. 16 2151135 Dec. 16 42,70 —
—1720 — 10, 1.25, 0.65
001 DSS 42 Tidbinbllla 0825102 Dec, 16 1312109 Dec. 16 40.80 36.4 —172,1 —171.1 0
001 DSS 12 Goldstone 2003120 Dec. 16 0652150 Dec, 17 42,50 37.5 —163,0 —163.0 0.60, 0,10
002 DSS 42 Tidbinblllo 0223127 Dec, 17 1349100 Dec. 17 39,60 37.2 —171.9 —171.9 0,13
002 DSS 51 Johannesburg 1024119 Dec. 17 2158129 Dec.. 17 41.70 — —171.0 — 0.30
002 DSS 12 Goldstone 2008110 Dec. 17 0704112 Dec. 18 41,90 37.0 —172,0 — 0,60, 10,0
003 DSS 42 7,dbinbllla 0233,16 Dec. 18 1352100 Dec. 18 39,90 36,8
—171.1 —170,0 0.60
003 DSS 51 Johannesburg 1034132 Dec. 18 22100
 Dec. 18 49,20 36.8 —171.0 — 0.60
00: DSS 12 Goldstone 2008130 Dec. 18 0705131 Dec. 19 41,60 37.0 —172.0 — 0.60
004 DSS 42 Tidbinbllla 0234144 Dec. 19 1350100 Dec, 19 40.22 36,9 —169.2 —168.4 0,60
004 DSS Sl Johannesburg 1029153 Dec, 19 2203115 Dec. 19 48.70 — —171.0 — 0,60
004 DSS 12 Goldstone 2004142 Dec, 19 0318110 Dec, 20 42.40 1918 — — 0,60
such that it might go through a deep null (30 to 50 dB
drop) during these maneuvers,
Upon receipt of the AFETR predicts, checks revealed
the presence of significant errors. Deep Space Station 51
was directed to disregard these and go to set 12A based
upon nominals.
In spite of the difficulty in stabilizing spacecraft
vol?tage•controlled-oscilltitor (VCO) frequencies, the
initial acquisition by DSS 51 was normal. The station
acquired tho spacecraft signal on schedule (see Table 30)
in the I-way mode, using the S-band acquisition antenna
(SAA) and maser. The receiver, ground operational
equipment, and digital instrumentation system were
looked on almost immediately, and good data were
observed on the teletype link,
(2) Stage 3 separated,
(3) Booms deployed.
(4) Stanford antenna deployed,
(5) Undorvoltago override on,
(6) Orientation power on,
(7) Traveling-wa ge tube amplifier 1 on and connected
to low-gain antenna,
(8) Both equipment converters on,
(9) Both receivers not addressed,
(10) Experiments off,
Tracking mode and times were as follows;
At 0808;02 GMT, the uplink was looked to the VCO
frequency, The downlink was roostablished, and good
data were indicated at 0808;55 GMT, Subsequently,
tracking was via the S-band camograinian monopalse
(SCM) system (and •naser),
Type I orientation bad not been completed at acquisi-
tion. then 20 stahls changes were printed out because
of gas-jot toggling. Type I gas-jet activity ceased tit 0804
GMT, and the standard engineering status printout was
received at 0805 GMT.
The following initial spacecraft actions, received as a
status printout, were exactly as predicted;
(1) Format C, real4ime mode, 64 bits/s, redundancy A,
Mode	 Period, GMT
1-way, SAA—maser	 From 0759;53 to 0806;02
2-way, SAA-maser
	
From 0800;26 to 0807;18
2-way, SCM—maser 	 From 0807;18 to 2100;01
2-way, SCM-maser	 From 2100;01 to 2151;35
Deep Space Station 51 reported the FR-14008, 2230
FSM record, modules would not oscillate internally, The
problem was corrected by replacing a module. A gassy
tube was replaced in the 30-MHz mixer, This occurred
during station countdown preceding the launch pass,
At 0835 GMT, it was observed that both spacecraft
receivers were addressed, Simultaneously, the ground y
!y
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automatic gain control was observed to decrease in anupli-
tudc, This condition disappeared without corrective ac-
tion tit the station at 0846, then reappeared from 0915
to 0921. GMT, During the latter period, a spectral an-
alysis of the DSS 51. ground transmitter revealed spurious
sidobands at approximately 400 kHz from the center
frequency (within the passband of the channel 7 re
eviver), and at approximately 23 d'13 below carrier power
level,
After the first few status commands, at approximate]\'
0838;58 GNIT, a series of several momentary receiver
dropouts was observed, The first: group of these dropouts
lasted until 0844;53, At this time, DSS 42 reported obser-
vation of the DSS 51 radiated signal on a spect'unn
analyzer,_ and that there was considerable noise and
spurious modulation on the carrier, The DSS 42 observers
also reported what appeared to be a significant split-
present:, As a result, DSS 51 personnel were requested to
cheek their output our an analyzer, After the check,
DSS 51 confirmed the presence of sidebands tut:,400kI•Iz,
approximatel y 20 (113 down from the carrier,
la swd upon this information, as well as the reported
fact that spacecraft receiver 2 indicated that it was being
addressed from engineering telemetry, it is assumed that
this sideband (at extremely high power conditions and
with the aforementioned doppler and loop-stress dovia-
tions) probably was swooping across receiver 2, causing it
to iudicate acidness, There is it possibility that this re
eciver \vas injeoting the noise into the driver/mixer, thus
causing interference with the normal output of receiver 2.
The f'UCtr.leney spread between receivers 1 and 2 is ap-
proximately 370 kilz, and this figure matches this theory
q uite well,
The receiver momentary dropouts continued at brief
intervals until approximately 10200 GMT, at which
time the transmitted power was reduced by 6 dB, There
were no further problems from this source, Investigation
of this problem is continuing,
A sudden drop in signal strength (20 dB) was reported
by DSS 51. tit 1210 GMT, This was attributed to the
antenna autot'aok system introducing a bills that offset
the antenna from predicted angles, Signal Strength re-
turned to normal upon going to aided track w)d correct-
ing ,intern <: angles in accordance with current predicts,
All spacecraft commands were transmitted in the ab-
normal mode until 1309 GMT, at which time the trans-
emitter frequency was changed to permit the monitor
receiver to operate in the proper frequency range. Once
the monitor receiver was on the proper frequency, the sta-
tion trnnsri^itcd commands in the normal mode. Table 31
shows the identification and times of all DSS 51 com-
numds during the first four passes,
Communication was spotty on both teletype and voice
between ,1P1., and DSS 51. JPL Communications placed a
commercial telephone call to the station to support the
signaling, conferencing, and monitoring arranging
(SCA\IA) voice circuit, which was clown for considerable
periods before acquisition by DSS 51. Communication
to DSS 51 during the 13-h tracking period was generally
good, and the commercial telephone call was dropped
shortly after DSS 51 acquisition,
Telemetry and tracking data were received from DSS 51
in real-time, Engineering and tracking data were usable.
Station performance was satisfactory, and initial acqui-
sition was perfect,
c, Tidhinbilla (DSS 42), pass W1, The Tidbinbilla
Deep Space Station acquired the spacecraft in the 3-way
mode on the SAA-paramp at 0825;02 GMT, as shown in
the table of particulars (see Table 30), The tracking
mode,~ and times are given below,
Mole	 Period, GMT
3-way; SAA—paramp 	 From 13825;02 to 0835;30 ,.
3-way, SCM—maser	 From 0835;30 to 0837:40
3-way, SAA—paramp
	
From 0837;40 to 0839:40
3-way, SCM—maser	 From 0839:40 to 0850;10
3-\vay, SAA—paramp	 From 0850;10 to 08,52 40
3-way, SC%; —maser	 From 0852;40 to 1312:09
At 1024 GMT, a patchcord shorted in the JM digital
instrumentation system, oausing loss of four and eight bits
in the most significant digit of the doppler readout:, The
backup 400-Hz converter for transmitter power was not
operational,
No conunands were transmitted by DSS 42 (luring the
first pass; full-time voice and toletypc were available,
and JPL communication was good, Telemetry and
track=ing data were also good, and station performance
was satisfaotorv,
d, Gold stone (DSS 12), pass 001, The Goldstone station
acquired the Pioneer V.l spacecraft at 20:.1.3;40 GMT,
The transmitter power was initially set at 600 'W, and
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Table 31. Johannesburg commands, first four passes
I
pose Date, 1965 Time, GMT Command Event
001 Dec. 16 0810 004 512 bits/s rate
001 Dec. 16 0813 021 Type I restart
001 Dec. 16 0824 110 Traveling-wave-tube amplifier
(TWT).power off
001 Dec. 16 0846 021 Type 1 restart
001 Dec. 16 0851 040 Type 11 counterclockwise
001 Dec. 16 0855-0911 040 Type II counterclockwise
001 Dec. 16 0914 054 Experiment G, power on
001 Dec. 16 0922 040 Type II counterclockwise
001 Dec. 16 0925 055 Experiment 8, power on
001 Dec. 16 0931-0947 040 Type II counterclockwise
001 Dec. 16 0957 013 Experiment C, power off
001 Dec. 16 1013 034 Format A
001 Dec. 16 1031 076 Experiment A, power on
001 Dec. 16 1032 070 Experiment A, normal mode
001 Dec. 16 1050 116 Experiment D, power on
001 Dec. 16 1050 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
001 Dec. 16 11 1 o 077 Experiment E, power an
001 Dec. 16 1130 021 Type 1 restart
001 Dec. 16 1140 021 Type I restart
001 Dec. 16 1415 100 Exo`inlwsnt D, dynamic range off
001 Dec. 16 1416 101 Experiment D, calibrate
001 Doc,: 1.6 -	 161 100 -
-Experiment D; dynamic range off
	
-
001 Dec. 16 1616 101 Experiment D, calibrate
001 Dec. 16 1815 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
001 Dec. 16 1816 101 Experiment D, calibrate
001 Dec. 16 2015 100 'Experiment D. dynamic range off
001 Dec. 16 2016 101 Experiment D, calibrate
002 Dec. 17 1600 100 Experiment D, dynamic rang* off
002 Dec. 17 1601 101 Experiment D, co!,orate
002 Dec. 17 1615 101 Experiment D;:-•alibrates
002 Dec. 17 .11000 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
002 Dec. 17 2001 101	 - Experiment D, calibrate
003 Dec. 17 1600 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
003 Dec. 17 1601 101 Experiment D. calibrate
003 Dec. 17 1615 101 Experiment D, calibre!»
003 Dec. 17 2000 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
003 Dec. 17 2001 101 Experiment D. calibrate
004 Dec. 18 1350 100 Experiment 0, dynamic range off
0,04 Der- 18 1351 101 Experiment D, calibrate
004 Dec. 18 1800 100 Experiment D, dynoinic range off
004 Dec. 18 1801 101 Experiment 0, calibrate
later reduced to 100 W. (See also station particulars for
this pass in Table 30.)
Goldstone tracking modes and times for the first pass
are shown below,
nThere was a slight jitter oil HA antenna, caused
by a slight reduction in hydraulic pressure at 0512 C\9T.
At 0847, the gearbox lubrication pump was stopped to
allow foaming oil to settle.
Mode	 Period, GMT
3-way, SCM—maser 	 Fromi 2003:20 to 2100:00
2-way, SCM—maser	 From 2100:00 to 0300:14
3-way, SCM—maser 	 From 0300:14 to 0445;00
2-way, SCD4 maser	 From 0445:00 to 0601:40
2-way, SCiM—maser	 From 0606:30 to 0630:01
3-way, SCM—maser	 From 0630:50 to 0652:50
From 0510 to 0512 GMT, DSS 12 tried to initiate com-
mand 071. An error light came on, inhibiting the com-
mand. The read—write—verify (.RWV) receiver was found
to be out of lock, though indications wem. that it was
in lock.
No spacecraft commands were initiated during the first
pass, as noted previously. Those commands transmitted
on the second, third, and fourth passes are identified
in Table 33.
Communication conditions during the second pass were
normal, and no outages were recorded. Data conditions
for both telemetry and tracking were good. The station
performance was satisfactory.
f. Johannesburg (DSS 51), pass 002. The Pioneer VI
spacecraft signal was acquired at 1024:19 GMT. Auto-
track was initiated at 1026:30, (For tracking particulars
pertinent to the first four passes, see Table 30.)
The DSS 51 tracking modes and periods are shown
below for the second pass.
At 0601:40 GD4T, the undercurrent interlock relay
deactivated the ti..nsmitter, The problem was associated
with the backpressure in the hydraulic system at a spe-
cific antenna pointing angle,
Mode
	
Period, GMT
3-way	 From 1024:19 to 1230:05
2-way	 From 1230:17 to 2100:01
Table 32 shows all commands initiated by DSS 12	 3-way	 From 2100:01 to 215829
during the first four passes.
9	 9
There were no communication outages during the first
pass. Telemetry and tracking data were good, and station
performance was satisfactory,
e. Tidbinbilln. (DSj 42), pass 002. The Pioneer VI
spacecraft acquisition was achieved in the 3-way mode
(SCM-maser) at 0223:27 GOAT. Autotrack began at
0230:30. (See Table 30 for station particulars for the
first four passes.) The tracking modes and periods are
shown below.
Mode	 Period, GMT
3-way, SCM-maser From 0223:00 to 0305:00
2-way, SCM—maser From 0305:00 to 0445:01
3-wav, SCM—maser From 0445:01 to 0602:13
1-may, SCM-maser From 0602:13 to 0605:22'
3-avay, SCM—maser From 0605:22v to 0630:00
2-way, SCM—maser Frons2630:00 to 1230:16
3-way, SCM—maser From 1230:16 to 1349:00
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The Ili reel covering the period from 1332 to 1709 GMT
rewound unevenly as ;a result of a ;flaw in the early por-
tion of the tape, and the Consolidated Electrodynamics
Corporation recorder incurred paper jams at 1349 and
1925. The demodulator lost lock at 1524, apparently be-
cause of a faulty connector on the receiver Darlington
amplifier. This problem was corrected at 1528 by a
temporary repair,
Five commands were transmitted during the second
pass; these are identified in Table 31. The communica-
tion conditions for the second pass were fair, and telem-
etry and tracking data conditions were good. Station
performance was satisfactory.
g. Goldstone (DSS 12), pass 002, Pioneer VI space-
craft acquisition was achieved in the 2-way mode at
2008:10 GMT, with the DSS 12 transmitter set at 600 W.
The power was increased to 10 kW for the Type II orien-
tation maneuver, but lowered again to the 600-W level
immediately thereafter. Detailed particulars pertaining
to Goldstone tracking; during, QAe second pass are shown
in Table 30.
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ITable 32. Goldstone commands, first four passes
pall Date, 1965 Timis, GMT Command Eve;9t
001 Dec. 16 2130. 112 Experiment 6, mode change 2
001 Dec. 16 2255 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
001 Dec. 16 2256 101 Experiment D, calibrate
001 Dec. 17 0055 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
001 Dec. 17 OV56 101 Experiment D, calibrate
001 Dec. 17 0515-0516 071 Experiment E, calibrate'
001 Dec. 17 0530-0531 071 Experiment E, calibrate"
002 Dec. 17 2125 037 Format C
002 Dec. 17 2126 021 Type I restart
002 Dec. 17 2132 021 Type I restart
002 Dec. 17 2136 016 16-bits/: rate
002 Dec 17 2142 043 .Noncoherent mode on
002 Dec. 17 2158 047 Traveling-wave-tube amplifier to
high-gain antenna
002 Dec. 17 2201-2242 040 Type II counterclockwise
002 Dec. 17 2250 004 512-bits/s rate
002 Dec. 17 2258 034 Format A
002 Dec. 17 2315 037 Format C
002 Dec. 17 2317 016 16-bits/s rate
002 Dec. 17 2321— 040 Type 11 counterclockwise 
Dec. 18 0026
002 Dec. 18 0031-0041 040 Type 11 counterclockwise'
002 Dec. 18 0045 004 512-bits/s rate
002 Dec. 18 0048 021 Type I restart
002 Dec. 18 0056 034 Format A
002 Dec. 18 0108 037 Format C
002 Dec. 18 01 YO 016 16-bits/s rate
002 Dec. 18 01 14-0123 040 Type II counterclockwise°
002 Dec. 18 0126-0130 040 ..	 Type II counterclockwised
002 Dec. 18 0'.3? 004 512-bib/s rate
-002 -	 -Dec.	 1_-8-- 'd137 -	 021	 - Type 	 restart	 -	 -
002 Dec. 18 0144-0146 031 Type It clockwise%
002 Dec. 18 0148-0214 040 Type II counterclockwise'
002 Dec. 18 U220 021 Type I restart
002 D'ec. 18 0223-0232 031 Type II clockwise'
002 Dec. 18 0345-0354 031 Type II clockwise'
002 Dec. 18 0409 021 Type I restart
002 Dec. 18 041 1 042 Orientation power off
002 Uec. 18 0413 043 Noncoherent mode on
' 002 Dec. 18 0418 030 Noncoherent mode off
003 Dec. 18 2135 100 -	 :Experiment D, dynamic range off
003 - '	
- Dec. 18 .2136 101 Experiment D. calibrate
003 Dec. 19 0135	 II -	 052 Memory readout003 Dec. 19 0136. 060 Real-time data
003 Dec. 19 !02A,5	 ! 1-00 Experiment D, dynamic range off
003 Dec. 19 0246 101 Experiment D, calibrate
003 Dec. 19 0345 050 Format D
003 Dec. 19 -	 0345 004 512-bits/s rate
003 Dec. 19 0346 034 Format. A
004 Dec. 19 2300 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
004 Dec. 19 2301 101 Experiment 0, calibrate
- -Command transmitted 3 times.
	 ---	 -	 -
'	 ^Command transmitted 66 times.
Command transmitted 10 times,
eCammand transmitted a times.	 -
Command transmitted 27 times.
T
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Table 33. Tidbinbilla commands, passes 002-004
i
Pass Dale, 1905 Time, GMT Command Event
002 Dec. 17 0345-0346 071 Experiment E, calibrate"
002 Dec. 17 0400 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
002 Dec. 17 0,101 101 Experiment D, calibrate
002 Dec. 17 0401 7100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
002 Dec. 17 0810 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
002 Dec. 17 081 1 101 Experiment D, calibrate
002 Dec. 17 1 210 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
002 Dec. 17 1211 101 Experiment D, calibrate
003 Dec. 18 0600 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
003 Dec. 18 0601 101 Experiment D, calibrate
003 Dec. 18 0645 061 Experiment 8, calibrate
003 Dec. L8 1000 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
003 Dec.. 18 1001 101 Experiment D, calibrate
004 Dec. 19 0700 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
004 Dec. 19 0701 101 Experiment D, calibrate
004 Dec. 19 1 100 100 Experiment D, dynamic range off
004 Dec. 19 1 101 101 Experiment D, calibrate
"Command transmitted three timer.
The DSS 12 tracking modes and periods are shown
below for the second pass.
-- :Mode	 Period, GMT
3-way, SCM—maser 	 From 2008:10 to 2100:00
2-way, SCM-maser 	 From 2100:00 to 0500:00
3-way, SCM—maser
	 From 0500:00 to 0704:12
The only reported problem during the second pass was
an inability to autotrack for much of the time. This was
attributable to the low declination rates during the pass.
Commands imtiated during the second pass are identi-
fied in Table 3r2. Of specific interest were the Type II
orientation commands, initiated to align the spin axis
of the spacecraft perpendicular to the earth—spacecraft
line. The purpose of the alignment maneuver was to
bring the main lobe of the spacecraft high-gain antenna
into a position that favored the DSS.
The Type II orientation was very successful, all ob-
jectives for spacecraft orientation being met. The spin
vector was biased from the normal to the ecliptic plane
so that trimming orientation changes should not be re-
quired for more than 6 mo.
The Type II orientation maneuver started at 2210 GMT
on December 16, 1965, and was performed in a completely
normal manner. This maneuver consisted of 125 ccw
commands followed by 3 ew commands to verify that
the spacecraft could be torqued in both directions, 21 more
ccw pulses, and 20 final cw pulses. Combined with two
Type I pulses used for trim, a total of 177 pulses were
recorded during the final Type II maneuver. The fia1a1
Type II orientation maneuver was completed at 0411
GMT on December 17. During the orientation maneuver,
a portion of the high-gain antenna pattern for the down-
link frequency was plotted as a means of precisely deter-
mining spacecraft orientation with respect to its orbital
plane. The portion of the pattern obtained appeared to
be normal.
Trajectory data. The data supplied 16 h after launch
(L+16 h) reflected the best trajectory estimate for an
epoch preceding the Goldstone second-pass reorientation
activity. The actual reorientation was based upon the
JPL-supplied L+3 h_ trajectory estimate (also referenced
below).
Procedure. For the ideal trajectory in which V. is
parallel to the ecliptic and the spacecraft is sufficiently
far from the earth so that the ground station is effectively
4.
in the ecliptic as seen from the spacecraft, the final reor-
ientation procedure would be simply to center the main
lobe to the ground station, thereby aligning the spin axis
with the south ecliptic pole. Subsequently, the sun and
earth look angle remain effectively at 90 deg for the
remainder of the mission (neglecting precession due to
solar radiation pressure).
The. station look angle was required to be related to the
north ecliptic pole (which serves] as an inertial reference).
This aspect orientation, which involved rotating the space-
craft to obtain the proper angle between the spacecraft
spin axis and the earth—spacecraft line, was necessary
because:
(1) The spacecraft was relatively close to the earth
during the first two Goldstone passes.
(2) The declination of Goldstone to the ecliptic was
time-varying (clue to earth rotation).
(3) V„ was inclined to the ecliptic.
angle history (shown in Fig. 54), It was decided th .t a
spin-axis orientation of 181 deg was to be achieved for
the main-lob•
 c bias. The selection of this value was based
solely upon geometric considerations. Optimization with
respect to bit rate or total information transmitted during
the lifetime of the mission Nvas not considered in the
selection of the desired spin-axis orientation. In addition,
solar-radiation 2lfeets were not considered. Main-lobe
centering at 02251
 GMT corresponded to a spin-axis
orientation of 184.0 deg with respect to the north ecliptic
pole (see Table 34). A 3-deg cw rotation was initiated at
0345 GMT, consisting of 10 Type II cw commands.
The effects of solar-radiation pressure upon the earth j
and sun look-angle history are depicted in Fig. 55,-which
is also based upon later trajectory data (L+6 days). It is
apparent from this figure that the spin-axis orientation
of 181 deg selected during the DSS 12 maneuvers pro-
vided satisfactory look-angle profiles for the remainder
of the Pioneer VI mission.
The T11W procedure for the fral Type II reorientation
maneuver was to determine the still and earth look-angle
history vs the spacecraft spin-axis declination to the
north ecliptic pole.` This is depicted in Fig. 54. The
angle # that the spacecraft spin axis makes is defined as
the cew angle from the north ecliptic pole to the spin axis.
This is consistent with the sense of spacecraft rotation
for a commanded Type II cc,.v rotation. The &sired
sun and earth look-angle history of Fig. 54 was used
to determine the necessary spin-axis orientation to the
ecliptic north pole.=
The main lobe of the high-gain antenna was identified
at approximately 0131 GMT, after 125 Type 11 eew
commands were completed, corresponding to a rotation
of approximately 37.5 deg. Three Type II cw commands
were conducted at 0144 GMT to verify Type II cw
rotation capability. Also, 27 additional Type II cew com-
mands swept through the main lobe to approximately
the —3-dB point (0215 GMT). Ten Type II ew commands
were initiated -^t 0223 and completed at 0232 GMT,
effectively centering the main lobe to DSS 12. The re-
quired main-lobe biasing with respect to DSS 12 was
determined by selecting the desired earth and sun look-
'It is assumed at all times that the Type I maneuver is completed
before the Type lI maneuver, so that the spacecraft spin axis is
perpendicular to the spacecraft—sun line.
'The sum and earth look-angle histories depicted in Fig. 54 are also
a function of the time at which the final Type II orientation is made.
However, they are effectively the same for the first several days
after launch.
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Station performance. Voice and data communication
conditions during the second pass were good, and station
performance was satisfactory in all respects. The Gold-
stone station supported the Type II orientation with trans-
mission of 174 discrete commands, all of which were
successfully executed by the Pioneer VI spacecraft.
h. Tidbinbilla (DSS 42), pass 003. The Pioneer VI
spacecraft was acquired at DSS 42 for the third Pass at
0233:16 GMT. (See Table 30 for DSS 42 tracking par-
ticulars.) The station began autotracking at 0234:43 GMT.
Acquisition of the spacecraft was delayed 20 min because
of incorrect arrival at DSS 42 of prepass instructions.
Tracking modes and periods for DSS 42 during the
third pass are listed below.
Mode	 Period, GMT
3-way, SCM—maser From 0233:16 to 0500:00
2-way, SCM—maser From 0500:00 to 1200:00
3-way, SCM—maser From 1200:00 to 1352:00
Five commands were initiated by DSS 42 during the
third pass; these are idend.6ed in the Tidbinbilla com-
mand tabulation (see Table 33).
Communication conditions were normal, and telemetry
and tracking data conditions were good. The bit rate
was 512 bits/s. The station performance was fully sat-
isfactory.
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i. Johannesburg (DSS 51), lass 003. The Pioneer Vl
spacecraft acquisition by DSS 51 occurrud in the 2-way
mode at 1034:32 GMT. Autotracking began at 1035:12
GMT. (See DSS 51 tracking particulars for the third
pass in Table 30.) The initial acquisition involved recep-
tion of a spacecraft sideband signal; however, after two
attempts, the main beam was acquired at 1045:34 GMT.
Autotracking after reacquisition was regained at 1046:00
GMT.
Tracking modes and periods for DSS 51 during the
third pass are listed below.
Mode	 Period, GMT
2-way, SCM—maser	 From 1034:32 to 1200;00
2-way, SCiM—maser 	 From 1200:00 to 2100:01
2-way, SCM—maser	 From 2100:01 to 2210:12
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Four command transmissions were successfully initiated
during the Pass; these consisted of two (xperiment D
commands, each sent twice. (See Johannesburg command
identification list, Table 31.)
Communication conditions were normal, and telemetry
and tracking data conditions were good. The bit rate was
512 bits/s.
The doppler counter transfer pulse for switching from
counter 1 to counter 2 had to be reset at board A-3; this
was accomplished after posttrack calibration. With the
exception of the spacecraft sideband acquisition on
the first RF lockup attempt, the performance of DSS 51
was satisfactory.
j: Goldstone (DSS 12), pass 003. Initial spacecraft
acquisition of the Pioneer VI spacecraft on its third
DSS 12 pass occurred at 2008:30 GMT on December 18. -
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Tracking particulars are listed in Table 30. Autotracking
began at 2011:07 GMT, and transfer of the spacecraft
transponder from DSS 51 to DSS 12 was effected at
2100:00 GMT on December 18. Transponder transfer to
DSS 42, the succeeding station, took place the following
day at 0430:00 GMT without incident.
The tracking modes and periods for DSS 12 during the
third pass are listed below.
1. Johannesburg (DSS 51), pass 004. Spacecraft acqui-
sition for the fourth pass was achieved in the 3-way
mode by DSS 51 at 1029:53 GMT, December 19. Auto-
tracking began at 1029:54 GMT. Transponder operation
was transferred from DSS 42 at 1130:00 GMT.
The tracking modes and periods for DSS 51 during
the fourth pass are listed below.
Mode	 Period, GMT
Mode	 Period, GMT
3-way, SCM—maser 	 Fro, : 108:30 to 2100:00
3-way, SCM—maser
	
From 2100:00 to 0430:01
3-way, SCM—maser	 From 0430:01 to 0705:31
Nine command transmissions were successfully made
during the third pass; these are identified in the list of
Table 32.
Communication conditions were considered adequate,
and tracking and telemetry data conditions were good.
The brit rate for the pass was 512 bits/s. The performance
of DSS 1.2 was satisfactory.
k. Tidbi.nbilla. (DSS 42), pass 004. Spacecraft acquisi-
tion for the fourth pass was achieved in the 3-way mode
at 0234;44 GMT on December 19. Autotracking began
at 0238:40 GMT.
The tracking modes and periods for DSS 42 during
the fourth pass are listed below.
3-way, SCM—maser
	 From 1029:53 to 1130:00
2-way, SCM—maser
	 From 1135:50 to 2100:00
3-way, SCM—maser 	 From 2108:50 to 2203:15
The computer did not respond to an F-68 request
initiated at 1501:51 GMT, but a subsequent request
(1502:15 GMT) was successful. All communications were
good, and the station performed well during the pass.
The commands initiated previously by DSS 42 were re-
peated successfully. (The identification and times of
initiation are listed in Table 31.)
Goldstone (DSS 12), pass 004. The spacecraft was
acquired for the fourth DSS 12 pass at 2004:42 GMT on
December 19. Acquisition was made in the 3-way mode
(SCM—paramp). Autotracking ;began at 2006:05 GMT.
Transponder transfer (from DSS 51) was made without
difficulty. (Table 30 lists the major tracking particulars.)
The tracking modes and periods for DSS 12 during
the fourth pass are listed below.
Mode	 Period, GMT
Mode	 Period, GMT
3-way, SCM—maser
	 From 0234:44 to 0430:00
2-way, SCM-maser
	 From 0430:00 to 1130:00
3-way, SCM—maser
	 From 1130:00 to 1350:00
During the pass, the DSS 42 backup 50-kW, 400-Hz
power unit was repaired and reinstalled. AL_, between
0928:00 and 1008:00 GMT, an outage occurred with the
cable teletype system. The trajectory during the third
pass deviated from predicts, as indicated by a 3-kHz shift
when DSS 51 participated in the 3-way mode.
Four command transmissions (two commands, each
repeated) were made without difficulty. (See DSS 42
command list, Table 33.)
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3-way, SCM—paramp
	 From 2004:42 to 2100:00
2-way, SCM—paramp	 From 2100:00 to 0300:01
3-way, SCM—paramp
	 From 0300:01 to 0318:10
No problems were encountered, although it was noted
that the SCM-paramp klystron drew excessive plate cur-
rent during countdown. Operation during the pass, how-
ever, was normal. Also, the TDS transmitter counter was
incorrect during the 26-min period from 2000:00 to
2026:00 GMT, December 19.
Two commands (Experiment D) were successfully
initiated by DSS 12 during the fourth pass.
Voice and data conditions during the pass were good.
The data-bit rate was 512 bits/s: Station performance
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was degraded somewhat by unavailability of real-time
data printouts, (The station was originally set up for
storage mode by network control, but it was later con-
verted to real-time data processing to allow quick-look
checks.)
2. Received-signal levels. The most serious anomaly in
the telemetry and command system occurred from 0835
to 0922 GMT, Dec-oniber 16, At 0835, the strength of the
signal received by the ground receiver began to decrease
rapidly, causing concern that either the spacecraft trans-
mitting system was failing or that the spacecraft attitude
had so changed that the signal was in the direction of
small antenna gain. By 0836, the signal had weakened to
such an extent that the computer lost lock; a period of
lock and lost word1fratne sync teletype printouts con-
tinued until 0846 GMT, indicating erratic behavior of
the communication system.
A possible spacecraft misorientation suggested that the
planned activities at DSS 51 for the partial Type II orien-
tation maneuver proceed, so an orientation command was
transmitted. Concurrent with reduced signal strength, a
teletype statusprintout indicated that a signal was
present in both spacecraft receivers. This condition con-
tinued until the spacecraft began to receive the command
message (0846 GMT), at which time the signal-present
indication in the second receiver disappeared and the
signal strength at the ground receiver began to increase.
Upon termination of the command message, spacecraft
receiver 2 indicated presence of a signal again; and the
behavior of the communication system became erratic.`
Between 0846 and 0922 GMT, several spacecraft com-
mands were transmitted, and on each occasion the system
operated as described above. It was obvious that the two
phenomena were related. It was diagnosed that the condi-
tion resulted from the manner in which the spacecraft
communication system operated when in the coherent
mode. Two alternatives appeared possible: (1) command
the spacecraft to operate in the noncoherent mode or
(2) reduce the strength of the ground-transmitted signal
so that the strength of the signal into receiver 2 would
be reduced to less than its threshold. The former was
undesirable because it would eliminate two-way doppler
metric data :during a critical tracking period. The latter
was possible because the signal into receiver 1 was
sufficiently strong. Furthermore, the results of a ground-
signal spectrum analysis became available, which showed
sidebands near the frequency of spacecraft receiver 2
sufficiently strong to activate 'the receiver when the
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ground transmitter was operating at full power (but not
modulated oy a command message). When modulated,
the strength of the carrier signal at the spacecraft was
reduced approximately 4 dB, so that the strength of the
sideband frequency was less than the threshold of re-
ceiver 2. The power of the ground transmitter was
reduced from 10 to 2.5 kW at 1020 GMT. The transmitter
was operated at several other power levels until, at 1510
GMT, it was finally reduced to 300 W.
It is noted above that the anomaly did not commence
until 0835 GMT, approximately 29 min after the ground
transmitter was turned on. Further, the anomaly was not
observed after 0922 GMT, about an hour before the
transmitter power was reduced. An analysis of all engi-
neering data transmitted from the spacecraft at this time
(obtained from the later processing of the magnetic tapes
recorded at DSS 51) showed that the difference between
the operating and rest frequencies for receiver 1 was, in
general, as follows:
(1) Before 0835 GMT: —42 to +10 kHz.
(2) From 0835 to 0922 GMT: +13 to 15 kHz.
(3) After 0922 GMT: greater than 18 kHz.
The accuracy of these measurements is ±1.5 kHz for
negative values and ±1.3 kHz for positive values. Pre-
sumably, the frequency of the signal at receiver 2 relative
to its rest frequency varied in the same manner. Because
of the weakness of the signal, lockup occurred only when
the received frequency was very close to the rest fre-
quency and was not changing at a significant rate. When
lockup of receiver 2 was first indicated in the telemetry
data, the operating frequency was 3 kHz above the rest
frequency, and remained at that value throughout the
period of erratic behavior (except for several minutes
when it increased to 10 kHz above).
3. Commands. The first command was transmitted to
the spacecraft at 0810 GMT, December 16. The command
monitor receiver at DSS 51 was not used at this time
because of difficulties associated with the large rate of
change of doppler. Thus, the transmitted command signal
could not be checked against the manually inserted com-
mand number. The remainder of the command and
telemetry systems performed correctly, however, and
execution of the command by the spacecraft was verified
by the teletype status printout at 0811. At 1309 GMT, the
command monitor receiver was placed in operation when
the rate of change of doppler was small; thereafter, the
command message could be checked.
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All command sequences were performed in a satis-
factory manner.
During the first 200 days after launch, 3189 spacecraft
commands were transmitted. There was a distribution of
this total among 57 possible commands. Of the total, the
largest number ( 1810) was used in calibrating or chang-
ing the operating ranges of the scientific instalments.
The next largest number ( 1082) was used in changing the
operating mode of the data system. This large activity
is associated with use of the duty cycle store mode,
which was used whenever Pioneer VI was not being
tracked by the Deep Sp p-e Network. When switching to
this mode, bit-rate commands were required to select
the desired duty cycle. Also, upon completion of this
mode as well as the telemetry store and Format D modes,
the digital telemetry unit automatically switched to For-
mat B at 16 bits/s. When the desired mode was different
from that obtained. automatically, commands had to be
sent to changes it. '."he primary -rode of operation of the
data system when the Deep Space Network was tracking
was a function of the distance between the spacecraft
and earth. In gew^ral,; the modes (for tracking by DSS 12)
conformed to those 1lhown in Table 34.
Table 34. Format identification and operating log
Formal BB roe, bite/s period of operation
A 5112 Dec. 16, 1965 to Feb. 28, 1966
A 256 Mar. 1, 1966 to Mar. 17, 1966
8 64 Mar. 18, 1966 to Apr. 13, 1966
B 16 Apr. 14, 1966 to May 9, 1966
B 8 May 10, 1966 and thereafter
During the attitude maneuvers previously discussed,
282 commands were transmitted to turn the orientation
electronics on and off and to operate the gas valve. The
coherent mode was the prime transmission mode through-
out the 200 days; the noncoherent mode was used for
brief periods during the orientation and test periods. To
effect these changes, 19 commands were required.
The performance of the command link from the ground
station to Pioneer VI cannot be defined in the same detail
as can the performance of the telemetry link because
only limited measurements could be .-made  on the space-
craft receiver. In addition, since large amounts of com-
munication power were available from the ground
station, near-threshold conditions were obtained only
once during normal operations (at the time that it was
necessary to switch spacecraft receiver 2 from the low-
to the high -gain antenna). Because the low-gain antenna
is considerably less directional than the high-gain an-
tenna, the former was used for the command link for as
long as possible as a precaution against loss of command
signal should there be an inadvertent attitude change.
The telemetry measurements on Pioneer VI relating to
the command link included the carrier power and the
phase-lock loop stress of the spacecraft receiver. The
status of the antenna switch and an indication of a signal
in either receiver were also provided in the telemetry
data. The indication of spacecraft receiver loop stress was
used as a real-time operational aid for the ground trans-
mitter operator.
Presented in Fig. 56 are telemetry measurements of
the total power input to spacecraft receiver 2 for a
10-kW output from the ground station transmitter. Data
included are based upon operations with DSS 12 only;
no differences were evident between these data and
those from DSSs 42 and 51. The measurements for the
first 3 mo of the flight are not shown because, during
this period, the ground station transmitter power was
adjusted to provide an aribitrary signal level in the space-
craft receiver between — 128 and -- 132 dBm. As in the
case of other telemetry measurements, changes in power
were telemetered as discrete steps. The instrumentation
aboard the spacecraft actually provided an indication of
carrier power;- however, the _-data _ of Fig. 56 were ob-
tained during periods of command inactivity, when no
modulation of the carrier power was present, and hence
represent total power input to the receiver.
The two solid lines on Fig. 57 represent the total power
that would have been obtained with "typical" ground
station and spacecraft performance for the low- and
high-gain spacecraft antennas. These "typical' perfor-
mance lines are based upon the following values for
pertinent parameters:
Parameter Value
Ground transmitter power (10 kW), dBm 70,0
Ground transmitter antenna gain, dB 51.0
Ground transmitting circuit losses, dB —0.4
Polarization loss, dB —3.0
Spacecraft low-gain antenna gain, dB —0.6
Receiving circuit losses, dB —0.5
Spacecraft high-gain antenna gain, dB 10.5
Receiving circuit losses, dB —1.5
r
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The power measurements with the receiver on the
low-gain antcni.a indicated a mean value approximately
5 dB less than the norm throughout the time of measure-
ments. This difference was greater than the expected
tolerances in the system. Perhaps it was due to a deteri-
oration of the system before the time that the first data
were obtained. This possibility was considered remote,
however, Mere Likely, the difference was clue to inaccu-
racies in the calibration of the received signal strength
and to additional losses within the spacecraft communi-
cation system (using the low-gain antenna) not considered
in the above listing. These possibilities seemed reason-
able because the measured results with the receiver on
the high-gain antenna were within 1 dB of the estimated
value.
The threshold value for an error rate of 10-^ was ob-
tained from preflight ground measurements of total power
input to the spacecraft receiver in relation to bit-error
rate from the spacecraft decoder. The data indicate that,
just before the receiver was switched to the high-gain
antenna, the probable per-bit error rate was less than
10-r. No evidence of a command not being accepted by
the spacecraft (or the generation of a false command)
was obtained during this period.
The probability of false commands was low because
an affirmative check of the 7 bits of the command with
those of the command complement was required on the
spacecraft before execution of the command. As pre-
viously noted, problems were encountered on several
occasions when transmitting to the spacecraft. The first
occasion was during the initial acquisition at DSS 51.
Several times, later in the mission, difficulties were
encountered when attempting to acquire the spacecraft
receivers with the signal transmitted from the ground.
These difficulties were associated with establishing the
proper frequency of the ground transmitter. Complicat-
ing factors were long communication transit times, slow
return of the spacecraft receiver to its rest frequency
following operation with a stressed phase-lock loop, and
a significant effect of temperature on the rest frequency
of the spacecraft receiver. The difficulties were overcome
with procedural changes that gave proper consideration
to the complicating factors.
4. Telemetry. An indication of the power received at the
stations was obtained at DSS 12 at the carrier frequency
from measurements of the voltage developed for auto-
matic gain control (AGC) by the ground station receiver.
Calibrations of the ACC voltage as a function of known
power levels, made before each station acquisition, pro
vided the relationship between AGC voltage and received
carrier power. The received carrier power values thus
measured at DSS 12 for the first 200 clays of flight are
presented in Fig. 58. The data are values averaged only
for a period of several hours near the maximum eleva-
tion angle of the ground antenna as it tracked the space-
craft, as an appreciable decrease in carrier power was
evident near the horizon. The solid line on Fig. 58 is
the carrier power corresponding to "typical' spacecraft
and ground station performance norms. These norms are
based upon the values for pertinent spacecraft and
ground-equipment parameters (see Table 24). For the
radiated frequency for Pioneer VI and distance d (in
kilometers), the space attenuation (in dR) is as follows:
—99.6 —20 log, ^ d. Hence, the solid line is an estimate of
the ground-received carrier power, with all factors con-
stant except space attenuation. In general, the data agree
with the estimate, although differences of as much as
several decibels were present.
One factor not considered in the estimate shown in
Fig. 58 is the variation of spacecraft antenna gain that
is caused by the change with time of the angle between
the spacecraft spin axis and the line of sight from the
ground statio!i to the antenna (earth look angle). Because
of the trajectory and the spacecraft attitude established
upon completion of the Type I1 orientation (181.3 deg),
some variation of spacecraft antenna gain would be
expected. The measurements ofcarrier power made by
the Deep Space Stations with Pioneer V! have been
adjusted for the estimated effect ofearth look angle on
antenna gain, and compared with the normal carrier
power discussed above. The increments between tnr.
adjusted carrier power and the normal carrier power are
shown in Fig. 59 for nearly all of the tracking periods
fov Pioneer VI by the DSN. The same general values
were used for the performance of each ground station,
so that differences between the data for the various
stations would be expected as a result of differences in
the performance of the equipment or calibration accu-
racies at the various. stations. Even considering that fact,
however, it is difficult to distinguish any general -u ends
in the data that are consistent for all stations arf l that
would, therefore, be indicative of spacecraft performance.
jet Propulsion Laboratory has maintained a continu-
ing program to improve the accuracy of signal-strength
measurements by the Deep Space Stations. The best
calibration information available (Y factors, in JPL termi-
nology) were applied to the carrier-power measurements
i
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Fig. 58. Carrier power from Pioneer VI reported by DSS 12
of DSS 12 from Pioneer VI for the °period from 40 to
155 days after launch. The difference between these
recalibrated values of carrier power, adjusted for the
estimated effect of earth look angle on spacecraft antenna
gain, and the "typical" values of carrier power discussed
above, is shown in Fig. 60. The data in Fig. 60 are the
same as those in Fig. 59 for DSS 12, except that the addi-
tional calibration factors have been applied. Hence,
Fig. 60 should provide the best indication of real trends
in spacecraft carrier power with time.
These results indicated a gradual decrease in the mean
carrier power of about 1.5 dB between 40 and 155 days
after launch. Nevertheless, there was sufficient disper-
sion in the data so that the possibility of no change in
spacecraft performance cannot be discounted.
Measurements of TWT anode voltage, cathode cur-
rent, and helix current—the only measurements on the
spacecraft related to the performance of the spacecraft
transmitter--are presented in Fig. 61 for the first 200 days
of flight. Temperatures were measured near the TWT
power amplifiers. The horizontal lines at a constant value
represent telemetry readings . obtained on consecutive
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days. The vertical lines represent the range =of telemetry
readings obtained on those days. The anode voltage and
cathode current were, effectively, constant throughout
the 200-day period. The helix current, however, showed
a slow but continuous rise from 7.00 to 7.75 mA for this
same period. These values are well within the normal
operating range; however, the reason for the change in
helix current is not known. This change may be etIdence
of a go-sy tube, which would lower the power output
(and might be related to the apparent decrease of carrier
power discussed in relation to the data in Fig. 60).
a. Threshold. One parameter that determines the
threshold of the ground receiver for acquiring the car-
rier signal from the spacecraft is the receiver noise
spectral density, which is dependent upon system noise
temperature. (This relationship for the range of opera-
tional temperatures of the Deep Space Stations is given
in Fig. 62.) Th Deep Space Stations measure the system
noise temperature before and after each tracking period
with the antenna pointing toward the zenith. The results
of these measurements for all Pioneer VI tracking pe-
riods (by DSS 12, which provided the greatest coverage)
are presented in Fig. 63. For the first 90 days of the flight,
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noise spectral density
the system noise temperatures were usually around
43°K, and differences between prepass and postpass
measurements were rarely greater than 2°K. During the
next 90 days, however, the temperatures were frequently
Efforts to reduce the system noise temperature at
DSS 12 were successful; consequently, from an average
of 45.3°K at L+178 days, the system noise temperature
decreased to 38.3'K at L+193 days. The carrier-power
thresholds; corresponding to these temperatures, and for
• noise Bandwidth of 12 Hz for the phase-lock loop and
• signal.-to-noise ratio in the loop of 6 dB, are —165.3
and —166.0 dBm, respectively. This improvement of
—0.7 dB in threshold can significantly affect the maxi-
mum range for maintaining carrier lock and the quality
of the data as the communication distance approaches
the range limits for the various data-bit rates.
b. Bit-error rates. For bit rate and other factors con-
stant, the error rate in the data at the output of the
demodulator—synchronizer increases as the strength of
the data subcarrier reduces at the ground station. In
addition, the required signal strength for a constant error
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rate is proportional to the bit rate. Considering the gen-
eral trend in performance of Cie communication systen-,,;
the strength of the carrier signal reduced continuously
as the distance of the spacecraft increased; the strength
of the data subcarrler reacted similarly. Thus, during
the mission, the error rate in the data would (1) increase
with time, (2) exceed the desirable value, and (3) be
reduced by commanding the spacecraft to operate at the
next lower of the five available bit rates.
The ERR readings show a considerable dispersion,
particularly at the lower bit rates. Consistent trends are
discernible, however. For example, near the beginning
and end of each pass, the error rates were considerably
higher than those during the middle of the pass. (Previous
statements referring to the general trend in communi-
cation performance are restricted to these latter data.)
This characteristic is probably caused by ground reflec-
tions or an increase in atmospheric noise when the ground
antenna is pointing near the horizon. Because of this
characteristic, it was frequently necessary to reduce the
bit rate near the beginning and end of a pass to obtain
usable telemetry data.
The ERR reading that best represents the performance
during the middle of each pass is indicated by the hori-
zontal lines in Fig. 64. These values, together with others
obtained in a similar fashion for all tracking periods by
DSS 12 when the ERR reading was significant, are shown
in Fig. 65. Similar data for the other Deep Space Stations,
as well as DSS 12, are shown in Fig. 66. In both Figs. 65
and 66, the average ERR reading is shown in relation to
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The error rate in the telemetry data obtained at DSS 12
during three tracking periods near the time at which the
rate exceeded the desirable value is presented in Fig. 64
for each of the five bit rates. The error rate is expressed
as ERR reading, which is the number of parity errors in
a 32-word fra._ie averaged for a specified time interval
dependent upon the bit rate. This rate assessment is
performed continuously by the computers at the Deep
Space Stations, and immediately teletyped to the mis-
sion controllers at the end of each time interval. The
ERR reading is statistically related to the bit-error
rate Pe by
around 50°K, ar.1 the differences between prepass and
postpass measurements were often greater than 3°K. 	 Pe = 0.00863 ERR
Reading variations of ±1.5°K between prepass and post-
pass calibrations, and between succes-`- e U--, s, may be	 The tracking periods covered by the data are identified
accounted for by variations of such factors as galactic 	 by the pass number, which is the number of times since
noise, atmospheric noise, relative position of the sun and	 launch that the spacecraft was above the horizon of a
moon with respect to the ground antenna, and differences 	 particular station.
in operator techniques. Operator technique alone can
account for reading variations of ±0.5°K Variations of
greater than ±1.5°K probably indicate equipment de-
terioration, maladjustment, or malfunction.
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the distance of Pioneer VI from the ground station at the
time of the reading. The lines Jabeled theoretical approx-
imation represent the best fit of the theoretical variation
to the measured data. In general, the measured error rate
closely follows the theoretical variation.
Attention is called to the fact that, for a given station
and at the same bit rate, the ERR readings shown for
commanded noncoherent operation were considerably
less than those for coherent operation. A poorer per-
formance in the coherent mode may be due to frequency
jitter or noise that can be introduced into the telemetry
carrier by the ground-transmitted signal and the voltage-
controlled oscillator within the spacecraft receivers in
this mode. Such disturbances are absent in the non-
coherent mode. A portion of the difference shown for
8 bits/s with DSS 12, however, should be attributed to a
change in system noise temperature. As stated, a 0.7-dB
improvement in threshold was accomplished by a reduc-
tion in system noise temperature at DSS 12 between
L+178 and L+193 days. The spacecraft-to-earth dis-
tance during this time increased from about 8.6 X 10 7 km
to about 9.8 X 10' km; the 0.7-dB improvement in thresh-
old would account for an increase in the communication
range for a given error rate of about 7 X 106 km.
The communication range for Pioneer VI at the five
available bit rates, an error rate of one error per thousand i
i
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bits, and in the coherent mode, is summarized in Fig. 67.
For comparison, the normal communication limits are
also presented; the solid line includes the effects of space
attenuation as the only variable and the broken line
includes the estimated receiver losses and degradation.
The data agree with the latter estimation except at a
bit rate of 16 bits/s. This difference was perhaps caused
by a system noise temperature (see Fig. 63) about 6°K
higher in the period around May 9, 1966 (L-+-145 days)
than the value used for the normal limits, which is more
representative of overall performance.
At about the time that Pioneer VI was approaching the
limiting distance for communication at 8 bits/s using the
85-ft ground antennas, DSS 14 with its 210-ft antenna
was being tested, and was used to track the Pioneer VI
spacecraft. The station could obtain good spacecraft data
at that time at a bit rate of 64 bits/s, which indicated at
least a 9-dB improvement in performance over that for
the other Deep Space Stations. The error-rate measure-
ments for DSS 14 are also shown in Fig. 66 for a data-bit
rate of 64 bits/s. The data for DSS 14 for 64 bits/s and
an error rate of one error per thousand bits (see Fig. 67)
show that DSS 14 extended the range capability for
64 bits/s from 3.3 X 107 to 1.1 X 108 km, an effective gain
of about 10.5 dB. The largest portion of this gain is
attributed to the greater antenna capture area; the
remainder is attributed to a considerable improvement in
system noise -temperature (29'K) and other ground system
performance elements. Figure 67 gives the distance
limitations for telemetry from the Pioneer VI spacecraft.
Figure 68 shows the effect of proximity of Pioneer VI to
the earth—sun line upon telemetry data-error rate.
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-t controlled from the SFOF at JPL. This facility containedto
various communication and display equipment arranged
6	 to meet the needs of Pioneer flight operations.
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Fig. 66. Variation of average ERR readings at various
Deep Space Stations with communication distance for
Pioneer VI
The television monitors and camera in the mission
control area were part of a closed-circuit system at the
SFOF used for surveillance of areas, display of teletype
data and aher information, time-code display, and visual
intercommunications. Any of 132 television channels
could be selected at the operations console monitors; any
of 20 channels could be selected at the other monitors.
Voice communication was provided by a system com-
posed of three integrated subsystems. The linfercom
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Fig. 67. Distance limitations for telemetry from Pioneer VI
subsystem was a means of voice communication within
the SFOF. The telephone subsystem provided voice
communication within the SFOF, with access to com-
mercial telephone lines. The conference subsystem pro-
vided the primary means of communication within SFOF
and the capability to monitor and participate in network
conferences. Twelve separate networks could be used
during the several hours before and after launch. These
networks connected the Pioneer area with other areas
within the SFOF, with the mission areas and real-time
computer facility at Cape Kennedy Air Force Station,
and with the three prime Deep Space Stations.
The teletype equipment consisted of four receive-only
page printers, a send—receive unit, a tape reader, and two
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typing reperforators. Each of the receive -only printers
was equipped with a selector bola that permitted the user
to select any of 36 incoming teletyppe circuits.
The principal display, the Piooneer mission status board,
was manually operated; it contained such information as
spacecraft status and the values of selected engineering
parameters that were received via ,' teletype from Cape
Kennedy before launch and front >the Deep Space Stations
following their respective acquisitions.
Approximately 4 wk after the Pioneer VI launch,
direction of the mission was transferred from the Pioneer
mission area at the SFOF to the Pioneer mission area at
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Ames Research Center. This change did not basically
affect the method of flight operations because, in both
cases, instructions from the mission area to the Deep
Space Stations pertaining to spacecraft command activity,
on-site data processing, and data transmission by teletype
were relayed via voice and teletype by the DSN controller
at the SFOF. The patching of voice and teletype circuits
between the mission area and the Deep Space Stations
was performed in the communications area at the SFOF.
All tasks associated with orbital determination and prep-
aration of predicts were performed at the SFOF.
The Pioneer mission area at ARC contained voice and
teletype circuits that received data from (and directed
commands to) the spacecraft and the Deep Space Sta-
tions. The teletype equipment installed in the mission
area consisted of three receive-only page printers, a send—
receive unit, a tape reader, and two reperforators. Any of
the four incoming lines could be connected to any of the
receivers and to a receiver at Stanford University (for use
when that facility was transmitting to the Stanford
instrument aboard the spacecraft).
A Dataphone was also installed so that a portion of the
data from the University of Chicago experiment received
via teletype could be retransmitted to the computer at
the university for data processing. Voice communication
consisted of a SCAMA (signaling, conferencing, and mon-
itoring arranging) circuit between ARC and the SFOF, a
commercial telephone circuit, and an additional telephone
circuit operating through the central ARC switchboard.
As at the SFOF, the principal display was the manually
operated mission status board,
The mission support area at the SFOF was used for
mission control during the initial phases of the mission
except for critical orientation maneuvers. For Pioneer V1,
the initial acquisition and partial orientation were directed
from DSS 51, and the final orientation was controlled from
DSS 12. The mission control site was at ARC during the
deep space phase of the mission.
The mission support areas at the SFOF and at ARC
both received in near-real-time via teletype from the
tracking station, processed telemetry data for use in
monitoring performance of the spacecraft and scientific
instruments, and as an aid in planning mission operations.
The ARC facility also received all of the telemetry data
that are recorded on magnetic tape. Special- and general-
purpose equipment at ARC was used to process the data,
which were then shipped to the appropriate users.
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Glossary
AFB Air Force Base
AFETR Air Force Eastern Test Range
AGC automatic gain control
ARC Ames Research Center
CCF Central Computing Facility
CEC Consolidated Electrodyna nics Corporation
DIS digital instrumentation system
DSIF Deep Space Instrurmentatien Facility
DSN Deep Space Network
DSS Deep Space Station
EGSE electronic ground support equipment
ERR average number of parity errors in a 32-
word data frame averaged for a specified
time interval dependent on bit rate
FM frequency-modulated
FPAC flight-pair analysis and command
FPR failure probability report
GBI Grand Bahama Island
GCF Ground Communications Facility
GM ground mode
COE ground operational equipment
GSE ground support equipment
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HA hour angle
IBM International Business Machines
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
L launch (plus time)
MECO main engine cutoff
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MOS Mission Operations System
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
NASCOM NASA Communications Network
NRZ-C nonreturn-to-zero computer
OSSA Office of Space Services and Applications
PDM pulse-duration-modulated
PMSA Pioneer mission support area
RFI radio-frequency interference
RTFC Real Time Computing Facility
RWV read—write—verify
SAA S-band acquisition aid (antenna)
SCAMA signaling, conferencing, and monitoring 	 j
arranging
SCM S-band cassegrainian munopulse
SECO sustainer engine cutoff
SFOD Space Flight Operations Director
SFOF Space Flight Operations Facility
SRO supervisor of range operations
STADAN Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network
STL Space Technology Laboratories (now TRW) 1	 __
T liftoff time (plus time)
TDS Tracking and Data System
TRW Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc. (for-
merly STL)
TWT traveling-wave tube
USB upper sideband
VCO voltage-controlled oscillator
WECO Western Electric Company
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